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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 3.30 pm., and read prayers.

MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT - LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Wordsworth, Hon D.

On motion by Hon Margaret McAleer, resolved -

That leave of absence for six sitting days be granted to Hon D.J. Wordsworth on the
grounds of parliamentary and private business overseas.

MOTION - FARINA, ADELE
Environmnental Protection Authority Appeals System - Appointment Discussions

Debate resumed from 28 May.
HON KAY HALLAHAN (East Metropolitan - Minister for Education) [3.39 pm]: I draw
the attention of members to question without notice 134 asked in another place by the
member for Riverton. I wonder why Hon Phillip Pendal did not draw the attention of' this
House to that question and to the response by the Minister for the Environment? Had he
taken the content of the answer to that question on board there would be no need to debate
this motion today. In his answer to the member for Riverton's question the Minister
indicated that over 12 months ago he commissioned a report from the retiring Deputy
Chairman of the Environmental Protection Authority, Mr Peter Johnston, on the appeals
process and the way in which it might be expedited.
Hon P.G. Pendal: When do you say Mr Pearce said that?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: That was said in the other place on Wednesday, 6 May, and is
recorded at pages 1920-1922 of Hansard. I think that answers the question raised by the
member's motion. The Minister indicated that one of the main criticisms about the current
appeals process on environmental matters is that it appears to be an appeal from Caesar unto
Caesar. That criticism has come from bath conservation and industry groups. A lot of
discussion and work has been undertaken during the past 12 months to establish a
satisfactory appeal procedure. The Minister went on to say that, separate from that appeal
process discussion, he had set up the statutory review of the Environmental Protection
Authority required by the legislation. He went on to say -

It is proposed to set up a separate arrangement for environmental appeals under the
Johnston report as an interim arrangement until the final EPA review is carried out.

He also said lacer in the same reply -

No consideration has been given to who may head that unit. As I am moving to set it
up, one of the groups with which I would be actively discussing it would be the
Public Service Commission.

If Hon Phillip Pendal had been as thorough in researching this question as he had been
researching others he would have found he had no need for concern and therefore no need to
move this motion. The Minister continued and said that he was aware of some scuttlebutt
about the staffing of that appeals unit, whatever shape it might take, and he thought the
reason for that was that Ms Adele Farina was handling the appeals in his office. He said he
therefore thought it was not surprising that there was speculation that she might be an
applicant if such a position were created. He continued -

That is the beginning and end of the matter.
Hon Phillip Pendal referred to his information on this matter as being a "terribly reliable
source", so reliable he should ignore that response from the Minister and move this motion. I
suggest to him that his informant was confused about the setting up of a unit to deal with
appeals in a way that would more adequately meet the needs of both industry and
environmental groups.
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Discussions have certainly taken place about that matter, but no discussions have taken place
about Ms Adele Farina heading any new Environmental Protection Authority appeals system.
One can see how that confusion could come about. It follows that I have not been present at
a meeting where the appointment of Ms Farina to such a position has occurred. That is
because there is no such position as yet for which an appointment can be considered. Indeed,
the matter would have to go through the normal processes. Therefore, I refer Hon Phillip
Pendal to question 134 at page 1920 of Hansard of Wednesday, 6 May 1992. Point (c) of the
motion is not applicable.
Given those facts, no need arises for the member to proceed further on the technicality of
how this motion should be dealt with because should it proceed further I would repeat
precisely what I have just said.
HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [3.45 pm]: It is quite clear that when the question
that gave rise to this motion was asked in this House it was not answered. The answer given
referred the member askting the question to procedures it was said he ought to know. It did
not deal with the question; that is, had the Minister, the Government or the Cabinet discussed
or considered any proposal for a new Environmental Protection Authority appeals system? It
seems to me that the Minister has said that she does not believe it is possible to have a
discussion or give consideration to a proposal unless it is possible to make such an
appointment.
Hon Kay Hallahan: I did not say it was not possible; I said it had not, and my conjecture is
that there is no position to which an appointment can be made.
Hon PETER FOSS: If a person considers creating a position and at the same time considers
who should be appointed to that position, that is consideration of a proposal, because part of
that proposal is also to create a position, If the Minister does not believe that to be the case,
that is taking fine hair splitting to its ultimate degree. If someone said, "Shall we create a
new position of an EPA appeals systems," and, "If we do, shall we put Ms Adele Farina in
charge of it," I sincerely believe a proposal to appoint her has been under discussion whether
or not the position has been created. If this Minister thinks she can get past this House by
telling us there is no such position, and she has not discussed the position, we will have a
slight difference of opinion as to whether the Minister has answered the question. The
Minister should think seriously before giving that answer to the House.
Hon Kay Hallahan: I have made that answer to the House.
Hon PETER FOSS: I know the Minister has said that, but she is not under order at the
moment; when she is under order she will have to think seriously about her answer to this
House. If she says to this House that the Government has not had the matter under
consideration, when it has been considering both the possibility of creating such a position
along with the possibility of who may be appointed to it, she will be in direct disobedience of
an order of this House.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Can you make clear what you think I would be disobedient about?
Hon PETER FOSS: If the Minister says to this House that her answer to the first question is
no and if, in fact, the Minister, the Government, or the Cabinet has considered, first,
constituting such a position and, secondly, has also considered who might take that position,
then the answer should be yes.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Yes to what?
H-on Kay HaJllahan: Hon Peter Foss believes what he thinks is the answer and does not
believe what I have said.
Haon PETER FOSS: The Minister has given an example. She had better make clear when
she answers that not only is there no such position, but also that she has not considered who
might be appointed to that position if it is to be created.
Hon Kay Haflahan: That was clear in my reply.
Hion PETER FOSS: It was not.
lion Kay Hallahan: It may be that the member does not wish to understand the answer.
lion PETER FOSS: I will read Mansard to check. I understood that the Minister was putting
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most emphasis on the fact that she had said no such position was to be created, so how could
she be discussing who could be appointed to it.
Hon Kay Hallahan: I was explaining the scuttlebutt which could explain why Mr Pendal
went on with this motion. It does not mean it is true.
Hon PETER FOSS: The main reason we are proceeding with this motion is that in the first
instance the Minister did not answer the question.
Hon Tonm Stephens: It was answered and you did not like the answer.
Hon PETER FOSS: The question was not answered. The reply was that the member ought
to know that when a person is appointed to these positions the appointment is made by the
Public Service Commission. However, the question was whether the Government, the
Minister, or the Cabinet discussed the matter. It is no answer to say that the Public Service
Commissioner is the person who appoints people to such a position. How is that an answer
to the question? The member cannot seriously be suggesting that that is an answer to that
question, because it certainly is not. It might be an answer to a question as to whether the
Public Service will consider it when the appointment is eventually to be made. In those
circumstances he might be able to answer: Yes, of course it will be considered by the Public
Service, because that is the way these things air done -

Hon Tom Stephens: You obviously have not been listening to the rulings of the Presiding
Officer of this place.
Hon PETER FOSS: I have been listening very carefully to those rulings and I know
perfectly well that a Minister is entitled to answer a question in any way he or she likes.
The PRESIDENT: Order! It will not be long before I make another ruling, if members do
not stop interjecting.
Hon PETER FOSS: I know perfectly well that Ministers can answer questions in any way
they like, but that does not mean that the House must accept an answer that is plainly
evasive, One of the things the President has plainly indicated to us is that if we do not like
an answer the remedy is in our own hands, and in this case Hon Phillip Pendal has taken very
much to heart the suggestion of the President. He has not liked the answers given by the
Minister, and he has asked the House to take the remedy which is in its own hands and to
order the Minister to give the answer. That is entirely in accordance with the President's
ruling. However, it does not alter the fact that the reason we want this order made is that the
Minister in the first instance was evasive in her reply.
Hon Kay Hallahan: That is rubbish.
Hon PETER FOSS: The reply was evasive.
Hon Kay Hallahan: I was not evasive.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Minister should read her answer.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Then why did Hon Phillip Pendal not refer to question 134? Explain
that.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon PETER FOSS: Obviously the Minister does not like the truth.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Hang on, mate! You are the one who does not like the truth.
Hon. PETER FOSS: The question was whether the Minister for the Environment, the
Government or the Cabinet had under discussion or consideration any proposal to appoint Ms
Adele Farina to head a new Environmental Protection Authority appeals system, and the
answer informed the member that the Public Service Commission would be doing those
things. If the Minister thinks that is not evasive, she has reached new heights.
Hon Reg Davies interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, all the Minister had to say was, "No, we have not discussed that at
all"; but she did not say that. She was not going to say no; she had to avoid the question and
deal with something totally different. In this House we have reached the stage where we are
very suspicious of the Government when it is evasive, because practically every time we
receive an evasive answer it means the Government has something to hide. In fact. I can
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remember following a line of questioning with the Attorney General and every time he
answered my question I looked at the answer and saw that be had not answered a certain part
of it front on. So I proceeded to ask a question on that, and eventually I got some very
interesting admissions from the Attorney General as to his involvement in the Bell shares
happening. This House has a history since 1983 of Ministers giving evasive answers to
questions and we have quite rightly developed a degree of scepticism about this Government
when it does so.
It may very well be that the Minister's statement was more precise to this. It appeared to me
to be dealing more with the possibility of there being an authority but that of course there
could not be an appointment until such time as the authority existed. Certainly if my
understanding of this is correct - and when the Minister makes her statement in response to
this we will be able to look at it for that purpose - she would be obliged to answer yes if a
proposal had been discussed, even if at the time there was no such position, because the
proposal could possibly include both the creation of that position and discussion as to who
might fill it. If the Minister has never mentioned Ms Farina's name in connection with a
possible position she could answer no, provided none of them - the Minister, the Government
or the Cabinet - had done so. I think there was reasonable concern in the community that Ms
Farina might be appointed, and if the present system can be called an appeal from Caesar to
Caesar, that might be called an appeal from Caesar to Calpurnia.
The second part of the order is important because it emphasises the point we have often
mentioned - that the Minister, in giving an answer in this House, is giving her own answer.
There was a concern that in giving that answer she was merely relaying the information that
had been given by the Minister in the other place without in any way putting any content into
that answer from her own knowledge; because obviously, although she may not know what
the Minister for the Environment has done other than by asking him, as a member of the
Government and of the Cabinet she could very well have had personal knowledge of whether
this had happened. It would be quite improper of her to have relied upon an answer given to
her by the Minister in the other place and to retail it in here as her own if in fact she knew
that, in relation to the reference to the Government or the Cabinet, it was an incorrect answer.
That is why it is important to know, in relation to the second part, whether the Minister was
present at any meeting at which such discussion had taken place, and then to know the place
and date of that meeting.
It is very important that we proceed with this matter, because it illustrates the point that
Ministers have a political duty to answer questions; and the sort of answer we had last time
from this Minister - on behalf of the other Minister, but from this Minister - was an
inadequate and evasive answer. It is time this House said to the M inisters here that
inadequate and evasive answers such as this are unacceptable and that we as a House will
take the matters into our own hands, as has been frequently suggested by the President, and
make an order requiring that the Minister give that answer. In those circumstances the
Minister does not have an option as to whether she will answer; she will answer the question
and the House will then see whether it is satisfied with that answer.

Amendment to Motion
HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [3.56 pm]: Before I respond, I seek leave of the
House to amend my motion by deleting "28 May" and substituting "4 June" in line 2 of the
motion.
[Leave granted.]

Motion, as Amended
Hon P.G. PENDAL: It is clear that to have left "28 May" in my motion when that date has
passed would have made a nonsense of it and in fact would have made it impossible for the
Government to comply.
If, as the Minister said in her response, the Government has no difficulty with the motion, I
presume chat on Thursday this week the Minister will be able to come into the House and say
that her answer is, to part (a) of the motion, no; to part (1$, no; and to part (c), nor applicable.
If that is what we are told on Thursday -

Hon Kay H-allahan: Or before.
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Hon P.O. PENDAL: Or before, that is well and good; and I for one will be delighted,
because that will give us an answer without equivocation; whereas until now, as I will
demonstrate briefly in a moment, we have had nothing but equivocation on this matter. The
question has been answered in three: different ways and with the substance altering on each
occasion. When Mr Kierath, the member for Riverton in the Legislative Assembly, asked his
first question he asked the Minister for the Environment a perfectly simple and
straightforward question -

Has he, the Government or Cabinet had under discussion or consideration any
proposal to appoint Adele Farina to head a new Environmental Protection Authority
appeals system?

The Minister said no.
Hon Kay Hallahan: We are not going to have a repeat of last week's speech, are we?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.G. PENDAL: One might think that was pretty unequivocal, and had it stopped there I
doubt that I would ever have needed to pursue the matter-, but of course, the Minister thought
better of it. After a few minutes, Mr Pearce rose and said -

In answering no to question 127, the simple fact is that neither the Government nor I
has given consideration to who might be appointed to that position. I certainly was
not suggesting or implying that the person alluded might not be an applicant for such
a position if one were to be advertised, and she certainly has not been ruled out, but
we simply have not considered that matter. When the question was asked I had the
same feeling as you. Mr Speaker, that the question could be most misleading in the
way it was asked and perhaps even answered.

At this point the Minister started to equivocate on what was said on the previous page. The
next day Mr Kierath asked a not dissimilar but more general question of the Minister. He
asked -

(1) Has the Minister, the Government or Cabinet discussed or considered any
proposal for a new Environmental Protection Authority appeal system?

(2) Has the review of the EPA legislation resulted in any recommendations on the
appeal system?

(3) Why is the Minister considering piecemeal considerations before the full
review has been made to this House?

The Minister proceeded to give the reply to which the Minister for Education referred a few
minutes ago. He told members of this House something which I had known for a long time;
that is, that an appeals system was to be established. However, I did not ask whether an
appeals system would be established; my question was regarding whether a particular friend
of the Government would be placed in the job.
Hon Kay Hallahan: He answered that.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Tantalisingly enough, Mr Kierath said by way of interjection, "Have
you taken that to Cabinet?" Mr Pearce replied -

I do not discuss what I have taken to the Cabinet. The matter is under consideration
and I am moving to set it up.

The Minister started to put doubts into the mind of the reader.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Speak for your own mind!
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Until that point in the debate, the Minister for the Environment had
dispelled the doubts. I indicate to the Minister for Education, in reply to her interjection, that
the Opposition did not dream up the question in the first place; the Opposition did not think it
up.
Hon Kay Hallahan: We don't expect too much from the Opposition.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: We asked the question because a person from the environmental
movement said that we should have a look at the matter.
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Hon T.G. Butler: It is gossip then.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Not at all; it was not raised as gossip or as, to use the Minister's word,
"scuttlebutt", If the Minister for the Environment had restricted his answer to, "No, it was
not being discussed" or "was not under future consideration", the matter would have been
nipped in the bud. However, the Minister chase to answer otherwise.
T[he next occasion on which the matter came before the Parliament as a whole, was when I
needed to ask question 293 in this House, This question was on notice, and the previous
questions were dealt with without notice. Therefore, on 7 May the same question which Mr
Kierath addressed to the Minister for the Environment was addressed by me to the Minister
for Education representing the Minister for the Environment. One would have thought that
the Minister would have stuck more or less to the substance of his earlier comments. Did he
do that? No way! The Minister in this House said on behalf of the Minister for the
Environment that -

The Minister has advised that the member will be well aware that any position
established under Public Service guidelines would have to be filled in accordance
with those guidelines.

Of course, J was not asking whether the matter had reached the appointment stage, or
whether the position had been advertised as a Public Service appointment; I was trying to
find out whether the matter had gone to Cabinet and whether the position was to be a
political appointment. That information was provided to me after I had Mr Kierath first ask
whether the matter had gone to Cabinet.
Hon Kay Hallahan: This was regarding the unit or the appeals system. Your scuttlebutt is
not accurate; that is the problem.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Minister's answerT is not accurate; that is the problem!
Hon Kay Hallahan: It is fine.
Hon P.G. PENDAIL: That was the nub of the matter: When we received what appeared to be
a third variation on the theme, we started to think that we were being given the runaround.
Hon T.G. Butler: Who would do that to you, Mr Pendal?
Several members interjected.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I have no confidence that Ministers of this Government do not set out
to give people the runaround on what should be perfectly sensible questions.
Hon Kay Hallahan: People do not have confidence in you, Mr Pendal.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Along with other member, I ask hundreds of questdons in this House in
the course of a year, and in most instances I have no reason to challenge the answers given.
However, when one is provided with answers containing equivocation, as we were on this
occasion, it builds up the suspicion that one's informant in this matter was correct. For the
record, I never doubted that the information provided to me by the person from the
conservation movement was an issue of substance.
Several members interjected.
Hon Kay Hallahan: You have your answers. You would rather have your answers provided
through some indirect source than through the Minister. That is where you have a problem.
You do not want to hear the answer.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I have reached the stage at which I believe I will receive more honest
answers from the conservation movement than from people in Government! If the Minister
is making such a suggestion, the answer is yes.
Hon Kay 1-allahan: You want answers which suit you. That is what Mr Foss was also
saying.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I want answers which are not like an eel which heads off in a different
direction every time one thinks one's hands ame firmly placed around it.
The House should pass this motion.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Despite what I have said?
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Hon P.G. PENDAL: Yes. If what the Minister said is accurate, she has the chance to be
unequivocal by answering the question in the way I suggested when I rose to my feet some
five or six minutes ago.
I shall not go beyond the comments I have made. The matter raised on 5 May should have
been a simple one, but the situation has become one in which the Government has made a
rod for its own back. Therefore, in the interests of the points adequately covered by
Hon Peter Foss - that is, the right of this House to be given answers as distinct from the
runaround - and in the interests of all members of this House, I ask members to show that
they will not put up in future with answers which equivocate and appear to be at odds with
answers provided previously on the same issue. Members should support the motion so that
by 4 June the Minister can come to this House and, for the first time, provide on behalf of the
Government an unequivocal assurance that certain things will not happen.
Question put and passed.

MOTION
Western Australian Trotting Association and Western Australian Turf Club

Report Tabling 4 June 1992
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [4.08 pm]: I
move -

That the Leader of the House table in this House not later than 4 June 1992 the report
of the finances of the Western Australian Trotting Association and the Western
Australian Turf Club recently prepared by Nelson Parkhill & Co and funded by the
Totalisator Agency Board.

It is not the usual practice for the House to require the Government to table such a document.
but in normal circumstances one would believe that the Government has nothing to hide. I
do not know what this document contains; however, I know that the Minister for Racing and
Gamning, after being requested by a number of members of Parliament, particularly in another
place, and having been requested by various radio announcers in radio interviews, has on
every occasion refused to, firstly, disclose the content of the document, and secondly, table
the document in Parliament. That in itself leads me to believe that the Government has
something to hide and it is deliberately preventing the document from being available to the
public. A number of questions arise about this document: Firstly, the reason that the
Totalisator Agency Board was required to fund a report. The argument has been advanced
that it is the board's function to fund various inquiries into racing operations in Western
Australia. That may or may not be the case. If the Government were to use that argument,
one could assume that the very least that could be expected would be that the TAB - the
funding authority - could obtain a copy. That has not been the case. Even though the TAB
was said to have paid approximately $25 000 for the report, it is unable to obtain a copy of
the report for its own internal use. What does the Government have to hide? Why have the
Western Australian Turf Club and the Western Australian Trotting Association received a
copy when the TAB has not?
It is interesting to note that the chairman of the Turf Club, Bob Peters, who has
acknowledged that he has a copy of the report, has commented in public that he has no
objection to the report's contents becoming public. Quite clearly the contents express views
on the financial arrangements of both the Turf Club and the Trotting Association. The
chairman of the Western Australian Turf Club has no problem with the document's
becoming public. Yet the Minister for Racing and Gaining refuses to table the report in the
Parliament or make the document public in any other way.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you able to say anything about the attitude of the Trotting
Association?
Hon GEORGE CASH: No; I do not believe it is my job to ascertain from the parties who
have a copy of the document whether they believe it should be made public.
Hon J.M. Berinson: But you have already quoted the Turf Club. I am asking whether you
are looking to any similar statement from the Trotting Association, or whether you have one.
Harn GEORGE CASH: In due course. Hon Joe Berinson may be able to tell me whether he
has asked the Trotting Association whether it believes the report should become public.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: Rave you?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not want that in itself to be one of the Government's reasons
that the document should or should not be tabled. The point is the document was funded by
a Government agency and, as such, the document should be tabled in Parliament, irrespective
of whether the chairman of the Turf Club or representatives of the Trotting Association
believe it should become public. I see no obligation on my part to ask the Trotting
Association if it believes the document should be made public. The very basis of this motion
is that Parliament has a right to call on the document. However, I could ask the Leader of the
House whether he knows what is contained in the document and whether he is aware of the
reasons that the Government would want to hide the document from the public.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It does not want to hide it at nil.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Then will he table the document?
Hon J.M. Berinson: You will hear about that when I come to reply.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I can only assume from that comment that the Leader of the House
has given some thought to previous occasions in this House when the Opposition has called
for tabling of documents.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Don't assume too much.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Leader of the House remembers very clearly what happened to
Leaders of the House when they refused to obey orders of this House.
Hon J.M. Berinson:. It is too late to try to threaten me wit that one; you know I am on the
way out voluntarily.
IHon GEORGE CASH: In the Leader of the House's case it is never to late to invoke that
mule. Members are well aware that this Parliament has the right to require that documents be
tabled. More than that, as has been said in the past, if a Minister refuses to table a document
action can be taken. However, I will not travel down that course now.
Hon T.G. Butler: You just mentioned it in passing.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I thought the interjection from the L.eader of the House indicated that
he is aware of those circumstances and that is the reason he will probably comply with the
order in due course. The context in which the Government wants to hide the document must
be generally understood.
Hon EM. Berinson: I told you that the Government has no interest in hiding the document.
Why do you keep asserting that when you have no basis for it?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Will the Leader of the House tell me why the Minister for Racing
and Gaming would not table the document in the Legislative Assembly?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Certainly; as soon as you have finished your speech.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I think the Leader of the House knows the reason already. I thank
him for his interjection.
Hon J.M. Berinson: How about quoting that?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I think I know the reason; part of which is that the Minister for
Racing and Gaming has lost the confidence of the pacing, greyhound and racing industries in
Western Australia.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Rubbish!
Hon GEORGE CASH: Although the Leader of the House says that is rubbish I remind him
about a recent resolution carried by a huge number of supporters when the greyhound
industry moved and carried a motion of no confidence in the Minister for Racing and
Gaming.
Hon J.M. Berinson: To describe it as a motion of no confidence misrepresents the motion.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Leader of the House can say what he likes in his effort to protect
the-position of the Minister.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I am only putting facts.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: The pacing, racing and greyhound industries in Western Australia
have lost confidence in the Minister. They do not believe she has the capacity or the will to
manage her portfolio in a manner conducive to the efficient and effective operations of those
industries. The greyhound industry has passed a motion of no confidence in the Minister for
Racing and Gaming.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It has not.
Hon GEORGE CASH: All the inteijections in the world will not convince me that overnight
those industries now have confidence in the Minister.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are misrepresenting the nature of the motion.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Leader of the House knows that the inister for Racing and
Gaming is an abject failure in the administration of her portfolio. This House must recognise
that recently the Mtinister, apart from losing the confidence of the pacing, racing and
greyhound industries, by way of intimidation, decided that she would apply pressure to the
chief executive officer of the WA Greyhound Racing Association and not recommend his
appointment as chief executive officer and chairman of a committee system which the
Government intends to institute for that industry in Western Australia. Trevor Smith will not
be made the chairman of that proposed committee system because he dared to criticise the
Government and the Minister and tell the truth about the abject failure of the Minister for
Racing and Gaming, particularly with respect to the greyhound industry. As a result of
comments made by Trevor Smith, the Minister for Racing and Gaming has decided that she
will take an axe and chop him into pieces and make an example of him because he dared to
tell the truth about the Minister for Racing and Gaming.
Hon J.M. Berinson: All of that is wrong.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr Berinson knows that is not wrong. He knows that if Trevor
Smith were brought before the Bar of this House, he would tell the House that he believes the
Minister for Racing and Gaming is not competent or effective in her capacity as Minister for
Racing and Gaming.
Hon 3.M. Berinson: Surely the question is whether the Minister has confidence in a public
officer, not whether a public officer has confidence in the Minister.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That person should be able to comment publicly on the Minister
without the threat of the Minister not appointing him to the position of chairman of an
organisation.
Hon J.M. Berinson: What gives you the idea that he had a monopoly on the position
anyway? Why should you assume that?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Clearly, the Leader of the House is not aware of the agreements that
were struck between the Minister for Racing and Gaming and Mr Trevor Smith on the
chairmanship of the committee that I mentioned earlier. Is the Leader of the House trying to
suggest that there was never any understanding between the Minister and Mr Trevor Smith
about a position?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Why do you feel it necessary to misrepresent me twice in the space of
about five minutes? I was not talking about that. I asked what there was to give him a
monopoly?
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Leader of the House knows very little about the racing, pacing
and greyhound industries in this State. He does not understand how the members who make
up those industries feel about the Minister for Racing and Gaming.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is not the question either.
Hon GEORGE CASH: If the Leader of the House switched his radio to 6PR and listened to
Bob Maumill, he would understand the situation. I would hardly suggest that Bob Maumnill
is a supporter of the Liberal Party; in fact, he is a strong Labor supporter. He helped
Brian Burke win Government in 1983 and again in 1986 and he probably contributed to the
win in 1989. If Mr Berinson listened to some of the people who ring 6PR every day, he
would understand the lack of support by members of the industry for the Minister for Racing
and Gaming and he would understand why it is imperative that the document be tabled.
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I am running out of time and will not labour the point further. I believe it is necessary for the
report to be tabled in Parliament. The motion is proper within the Standing Orders and it is
certainly within the authority of the Parliament to demand that the document be tabled. I
would be interested to see whether the Government stonewalls this matter and refuses to
table the document, If it does, other avenues are available to the Opposition to resolve the
matter. 1 ask the House to support the motion.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [4.24 pm]: I support the motion. The Western
Australian Trotting Association and the Western Australian Turf Club were desperately
seeking a better distribution of funds from the Totalisator Agency Board. As the
Governmnent and the TAB had doubts about the audited accounts of the Trotting Association
and the Turf Club, they set up an internal investigation to look at the figures beneath the
figures, hoping that something might be revealed. They wanted to find out whether there had
been some malpractice in the spending of money, whether money had been spent unwisely or
whether it had been wasted, points which the audited accounts would not reveal.
Hlon J.M. Berinson: Who are you saying wanted an investigation into the accounts under the
accounts?
Hon MAX EVANS: The Government alluded to the fact that there had been wastage of
money by the Trotting Association and the Turf Club. The TAB paid for a review of
whether more money should be given. Because the report has not been tabled, thousands of
members of both organisations are now left up in the air. They would like to know whether
the Turf Club and the Trotting Association are well run or badly run. It is just as important
that they know that as it is that the TAB and the Government know it. I am certain that if the
report had shown massive wastage of money - both the Trotting Association and the Turf
Club have shown losses in recent years - we might have seen a more widespread distribution
of the report to back up the reasons for the TAB not having to put in more money. It is a
catch 22 situation because, if the report on the Turf Club and the Trotting Association was a
good report, it may not see the light of day because all it would mean is that they are well run
but that they need more help to survive. I believe the reports to be good reports. However, I
have no evidence to support that. If the reports are bad, the Government and the TAB have a
right to tell both clubs to get their acts together, save money and then they will help them.
At the end of the day, there should be a marriage between the Trotting Association, the Turf
Club, the Western Australian Greyhound Racing Association and the TAB. They are all
dependent on each other. In fact, the TAB is more dependent on the associations than they
are on the TAB. If the gates were closed and there were no more racing, there would be no
more revenue for the TAB. I think the TAB's revenue last year totalled about $330 million,
of which the associations got a percentage. Therefore, if the gates were closed, it would have
nothing. We are not talking at this stage about how that percentage is distributed between
the three bodies, but about the TAB being as much dependent on the racing bodies as they
are on it. It is a chicken and the egg situation.
Dr Ernie Manea. told me at the last annual dinner of the Trotting Association about the racing
industry in the United States of America and Canada. He said that, when the industry is
booming in the US and Canada, the take from the TAB is increased. However, the reverse is
the situation in bad times. Here, though, the situation remains the same, although some
slight adjustments have been made. In America and Canada, the take has been dropped quite
significantly in the current economic climate to keep the racing industry buoyant until better
times. One of the things wrong with the industry is that people do not have the money to
spend. The take was reduced in Canada and America so that the industry survived. That
should happen here.
I believe the report should be tabled so that members of the associations have some idea
about whether the codes are being run well. I support the motion.
HON MARGARET McALEER (Agricultural) [4.29 pm]: I support the comments made
by the Leader of the Opposition and Hon Max Evans. I have a particular interest in wanting
the report tabled because last year when the Western Australia Turf Club and the Western
Australian Trotting Association were rationalising their operations, particularly in relation to
country meetings and country racing, I was engaged with the Toodyay Turf Club in trying to
maintain at least one meeting a year at the Toodyay Race Course'to keep it operating.
Eventually, following advice received from the Minister, we met with the Chairman of the
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Western Australian Turf Club and as a last resort we were admitted as a deputation to the
Minister and asked her to use her influence with the Turf Club to enable the Tooclyay Race
Course to remain registered.
[Debate adjourned, pursuant to Standing Order No 195.]

PAY-ROLL TAX AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 28 May.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [4.31 pm]: I feel fairly sure that if I read the
second reading speeches on the Pay-roll Tax Amendment Bills introduced in this House
since 1986 1 would find that they contained exactly the same words and that only the figures
had changed. The speeches all indicate how lucky we are in this State that the amendments
will reduce the number of employers eligible to pay payroll tax, because under the proposed
changes they will be exempt from that liability, how grateful we should all be, and so on.
Hon J.M. Berinson: It is just an indication of how consistent we are in crying to reduce the
burden of payroll tax.
Hlon MAX EVANS: One day I might believe that, but I am a long way from doing so at the
moment. This matter comes back to the modus operandi of the payroll tax system in this
State. Under the creep system whereby wages gradually increase, more and more employers
reach the threshold level. I am sure that in previous years the number of employers affected
was estimated to be higher but, possibly, fewer employers are in business today. It does not
amount to much money. The Attorney General stated that the estimated cost to revenue of
this measure will be $5.1 million, but I doubt whether that is an accurate figure. In the last
few years that has been the amount saved by amendments to this legislation.
In debate on this Bill in another place, Opposition members made some very worthwhile
comments on the Pay-roll Tax Act and the problems associated with it. However, this
Government does not seem to be facing up to the problems with that Act. I have been
thinking of introducing an amendment to reintroduce the provision relating to the discretion
of the commissioner. A few years ago that discretion was removed from the legislation, after
a case was lost against a taxpayer because the commissioner would not use his discretion.
The matter was taken before the Supreme Court, which determined that the Minister must
use his discretion, and it decided in favour of the taxpayer. At present, the legislation
contains no provision to allow the commissioner to use his discretion for the benefit of
taxpayers. The commissioner has everything his own way. He makes rulings and
interpretations which will increase the number of people paying this taxation. Of course, that
is the job for which he is being paid as Commissioner of State Taxation. The number of
businesses and firms being caught by this net increases annually. Many of them suddenly
become liable to pay payroll tax. They may have known nothing about it previously, but an
interpretation is made at a later date and they are then affected by that interpretation. The
member for Geraldton, in another place, referred to subcontractors in the shipbuilding
industry in Geraldton. They subcontracted their services because no company could afford
to pay them full time for the type of work they do. However, when it was decided that
subcontractors would be classified as employees, those companies were caught in the payroll
tax net. Their costs had been based on paying wages to subcontractors who took care of their
own workers' compensation and similar items, and also on the basis of not paying payroll
tax. Suddenly they were faced with a liability to pay payroll tax which was retrospective for
two years.
Over the years many doctors have entered into sharing arrangements with other doctors to
provide a better service to the community and also to enable them to live a more regulated
lifestyle. These groups of doctors share 'overhead costs, offices, staff, and so on. It should be
remembered that self-employed people, such as doctors, lawyers, accountants and farmers,
do not have the benefit of a superannuation scheme contributed to by their employers, as do
members of Parliament, public servants and other employees of large companies. Many of
these self-employed people incorporate their business activities, and they work on a wages
system. When a number of these people operate as one body, they lose their previous low
thresholds and become liable to pay payroll tax. Many medical practitioners found they were
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liable for this big impost because they decided to share their business interests to make their
practices more profitable and to provide a better service to people in the district.
I recall a case which occurred a couple of years ago when a couple of restaurateurs decided
to share a restaurant in Fremantle on a 50:50 basis. That resulted in three businesses
operating between the two restaurateurs. However, they became liable for the payment of
increased payroll tax not just in the shared concern but also in their individual businesses;
one person was required to pay an additional $4 000 annually, and the other an additional
$7 000 annually. They appealed against the decision, justice prevailed and they won their
case. However, rarely can people afford the high cost of fighting the Crown. The minimum
costs in these cases are usually $10 000 and can increase by tens of thousands if a person
wants to fight the Government about liability to pay payroll tax. The company that wins a
case obtains some relief, but not very much. A company that loses a case must pay the legal
costs, and is allowed no tax deduction against those costs.
I recall that some years ago a client of mine spent between $20 000 and $30 000 in a fight
against the Commissioner of State Taxation about payroll tax. The people concerned were
not sharing profits or operating a business together. The taxpayer won his case on a very
obscure ruling. However, the State Taxation Department then got him on another section of
the Act. It was not prepared to lose the case; if it did not win on the first attempt, it was
prepared to try again. I do not know the result of that second case. That case depended on a
very fine interpretation of the law. The commission bad no discretion to let him off the
hook, and it pursued the case.
I wrote to a number of chartered accountants and lawyers asking for their opinions on this
legislation. I think most of them found the letter so depressing that they did not respond. I
did not receive as much support as I anticipated, mainly because it is not the accountants and
lawyers who pay the tax, but rather their clients. We must try to improve the system. One of
the most pleasing aspects of Dr Hewson's Fightback package is the proposal on payroll tax.
One of the benefits of the proposal, except when it is necessary to have compensating
taxation between States, relates to liability for company tax. For example, a company which
was relieved of its liability to pay $1 million payroll tax, would be required to pay an
additional $370 000 in company tax on chat additional $1 million profit - at the current rate
of 37 per cent - if it did not employ mome people. Partnerships - which include many large
engineering concerns - which are required to pay 47 per cent tax plus 1.25 per cent Medicare
levy, would be required to pay an additional $480 000 company tax on $1 million.
Therefore, a businessman in a business creating products or in a value added industry will
have an incentive to employ more staff to offset increased company taxes. I believe it will
have a great impact on employment in this country.
We must look more closely at payroll tax and the inconsistencies affecting subcontractors,
doctors, and many others who have been caught by and who are continually paying payroll
tax. One of the major problems is that the tax can be levied retrospectively for three years.
Therefore, people who may not have been deliberately trying to avoid paying the taxes in the
first place find it hard to put their affairs in order. It is a question of the commissioner's
interpretation of the law.
We support the Pay-roll Tax Amendment Bill 1992 and the Pay-roll Tax Assessment
Amendment Bill 1992. Thiese payroll tax amendment Bills axe introduced at this time every
year and must be supported. We acknowledge that the top rate of payroll tax is not as high in
this State as it is in the other States, but payroll tax is a significant impost on employers
because they also have to pay workers' compensation and holiday leave loadings, which all
act as disincentives to their taking on more employees.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Commnittee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General), and passed.
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PAY-ROLL TAX ASSESSMENT AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumned from 28 May.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [4.42 pm]: This Bill is complementary to the
Pay-roll Tax Amendment Bill and contains the figures and prescribed payments. It would be
a good idea if the State Taxation Department could provide a floppy disc of all the
calculations in the same way as is provided for income taxation matters. People have to go
through a complicated formula, and I am not sure how many times a year the State Taxation
Department looks at the formula. We support the Bill,
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon .. M. Berinson (Attorney General), and passed.

VALUATION OF LAND AMENDMENT BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 28 May.
HON MAX EVANS (North Metropolitan) [4.44 pm]: The second reading speech for the
Pay-roll Tax Amendment Bill was the same repetitive speech which we have heard every
year for the last five or six years. We knew exacdly what that Bill would contain before we
even looked at it. However, the second reading speech for the Valuation of Land
Amendment Bill was the worst second reading speech I have ever heard. I have referred
previously to second reading speeches which are 17 pages of public relations verbiage about
how good the Government is and what it is doing, and which say nothing about the Bill. The
Valuation of Land Amendment Bill is a complicated Bill, which seeks to amend the
definition of 'unimproved value" for lands outside a town site where these values are the
basis for the raising of rates and taxes; to acknowledge changes in other legislation
concerning land leased from the Crown; and to acknowledge changes in farming practice and
the difficulty in some localities of determining a proper unimproved value for farmland so
that the liability for rates is equitably distributed in accordance with legislative intent.
The second reading speech states that, "This will be achieved by this amendment in a manner
more easily understood by landowners and valuers." This second reading speech does not
make this Bill more easily understandable. We do not know what this Bill is all about. We
do not know what is meant by "lands outside a townsite". Does that mean outside the
townsite of Perth, Narrogin, Kalgoorlie or a small town? Rural land is not usually subject to
land tax but it is subject to council rates. Therefore, it must be valued, It is not easy to value
rural land because it is necessary to determine what is the unimproved value of that land.
Members may recall that I made a last minute adjustment to the land tax Bill so that the
Valuer General would not have to wait four years to revalue land for land tax purposes but
could revalue land the next year in cases where values had dropped. This Bill refers mainly
to the valuation of land for council or shire rates and water rates. This Bill will give the
Valuer General the ability to determine the site value based either on 20 times the annual
rental or on the real value, which is probably determined in the market place; that is, the sale
price after discounting the improvements to the land. In that respect, the Bill is sensible. In
the metropolitan ara it is not difficult to determine the value of land because there are
computer models of the area and records of the price for which the land was sold previously,
and it is possible to discount the value of the property by removing from the value of the land
any improvements to that land.
The Leader of the House in the other place complimented my colleague the member for
Applecross, who is a valuer of some repute, for his description of what this Bill is all about,
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because it is not explained in the second reading speech. I hope we will never see another
second reading speech like this, particularly not for legislation that shall come into operation
so quickly. Clause 2(l) states that, "If this Act receives the Royal Assent on or before
30 June 1992 this Act shall come into operation on 30 June 1992". This session of
Parliament will finish in three days. The second reading speech was given in the Legislative
Assembly on 6 May. The second reading speech was given in this House on 28 May. We
should not rush through important legislation like this. It is sad that we have not been given
a better description of what this Bill is all about. A lot more detail could have been put into
the second reading speech. It is a simple Bill. It does not affect many people but it is still
important legislation. Had it not been for the member for Applecross in the other House and
his very lucid description of the Bill, the value of land, site values and so on, no-one would
know what the Bill is all about. I was talking to a member recently about speeches on
discretionary miusts years ago, and about when the land tax values were changed, and the fact
that people refer to Mansard to find out why something was changed. In this case, when
people refer to Hansard, were it not for the speech by the member for Applecross in the other
House, no-one would be any the wiser, except perhaps for the comment that "This will be
achieved by this amendment in a manner more easily understood by landowners and
valuers." The Opposition supports the legislation.
HON IN. CALDWELL (Agricultural) [4.50 pm]l: The National Party has some concerns
about the Valuation of Land Amendment Bill. Hon Max Evans has drawn attention to the
inadequacies of the second reading speech. The Bill is a small one, and perhaps that
accounts for the size of the second reading speech, but the legislation has important
ramifications for the people affected by it. Perhaps a better description in the second reading
speech would have allowed the House to make a proper judgment of the Bill.
The Bill deals with the value of land, such as grazing leases, under the Valuation of Land
Act; and a lease, licence or permit under the Conservation and Land Management Act, the
value being an amount equal to 20 times the annual renta or the value of the land in fee
simple, whichever is the lesser sum. Currently, there is no choice; it is 20 times the annual
rent or nothing. The legislation provides a choice.
The other part of the Bill is to do with the unimproved capital value of land. The Bill
provides a formula to reach such values. After trials in the Kulin and Kondinin Shires it was
decided the value would be a prescribed percentage of the developed value. The National
Party is concerned about this aspect. In the Great Southern Herald last week an article
talked about the development of nearby small shires - such as the Plantagenet, Woodanilling,
and Broomehill Shires. In those shires the land has been divided into small five hectare lots
with tidles to be offered to prospective buyers. The lots are very attractive to a town person
wishing to buy a block of five hectares for about $10 000. However, the value of that land is
markedly inflated by about $2 000 a hectare, when few farming properties attract that value.
Hon Max Evans: What would be the value per hectare at Kondinin or Kuhin?
Hon J.N. CALDWELL: Probably about $100 to $200, or for the better farms up to $500.
This is where the difficulty occurs. Properties can be sold when land prices are booming for
between $500 or $800 a hectare, but this may be followed by a collapse in the property
market two or three years later.
Hon Max Evans: The problem with falling prices is that the land cannot be sold.
Hon I.N. CALDWLELL: The Bill refers to the difficulties in obtaining a valuation which is
appropriate at a time when a valuation is warranted.
One of the better aspects of the Bill is that the valuations will be by regulation; that is, the fee
to be charged for land valuation will be set by regulation and will be scrutinised by
Parliament. It has been well demonstraed in this place recently that some regulations are
disallowed when this House decides that the charges are exorbitant.
In future, we could face some anomalies with this type of legislation. However, it has been
tried before and found to be of some value. The National Party supports the Bill.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [4.55 pm]: I thank the
members who have spoken in support of the Bill. I note the commencs.made in respect of the
limitations of the Minister's second reading speech. I notice that the Minister in the
Assembly acknowledged that the second reading speech, in his word, was "succinct". That is
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not only the least that could be said about it but also the most that could be said about it.
I take on board the general desirability of having a fuller indication of the purposes of the
Bill than was provided in this case. By way of some consolation to the members who have
taken an interest in the Bill, it has widespread support in the groups who are most concerned
with the problem; the Bill was initiated, as I understand it, on the basis of concern expressed
by same local government bodies and farming organisations. The general agreement that has
been indicated today reflects the view that this is a desirable way to go and it provides a
helpful basis for meeting the concerns which were expressed.
I believe the Bill is now well understood, even if that did take some unexpected contributions
from the Opposition in the Assembly. I commend the Bill to the House.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon Garry Kelly) in the Chair; Hon J.M. Beiinson (Attorney
General) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short tidle-
Hon MAX EVANS: The values will be revalued downwards, but unfortunately the local
government councils will require the same amount of revenue, or more. Perhaps it will
change the situation in farming areas as to who pays more or less. The value of land may
decrease by 20 per cent but the rates will increase by 25 per cent. At the end of the day, even
though the properties will be devalued, it is all about councils collecting revenue. People
should not hold their breath because in the long run money will not be saved. The more
valuable properties may not be devalued, and others may benefit. I am cynical about this
matter because at the end of the day rates will increase and people will spend the same
amount of money.
Clause put and passed.
Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed&
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon J.M. Berinson (Attorney General), and passed.

[Questions without notice taken.J

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN LAND AUTHORITY BILL
Committee

The Chairman of Committees (Hon Garry Kelly) in the Chair; Hon John Halden
(Parliamentary Secretary) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title -

Hon BARRY HOUSE: I move -

Page 2, line 3 - To insert after the word "Australian" the word "Residential".
This change will result in the title of the Bill becoming "Western Australian Residential Land
Authority Bill". The Opposition believes the role of this new authority should be one
involving residential and not industrial or commercial land. It should provide land for
development of social, residential housing. It should not be involved with the private market
as the Industrial Lands Development Authority already caters well for industrial land. The
emphasis of the new Land Authority should be on residential land and not the development
of commercial operations such as shopping centres and the like. This amendment necessarily
reflects the role the Opposition believes the authority should pursue.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: As was made clear during the second reading debate, the
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Government opposes this amendment. This Bill will encompass industrial and residential
land, and the development of subregional centres. To limit the Bill to the proposal put
forward by the Opposition would gut it. The Bill involves a complex arrangement of cross-
subsidisacion from profit making areas to more social areas and commercial activities
required by the Government, particularly related to the handling of industrial land and
subregional centres. To commence such an authority without those facets would be to gut
the legislation.
It is of particular significance that the member has said the private market can and should
operate in these two areas. It has been shown that the private sector could, but did not,
operate successfully in the development of industrial land and subregional centres. It was the
honourable member's own parry which, when in Government, decided that the private sector
was not doing this job well enough and which established the Industrial Lands Development
Authority and the Joondalup Development Corporation. The functions put in place by those
bodies should continue.
Hon Barry House: Then leave them alone.
Hon JOHN MALDEN: The cross-subsidisation of the three bodies is important The
National Party member handling this Bill I am sure would like industrial land developed in
the Avon valley. Under current financial structures it is highly unlikely that fLDA would be
able to develop such land without cross-subsidisation from a body with the ability to borrow
significantly and make considerable profits. If members opposite wish to limit the operations
of ILDA, particularly in country regional centres where the record of the private sector and
local government in the development of industrial land is poor, then they are going about it
the right way. Clearly the Chamber wishes to continue in the way in which the Government
has drafted this Bill. It is a significant step for the member to put forward the proposition
contained in this amendment, which was also put forward by his party in the other place and
rejected I would like to believe this Chamber will do the same thing.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Parliamentary Secretary misses the point. If the Opposition
were opposed to development of industrial land it would seek to abolish ILDA. Its position
is quite the opposite; it believes that ILDA is doing a first class job, established as it is on an
independent basis. The Opposition also believes that the Joondalup Development
Corporation is doing an excellent job and should remain able to do that good job in the
northern suburbs. The reason the Opposition wishes this amendment is to make clear that the
future job of the Western Australian Land Authority will be to develop residential land and
not to encroach on the specialised area that ILDA currently handles. We make this point
because, as the Parliamentary Secretary is aware, amendments are on the Notice Paper in the
name of Hon Barry House which seek to rake both ILDA and the JDC out of the purview of
the Western Australian Land Authority Bill and which, more than that, emphasise the
residential nature of the activities we believe should be performed by WALA. The
Opposition also has amendments seeking to include Homeswest in that authority. We see the
Western Australian Land Authority very much as the developer of residential land for the
market that was mentioned earlier by Hon Barry House. We believe the Industrial Lands
Development Authority and Joondalup Development Corporation should remain independent
bodies. carrying on the specific functions for which they were set up.
Hon J.N. CALDWELL: How many times has the Parliamentary Secretary gone to the
Department of Land Administration and tried to find our anything about residential or
industrial land? Each time I have done so the people there tried to fob me off from one
department to another, from one place to another and from one person to another. If we
confine the Western Australian Land Authority to dealing with residential properties it has
every chance of succeeding, because it will tie that authority down to dealing solely with
residential land. Eventually it will probably save a great deal of time for those people who
presently are sent ftrm one section of a department to another to pursue their inquiries.
Therefore this is a fairly essential amendment which would benefit the Bill greatly.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon John Caldwell debated the issues particularly well, but then
came down with the wrong conclusions. The problems with the Department of Land
Administration are exactly as he described them, and the reason for the Government's
wanting the Western Australian Land Authority is exactly the same as that which he talked
about; that is, it is very difficult at the moment for a person to seek out and receive the sort of
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information to which the member referred. However, one or two other issues should be
discussed in respect of this matter.
We are attempting here also to reduce the number of Government agencies involved in land
transactions, and in doing so we have the support of the Housing Industry Association, the
Urban Development Institute of Australia, and the Master Builders Association, all of which
say that it would be better if the development of industrial and commercial land came under
one agency. In essence, when someone develops parcels of land or suburbs, be they in the
metropolitan area or in a rural town of this State, they are not homogeneous residential or
industrial developments; there is often a mix. Therefore, when the two are mixed together,
what Hon John Caldwell proposes is the creation of a huge bureaucracy to deal with this
matter. I do not think that would be in anyone's interests. Hon John Caldwell, after so
eloquently pointing out the current problems, proposes to lead us into a similar situation.
A single agency will have a wider range of resources to call upon, will be able to operate
more effectively, will be a centralised, one-stop agency and hopefully will be a far more
efficient agency. Therefore, members should support the proposition put forward by the
Government.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The Parliamentary Secretary mentioned the Department of Land
Administration when talking of land development in Western Australia, and earlier in the
Committee stage he mentioned that the private sector had a poor record in land development
in some instances. I will mention what happened in Broome as an example, and it is
certainly not a very good example of the Government's involvement in land development.
At one stage there was a very high demand for industrial land in Broome and a private
developer set about developing an industrial estate. He was frustrated severely by
bureaucratic delays imposed by the Department of Land Administration, which then
instituted its own industrial development in Broome in competition with that private
developer. So the private developer was not only frustrated by DOLA for many years, but
also he then found himself in competition, unfairly, with a Government department, with the
result that there was an enormous glut of industrial land on the market just at the time of a
recession and a slump in demand. It proved to be a financial disaster, not only for DOLA but
also for the private developer.
If that is an example of what we can expect from the Western Australian Land Authority it is
a very poor example, and if that is an example of what the Parliamentary Secretary referred
to as a poor record on the part of a private developer I do not believe that is very fair
because, as we will point out later in the Committee stage, we do not believe that the
Western Australian Land Authority should operate from a preferred position.
Hon J0OHN HALDEN: Hon Barry House, too, has raised all the right points but come to the
wrong conclusion. I am not sure of the specifics of the situation in Broome, but if I believe
everything Hon Barry House has said - and I have no reason to doubt him - that is all the
more reason why we need the talent of the combined agencies: We must get away from the
sorts of problems the member has alluded to. My comments about the private sector were
directed more at the creation of subregional centres and large tracts of industrial land, at
which it has not had great success, particularly in some regional centres.
The issue here is that the new agency, with that combined expertise, will also be able to
cooperate with the private sector and use its skills to develop land. I am not saying that the
private sector does not have specific knowledge and skills in the purchase and development
of land, but the Bill proposes to bring together the talents the Government has, in an open
way, and also to include where appropriate the pnivate sector in order to develop land. I am
quite happy to agree that there have been problems, and that is why this Bill has been
introduced. We are trying to overcome those problems. By creating another DOLA or a
narrowly focused agency we will not solve those problems; in fact, we are likely to create
more problems by having to have more agencies involved in one development.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: What is the Government's target in relation to the percentage of land
that is made available for land development for residential, industrial and commercial
purposes in this State?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Government has no specific targets as to how many blocks of
residential or industrial land should be on the market at any time. The Government's view is
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that it should be a moderator of price but should also respond quickly to demand when that
demand is seen to be warranted, and should meet that demand.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: What the Parliamentary Secretary has said about demand is precisely
the reason we are seeking to amend this legislation: It is really for the market to determine
what the demand and the price will be. The Parliamentary Secretary has said that WALA
will have a price setting role. The private sector will step into the market, for commercial
land particularly, and we believe that the role of the Western Australian Land Authority will
very much be to make land available for the social residential housing needs of this State.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The reason for not providing an answer is that clearly if the economy
were buoyant, Government intervention within the market would be minimised, and we
would want that to be so. When the market is depressed, Government intervention would be
far greater. I do not want to use the term disparagingly, as it is often taken that way, but I
can understand the member's "ideology" in suggesting that the Government should not be
involved in the market. However, the Housing Industry Association and the Master Builders
Association have indicated that if the Government had not been involved in the housing
industry over the last 12 to 18 months, there would be considerably more hardship in that
industry than is currently the case.
Hon Peter Foss: Nonsense.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The member should listen to the members of that association.
Hon Peter Foss: We have.
Hon George Cash: What about the Urban Development Institute of Australia?
Hon JOHN I4ALDEN: I cannot refer to that organisation; I have not spoken to it.
Nevertheless, considering Government intervention in that industrial land market, we have
supplied industrial land at very reasonable rates in specific areas where demand is high. This
is done through ILDA.
Hon Barry House: When demand is high. We say let it go.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We can do that within certain circumstances in the metropolitan
area - as at Wangara - but we may not be able to provide the land required by industry
through ILDA; that organisation has a small budget and capital base, and this function
requires a bigger Government organisation than currently exists. Also, how will that land be
supplied in country areas? With a small organisation like ILDA we could not do it.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Why cannot ILDA's capital base be broadened rather than have it
incorporated into the huge bureaucratic empire to be known as the Western Australian Land
Authority? It seems that the Parliamentary Secretary was using the argument that the only
way ILDA could expand its role in providing industrial land was for it to become part of
WALA; that is not a logical extension of what was said earlier.
Hon Derrick Tomlinson: He had not thought of that
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Despite the ungenerous interjection, the realities are that within the
ILDA legislation no provisions allow for the injection of capital from the Consolidated
Revenue Fund, and no legislative base exists to increase its land holdings. IL-DA holds land
which is provided through land grants. T'he basis for WALA is that we are trying to achieve
an economy of scale by the amalgamation of three agencies to increase their performance
and ability to serve the community.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am afraid that the Parliamentary Secretary's last remarks seem to
indicate that bigger is better, and that empire building is better than anything! However,
business history has shown that when organisations art consolidated in this way to take into
account all manner of different endeavours, they tend to become less rather than more
efficient. Ihe Parliamentary Secretary cited that ILDA was an efficient organisation and was
doing worthwhile work; interestingly, it is a small organisation. However, organisations like
the Western Australian Development Corporation and Honeswest became involved in the
supply of residential land, and those are large organisations involved in other activities, and
are extremely inefficient.
For a start, the supply of Government residential land, although in large quantities, is always
late by about 18 months after demand has matured.
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Hon John Halden: Who?
Hon PETER FOSS: Government authorities. Worst of all, these agencies drive other people
out of the market by competing at a higher level than the social objectives for which they
were established. Government agencies have the advantage of being able to compete in such
a way that they do not reduce prices for private developers: they simply drive them out of the
market. Nobody would want WALA to completely drive private developers out of the
industry.
I am concerned that the Western Australian Land Authority has a wide charter; in fact, the
wording of the WALA legislation could almost be lifted out of the WADC legislation. The
charter is very similar and refers to economy of scale and the greater efficiency of
administration.
Hon John Halden interjected.
H-on PETER FOSS: Government organisations do not leave the Mnarket place if they become
inefficient. Government organisations do not become better by becoming bigger as they do
not have the same commercial demands as those faced by private enterprise. If a private
developer becomes inefficient by becoming too big, the organisation will go to the wall or
shrink through market forces. If a Government agency becomes bigger, it keeps increasing.
Parkinson showed that the number of civil servants increased by 6.7 per cent, irrespective of
whether they had anything to do. I am very suspicious of making a Government organ isation
larger, as is proposed in this legislation. History shows that such organisations rend to be
less rather than more efficient; they tend to look for things to do to justify themselves and
produce huge inefficiencies - the Commonwealth Government is an example of that. The
Parliamentary Secretary's statements in this regard have not convinced me to support the
legislation.
Hon MAX EVANS: I seek clarification from the Parliamentary Secretary: He said that
ILDA acquired land only through Crown prants, and that it received no capital from the
Consolidated Revenue Fund. Could he repeat that?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I may have unintentionally misled the member, as the only
mechanism by which to increase ILDA's capital base is through further land grants. No
provision allows an injection of CRF money for purposes other than its current charter. It is
only through land grants that it may receive more money, as they could be used to borrow
against or be sold- Of counte, if that was done, a down time would be involved. Does that
answer the member's question?
Hon Max Evans: At least you have rectified the wrong.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am happy if I rectified a wrong.
Hon Max Evans: Do you admit that the previous answer was wrong?
Hon JOHN H-ALDEN: I admit that I may have led the member down the garden path
somewhat.
Hon Peter Foss said that Government land was always 18 months late coming onto the
market; however, if the market is buoyant, it is not the Government's intention to be
involved in the market.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We have not done too badly in response to that. In recessionary
times, the private sector will not want to be involved in certain areas, and it is incumbent on
Government to become involved in those areas. 1 accept that the provision of land may be
late, but it is up to the Government to respond and it is important to ensure that areas are
provided with land. This applies to first home and socially disadvantaged home buyers;
industrial land and community land should be provided when required.
Hon Peter Foss: I would have thought you would flood land when it is needed, and not hold
any when it is not required.
Hon JOHN HAILDEN: Private developers would not bring their land, which could be large
amounts onto the market because it would not gain the returns they would hope for.
Hon MAX EVANS: The Parliamentary Secretary has explained that ILDA can develop its
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capital base through land grants and not through CRF. I agree with that. However, how was
the original capital supplied to IL.DA? Was that through land grams in the first place, or was
money supplied to it? In 1977 1 sold land to ILDA for cash.

Sing suspended from 6.00:0o 730 pm
Hon MAX EVANS: Can the Parliamentary Secretary advise whether the first money granted
to ILDA in 1945 came from the Consolidated Revenue Fund? Since then has ILDA bought
land with the profits it has made?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Industrial Lands Development Authority Act was proclaimed in
1966. It was introduced as a result of a vesting of land from the then Kewdale marshalling
yards. It was decided that an authority was needed for the proposed development of those
marshalling yards in a way that would best suit industrial development and not solely for
rural usage. As I recall, the land was transferred from the then Kewdale and Cloverdale land
authority. The Kewdale and Cloverdale land authority was associated with the marshalling
yards for the specific purpose of developing industrial land next door to railway land.
Hon MAX EVANS: What did the Industrial Development (Resumption of Land) Act 1945
relate to? Did the original capital of I1.DA come from CRE grants or were land grants made
to ILDA?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: From both my very limited and my adviser's more extensive
knowledge, it would have been a mixture of parcels of land described in schedule 1, part 2
and so on plus money from CRF.
Hon MAX EVANS: The transfer of assets, etc of WADC is covered by clause 49. Which
clause covens the transfer of assets from ILDA?
Hon John Halden: It is included in schedule 4, page 47, under "Assets, Liabilities etc., to
vest in Authority".

Division
Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Committee divided.
The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell, I cast my vote with the Noes.
Division resulte as follows -

Ayes (12)

Hon George Cash Hon Murray Montgomery Hon W.N. Stech
Hon E.J. Charlton Hon N.F. Moore Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)
Hon Peter Foss Hon P.O. PNdal
Hon Barry House Hon R.G. Pike

Noes (12)
Hon J.M. Berinson Hon B.L. Jones Hon Doug Wen
Hon Kim Change Hon Garry Kelly Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon Reg Davies Ron Sam Piantadosi (Teller)
Hon John Halden Hon Tom Stephens
Hon Tom Helm Hon Bob Thomnas

Pairs
Hon D.J Wordsworth Hon Graham Edwards
Hon P.14. Lockyer Hon T.G. Butler
Hlon Derrick Tomlinson Hon Mark Nevili
Hon 3MN. CaldweUl Hon Cheryl Davenport

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.
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Clause 2 postponed until the completion of consideration of clause 49, on motion by
Hon John Halden (Parliamentary Secretary).
Clause 3: Interpretation -

Hon BARRY HOUSE: On behalf of Hon Peter Foss, I move -

Page 3, line 13 - To insert -
"industrial purposes" means -

(a) manufacturing, production, technology advancement, fabrication of
materials, packaging, processing, transport, distribution, storage,
display of manufactured goods, research, development and service
purposes, and the purposes of any other activity of an industrial nature;
and

(b) commercial, recreational, retail, accommodation and other purposes
ancillary to purposes referred to in (a) -

(i) effected or to be effected in the same general vicinity as that in
which purposes referred to in that paragraph are effected or to
be effected; and

(ii) necessary or desirable for the wellbeing or convenience of
businesses operaig, and workforces employed, in the general
vicinity referred to in subparagraph (i).

Because clause 1 was not amended to our satisfaction, the Industrial Lands Development
Authority will remain in the Western Australian Land Authority. The purpose of this
amendment is to insert a general definition of what are "industrial purposes" in the Bill.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Peter Foss has borrowed my amendment to clause .19. 1 am
prepared to concede to him that right. I am happy to have "industrial purposes" listed under
the interpretation clause of this Bill.
Amendment put and passed.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I move -

Page 2, line 18 - To insert after the word "Australian" the word "Residential".
The CHAIR.MAN: A decision on this matter was made during con sideration of clause 1.
There is now no need to proceed with this amendment.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: That decision was made on clause 1. I want to continue following
that line of argument. We believe that the authority should be called the "Western Australian
Residential land Authority".
The CHAIRMAN: The Committee has made a decision on this matter. It rejected Hon
Barry House's amendment and there is no point his moving the same amendment again.
Hon GEORGE CASH: A member is entitled to move an amendment at any stage during the
Committee debate. Hon Barry House has moved to insert "Residential" at page 2, line 18.
He would be entitled to move for the insertion of another word if he so wished. You are
right, Mr Chairman; the Committee has made a decision in general tenns about "Residential"
being included in the tidle of the authority. However, there is nothing to stop Hon Barry
House moving an amendment to this, the interpretation clause. I concede it may be lost, but
the Opposition has the right to move it.
The CHAIRMAN: The short tide of the Bill is the "Western Australian Land Authority
Bill". I rule that the Bill cannot be amended to have the tidle of the authority include the
word "Residential" when the Committee has already passed clause 1.
Hon Barry House: I realise that this is probably an academic exercise. However, I had
hoped that Hon Reg Davies would take this opportunity to explain to the Committee why he
elected not to accept the amendment to clause 1.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I do not intend to intervene in the machinations of the Liberal Party
and Hon Reg Davies. However, it is unusual for a member to have to explain his position on
a clause that the Committee has already passed. Hon Reg Davies made his position on that
matter quite clear when the Committee divided.
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Hon PEThR FOSS: The statements by Hon George Cash and Hon Barry House are quite
correct. Whatever one calls the Bill, the content of the Bill will decide the matter.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I thought I was right, and that has been confirmed. The
Committee cannot accept this amendment because it is inconsistent with its amendment to
clause 1. Therefore, I rule disc the amendment is inadmissible.
Amendment ruled out of order.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 4: Authority established -

Hon GEORGE CASH: Would you, Mr Chairman, please explain the reasons for your
decision that the naming of the shont title should preclude any member from moving that the
word "residential" be included in the balance of the Bill?
The CHAIRMAN: Order! The time to challenge my decision was before the vote was taken
and the decision was made.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I am not challenging your decision, Mr Chairman, in respect of
clause 3. 1 am referring to clause 4.
The CHAIRMAN: The decision the Committee made on clause I rejected the proposal by
Hon Barry House to insent the word 'Residential" after the word "Australian". If the
Committee moved to amend clause 3 - as it decided not to do - in the way proposed by Hon
Barry House and in the same way that Hon Peter Foss proposes to amend clause 4, it would
be in conflict with a decision the Committee made on a previous clause. For that reason, I
ruled that the amendment was inadmissible. If members wish to test that, they are at liberty
to challenge my ruling.
Hon MARGARET McALEER: I do not wish to challenge your ruling, Mr Chairman.
However, if the proposed amendment to clause 4 were allowed to proceed, the earlier clause
with which it presently conflicts could be recommitted. That follows the logic of your
argument that it is not possible to move the amendment to clause 4 because a similar
amendment to clause I was defeated.
The CHAIRMAN: It is in conflict.
Hon MARGARET McALEER: If you allowed the amendment to be put and a different
decision were made, in order to make that new decision consistent with the decision on the
earlier clause die Bill could be recommitted. After all, a member could have a change of
heart and reverse an earlier decision.
The CHAIRMAN: In general, a Committee cannot go back through the clauses, although it
may postpone clauses. If a member of the Committee could obtain support, he or she could
move that a certain clause be recommitted. I suspect that if at the end of the Committee
stage a member suggested that clause 1 be recommitted, the whole process would begin
again. Hon Margaret McAleer is right; the Bill could be recommitted. A decision has been
made on the clause mid any recommittal must take place at the end of the Committee
process. If that occurred, we would go through a new Committee stage of the Bill - heaven
forbid! For the information of the Committee I quote the following extract from Erskine
May's Parliamentary Practice -

(3) An amendment must not be inconsistent with, or contrary to, the bill as so far
agreed to by the committee, nor must it be inconsistent with a decision of the
committee upon a former amendment.

That is quite clear.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: [ move -

Page 5, lines 15 to 17 - To delete subelatise (5).
Subclause (5) states that the authority is an agent of the Crown in right of the State mid,
except as provided in section 14, enjoys the status, immunities and privileges of the Crown.
The purpose of the amendment is to remove the Western Australian Land Authority's power
to trade as a number of entities and to enjoy a preferred position in the marketplace. In other
words, the Western Australian Land Authority should be an independent authority in the
marketplace, operating on a level playing field. It should pay training levies, financial
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institutions duty, land tax and all the other taxes and charges that any other private operator
must pay.
In relation to this clause, I refer to a letter written by the Real Estate Institute of Western
Australia (Inc) to the Minister, Hon David Smith, on 9 March 1992. That letter sets out very
clearly the two major objections of the Real Estate Institute of Western Austalia to this Bill:
Firstly, there is no limit to its involvement in the land market; in other words, there are no
parameters and no definite limit on the functional powers of WALA. Secondly, there is
unlimited power of resumption. REIWA itemises its concerns about other parts of the Bill,
and in connection with clause 4 it queries why the new Land Authority should enjoy the
immunities and privileges of the Crown when it will be operating in the private market. That
is the nub of the objections the Opposition has to the Western Australian Land Authority
operating as an agent from a preferred position.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The reason that this Bill confers Crown immunity on the authority is
quite clear. The two organisations that will be incorporated into this new authority - the
Industrial Lands Development Authority and the Joondalup Development Corporation - had
Crown immunity and if it is proposed to deal with this very vexed question of providing
industrial development in country towns, quite clearly a certain aspect must be considered;
that is, subsidising that development. One of those subsidies is by way of Crown immunity,
and specifically it means not paying certain rates and taxes, and not abiding by certain
nitpicking legislative requirements that would specifically impede industrial development in
country towns. As I have said before, that relates particularly to the Avon Valley. The other
consequence of not granting Crown immunity to the authority is that should there be a claim,
either by contract or tort, without Crown immunity that claim would fall upon the resources
of the authority and not upon the resources of the Crown. People who choose to invest in
that area of risk capital, particularly for the development of industrial land in country towns,
will want greater surety than that available from this authority. They will need the surety of
the Crown. Before members opposite become terribly cynical about those comments, they
should remember that some of the developments proposed in country towns might not be
mechanics' sheds or plumbing works. They might well be significant and large proposals. If
people invest significant amounts of money into areas outside the metropolitan area that we
regard as important, and into the two or three mai regional centres, they will need to have
the resources of the Crown as backup before they make those investment decisions. If that
backup is not provided, the likelihood of decentralisation and of industrial development in
country towns will be placed in jeopardy. It is important that members opposite consider that
carefully before they jump onto the issue of the level playing field. I remind members
opposite that the level playing field has not served this country terribly well in the last few
years. I know that some of my Federal colleagues have advocated that, but it is not a
position that I have ever advocated.
Hon Peter Foss: They could never level the playing field.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: They tried very hard in certain areas, and it has been an absolute
disaster. The level playing field in respect of industrial development in regional centres is
something that I am sure members opposite will not want to pursue with great gusto outside
of this debate because without cross-subsidisation, incentive, and the surety of the Crown
they may find that the very argument that they proffer about decentralisation and regional
development will never come to fruition.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: Let us assume that the argument put by the Parliamentary Secretary
has some merit and that there axe some instances where the new Western Australian Land
Authority may play an important role in developing land in small country centres which may
otherwise not be developed. However, at the very best that will comprise only a small
percentage of the land development in this State. Does the Government propose to draw
some sont of territorial boundary around the metropolitan area of Perth and the south west
and to exclude those areas, because that is where the majority of land development will take
place and where we object to a mega department like WALA operating from a preferred
position in the market?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No. We do not propose to gerrymander the metropolitan area in the
way suggested by Hon Barry House. It is very important for the confidence of WALA that
this provision be in place. It must be known also that the Industrial Lands Development
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Authority will develop land not only in the country but also in the metropolitan area.
Therefore, to draw some artificial barrier around the activities and operations of ILDA would
be detrimental to industrial land development, not only in the country but also in the city.
Hon PETER FOSS: To some extent the ambit of clause 4 is determined by clause 14,
because clause 4(5) states "except as provided in section 14". Clause 4 is somewhat
objectionable as it stands at present because it seems to pick out a number of Acts with
which WALA will have to comply but indicates that WALA will otherwise not be bound by
the law. I do not see any reason for that and I have not heard anything from Hon John
Halden to convince me. Some justification for granting to WALA Crown immunity is the
question of income tax. If WALA is to be an agent of the Crown in right of the State and is
to enjoy the status, immunities and privileges of the Crown, it should not pay income tax to
the Commonwealth. I do not think it is a good idea that the State hand that money to the
Commonwealth. Clause 14 would be less objectionable if the amendment proposed by Hon
Barry House were accepted because we would then know that, generally speaking, WALA
would have to obey the law. The Government will have trouble if it leaves clause 14 as it
stands because the High Court decided in the Bropho case that any State instrumentality
which engages in commercial activity should be subject to the law. The proposed
amendment will also meet some of the objections of the Real Estate Institute of Western
Australia. Therefore, if WALA were exempt from paying income tax or any other Federal
tax but were subject to the Statutes of Western Australia, we would take a lot of the sting out
of this clause. Clause 14 provides that WALA will be immune from the operation of the
Environmental Protection Authority Act.
Hon John Halden: No. WALA will not be immune from the operation of the Environmental
Protection Authority Act.
Hon PETER FOSS: It will have immunity from the operation of the Land Conservation Act.
We should not have to go through all of the Statutes of the State and say, "We will leave this
one in and we will leave this one out." The High Court has determined that a State
instrumentality should be subject to the law of the State. We are nor talking about a Iking on
his horse who is entitled to some form of special sovereign immunity. It is ridiculous that
WALA should have special immunity from the operation of the law. It should be subject to
the law, and the only exception should be that it not pay Commonwealth income tax. I may
be a little miore persuaded by Hon John Halden's argument if he states that all that the
Government is trying to do is to protect WALA from paying Commonwealth income tax.
What the Government is askng for in this proposed section is not at all necessary.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The issue raised by Hon Peter Foss about company and corporate
taxation is correct. The Western Australian Land Authority will not have an obligation to
pay company or corporate tax. The member ought to consider the previous reasonable
example of the East Perth Redevelopment Authority Act, which was passed through this
Chamber after considerable debate. We gave to that authority Crown immunity, but we did
not go to the length to which we are going in this Bill of listing the exemptions that are listed
in clause 14; namely, certain sections of the Local Government Act, the Metropolitan Region
Town Planning Scheme Act, the Town Planning and Development Act, the Aboriginal
Heritage Act and the Mining Act. I can understand in a general sense why Hon Peter Foss
wants the Government to adhere to a significant array of Acts in respect of development, but
this Chamber conceded in respect of the East Perth Redevelopment Act - into which the
member had considerable input - that where the development is envisaged for a particular
social good and with particular aims in mind, it should have Crown immunity. It should
happen in this instance. Perhaps we went a step too far with that Bill. Perhaps we should
include certain provisions in the Act. In essence, we are trying to be more accountable than
was this Chamber on the previous occasion when it considered similar provisions. However,
we should not lose sight of the fact that this was originally about industrial land
development. This is the greatest issue. If we burden the authority with a plethora of
regulations and Acts related to the area, we will immediately considerably retard
development in country towns - as we will also in certain metropolitan areas. 1 am not sure,
but I understand that even the National Party in the other place supported its prospective
coalition partner, but not on this matter. I may be wrong. It is an issue of great concern, If
we are to pursue policies of decentralisation and regional development-for industrial land, we
should consider this matter carefully.
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Hon BARRY HOUSE: I am pleased to hear the parallels drawn between this Bill and the
East Perth Redevelopment Bill because later we intend to move amendments to include
provisions similar to those in the East Perth Redevelopment Act. The East Perth
Redevelopment Act is similar to the Joondalup Centre Act. Therefore, why arr. we including
the Joondalup Development Corporation in this Bill when it was not included in the East
Perth Redevelopment Act?
Hon John Halden: I asked the same question and 1 did not receive an answer, the member
may recall.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The Parliamentary Secretary pointed out that the National Party in
the other place had some sympathy with this position. I recall chat the National Party in the
other place had a lot mort sympathy with the notion that the rates and charges of the Western
Australian Land Authority would be more properly paid to the local authority than to the
Crown.
Hon John Halden: If at all.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: We cannot accept that. We believe that the authority should operate
under the same conditions as those governing any private developer in the marketplace, not
from a preferred position. We may have sympathy with the notion that the rates and charges
should be paid to the local authority so that the local authority can take care of the necessary
infr-astructcure and thus collect revenue.
Hon J.N. CALDWELL: The National Party appears to be caught in the middle, but I assure
the Parliamentary Secretary that it is not. My notice has been drawn to the clause. I do not
know exactly how it was phrased in the other place but I have consulted my colleague who
handled the Bill in the other place and he strongly supports the deletion of this part of the
clause. He has indicated to me that he thinks the authority should comply with all the Acts,
such as the Local Government Act, the Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme Act, the
Town Planning and Development Act, the Aboriginal Heritage Act, and the Mining Act
The National Party supports the deletion of this part of the clause.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Ir is strange how the situation changes. My recollection of debate in
the other place was that the National Party did not want to include the provision regarding
the payment of rates and taxes.

Point of Order
Hon MARGARET McALEER: Is it correct to continue to refer to debate in the Assembly?
The CHAIRMAN (H-on Garry Kelly): I accept the point of order. It is not competent to refer
to debates in the Assembly.

Committee Resuned
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The National Party does not support the payment of rates and taxes
generally for industrial land, knowing very well the implication that the Industrial Lands
Development Authority, or an authority such as that, would not in strict commercial terms be
able to fuifil its obligation to the community. Were ILDA forced to pay rates and taxes in
the same way as other commercial entities when it does not have prime commercial
responsibility but a developmental responsibility, it would not be able to fulfil its obligations.
If members opposite support that proposition, fair enough, let them pass the amendment.
However, they cannot have it both ways. This; is an issue of Crown immunity. The Chamiber
debated the issue not long ago in relation to the East Perth Redevelopment Authority. It took
the stance that I advocace this time but it took a harder line. I am opposing the exemptions.
Members should consider that point. At the end of the day, the functions of the proposed
Western Australian Land Authority will be compromised extensively if the clause is niot
passed as printed.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The nub of our objection is that the authority will have wide ranging
powers. Therefore it may stray into all sons of areas which are not the province of the
Government. The Parliamentary Secretary frequently mentioned the Industrial Lands
Development Authority. We agree, and have said often, that ILDA is an organisation that
does a very good job because it has a dedicated function, a dedicated task, and operates
within certain parameters - on which people can keep an eye. Thai is the reason for our
objection to the clause.
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Hon J.N. CALDWELL: I may have led the Chamber astray about the opinion of the
National Party. The National Party will support the amendment moved by Hon Barry House.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The proposition put forward by Hon Barry House that the new Land
Authority could move into uncharted waters -
Hon Barry House: The Parliamentary Secretary should make sure that he talks about ELDA
separately from the Land Authority. They are totally different bodies.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The industrial land purposes contained in this Bill consist of the
functions of the Industrial Lands Development Authority. That is made quite clear in the
Minister's second reading speech and in his comments during the Committee stage. The
Government has not envisaged discretionary powers for the authority to sail into uncharted
waters - to use the member's words.
Hon Barry House: There is nothing to stop it.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes, there is. I am not sure how the member defines "uncharted
waters" but my lay definition would be the development of super lots of industrial land in
various country towns, perhaps for political purposes, that might not be warranted. Those
sorts of developments are not likely to happen. The Minister has given assurances in the
other place which should satisfy the member's concerns.
Hon GEORGE CASH: Earlier the Parliamentary Secretary used the argument that the
Master Builders Association, the Housing Induscry Association and on one occasion the
Urban Development Institute of Australia were supportive of a particular line he was
running. However, the Real Estate Institute of Western Australia drew its concerns about
clause 4(5) to the Minister's attention by asking, "Why should the new Land Authority enjoy
the immunities and privileges of the Crown when it will be operating in the private market?"
I raise the issue because earlier it was convenient for the Parliamentary Secretary to covet the
support of those agencies whereas when dhe Opposition raises REIWA's position it appears
to be convenient for the Parliamentary Secretary to set aside its views. Clearly, the
Parliamentary Secretary's argument has some inconsistencies. The arguments of members
on this side of the Chamber present no inconsistencies in that we do not believe the Western
Australian Land Authority should enjoy any immunities or privileges not enjoyed by the
private sector. It is well established that another authority with almost the same powers and
functions proposed for WALA was the Western Australian Development Corporation and
that corporation has cost this Stare hundreds of millions of dollars. It seems we are wasting
our time. After all it was the Labor Government, in the end, that conceded the WADC had
failed and needed to be liquidated. I urge members to support this amendment to put WALA
on an equal footing with the private sector and not allow WALA to have a privileged
situation. This amendment should be carried at this stage so that we can all understand the
future powers of the authority.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: As suggested by the Leader of the Opposition, the Urban
Development institute of Australia made such a statement and I do not flinch from that. The
Leader of the Opposition ought not from time to time accuse anybody of using arguments for
his or her convenience. The argument I would like to use for my convenience relates to
REiWA. REIWA has explained that Crown immunity ought to exist from the provisions of
charges for rates and taxes.
Hon Barry House: They do nor say that in a letter to the Minister for Planning.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is not my understanding of REIWA's position. At the end of
the day REIWA and those whom it represents may well be looking for private sector
involvement in a joint project with this authority.
Hon George Cash: Thai is another reason it should not enjoy the privileges of the Crown,
because the Parliamentary Secretary knows what confusion that causes-
Hon JOHN HALDEN: They may be looking for private sector involvement for super lotting
for joint ventures. If they are doing those sorts of things, they would be very pleased to have
Crown immunity.
Hon George Cash: That puts them in a privileged position.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Leader of the Opposition is right, it puts them in a position in
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which they may propose to go ahead with a development that under normal business tenns
would not have been proceeded with. If members opposite are proposing thar is the basis
upon which ILDA or the proposed Land Authority should operate they should go back to
their electorates and have a long hard chat with their constituents. Members opposite will
find they are wrong.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The Parliamentary Secretary has quoted REIWA, so to avoid
confusion and for the record!I will read a letter dated 9 March to the Minister for Planning
from the Real Estate Institute of Western Australia that concerns the Western Australian
Land Authority Bill. The letter states -

The proposed West Australian Land Authority Bill raises a number of issues which
the real estate industry is concerned about.
Thie Real Estate Institute of Western Australia accepts that the (proposed) Authority's
operations are unlikely to be different from the accumulated operations of the various
Government land development agencies now active. However, the powers of these
various agencies are restricted to particular market sectors and fulfil specific roles. It
is worrying that the new Authority is effectively centralising these Powers in a
manner not seen before and this will present a significant commercial advantage over
private agents, for the new Authority.
In the particular I would lie to draw your attention to the following sections of the
proposed Bill.

I will refer to those particular clauses during this Committee stage. The Parliamentary
Secretary is quoting REIWA out of context. I spoke to R.EIWA as late as this morning to
clarify its position and either the Minister has not read the letter or he has deliberately
misinterpreted REIWA's position.
Hon MAX EVANS: The Parliamentary Secretary mentioned that WALA might want to
enter into joint lotting arrangements. Could the Parliamentary Secretary confirm whether
ILDA was doing this son of thing?
Hon JOHN WALDEN: I am advised that ILDA has a legal opinion, which is currently with
the Mnister, which states it is entitled to perform that function.
Hon MAX EVANS: The Parliamentary Secretary said that it was being done and that from
today I1LDA would no longer exist. Why is a legal opinion needed in this case if it will not
be conducting any more business?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I was advising the Chamber that this was one of the reasons for
having council immunity in the future and that the Land Authority, in performing the old
functions of IOLDA - that is, developing super lots in conjunction with a joint venture - would
appreciate the opportunity of having Crown immunity.
Hon MAX EVANS: The Minister is talking about level playing fields. Ron Cohen of the
State Government Insurance Commission often says that he has never found a level playing
field in his life. it has always sloped away from him and he has never picked up on the one
that comes towards him. Last week I said that $77 million worth of land would come from
ILIDA and $54 million from the Western Australian Development Corporation and others.
That is a total amount of $131 million. Some $2.6 million would be paid in land tax every
year. Rates and taxes must then be paid, and somewhere along the line a developer would
consider capitalising $4 million-plus a year onto that. Any other developer, with that
package of land, would have to pay out large amounts of cash. It will be easy for this body
to enter into a highly competitive market later. It may go for 10 years without paying any
land tax, council rates or other incidentals and then enter the market and undercut the
marketplace. It would be in a preferred position. Why should WALA not have to pay any of
those charges and be in that preferred position? ILDA's balance sheet split land into current
assets, fixed assets and deferred assets. Deferred land could be 20 years away.
How did ILDA distribute its profits back to the Crown? The new body will simply give its
profits back to the Crown, but ILDA seems to have accumulated its profit. Will the surplus
cash in ILDA be now paid back to the Crown?
Hon JOHN WALDEN: I may have said that super lotting had occurred in the past. I was
wrong. It is proposed to have ILDA involved in the process in the future, be it ILDA or the
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Land Authority. That opinion was gathered by virtue of considering whether it was needed
to change that Act. That is why a legal opinion is required. The member mentioned that
ILDA held about $77 million worth of land. On that land it would pay about $2 million a
year in rates and taxes. If it had done that for its life it would have paid in excess of
$50 million in rates and taxes. That is more than the total value of ELDA's land currently.
Hon Max Evans: No it is not. The $77 million against $50 million is not more than the total.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No. the net worth of its current land is.
Hon Max Evans: I don't understand that.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is assets less liabilities. It would be close to that. ILDA's
industrial land development is not considered to be a strictly commercial entity. A range of
other initiatives are necessary for the development of industrial land both in and our of the
metropolitan area.
Hon MAX EVANS: The creation of iLDA was all about selling cheap land and making
profits. David Hatt raced and grabbed the Urban Lands Council, rook it to LandCorp and
made huge profits. He made $22 million in 18 months because he got cheap land and turned
it into highly profitable land. ELDA has done a commendable job under all Governments. It
made cheap land available at the Kewdale yards and encouraged people to invest their
money. I am worried that WALA is in the business of maximising its profit. The Minister
will be able to take out how much he wants, just as was done at the R & IBank. I am
worried that the land of ILDA will lose its identity in WALA and that WALA will be
muaximising the profit. When WALA is in the game of maximising profits and competing in
the business arena it will have an unfair advantage. The Parliamentary Secretary said that it
would pay $2 million in taxes on the $77 million. The WADC will provide another
$54 million. All the other land would incur another $4 million a year in costs. That is an
advantage WALA will have over others. Is that a fair advantage?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is proposed that WALA will be self-sufficient. I explained the
issue of cross-subsidisation and that the profitable parts would provide money to the non-
profitable parts, or to the community focused parts, of industrial development. Therefore,
industrial land development, the old ILDA functions and subregional centre development
will not be profitable, particularly in the short ternm activities of WALA. In fact, industrial
land development will probably not be profitable in the long term. However, by virtue of
this agency, industrial land development will go ahead because the residential land
development part of the WADC will be profitable. That will allow for cross-subsidisation.
The amalgamation of the departments will allow for borrowings against the total assets,
which will allow for industrial land and subregional centre development.
Hon MAX EVANS: The Parliamentary Secretary is being very sanctimonious about
industrial and residential land. Will WALA provide segment accounts? Will they show
what are the sales of industrial land, social land and residential land and what is its
profitability? The WADC did that. If we receive that commitment we will know what is the
contribution.
Ron JOHN HALDEN: It is difficult being the Parliamentary Secretary on this Bill. Hon
Max Evans' proposition sounds reasonable and is one I would support. I understand the
member's concerns about past activities and why he would make this request. However, I
am in the difficult position where I cannot make a commitment on behalf of the Minister-
The proposal is reasonable and I am happy to discuss it with him and to provide a response.
Hon GEORGE CASH: It is nor good enough for the Parliamentary Secretary, who is now in
charge of the Bill on behalf of the Government, to say that he has been put in a difficult
position because he cannot make a decision. This is the Legislative Council and he has
principal carriage of the Bill on behalf of the Government. If he needs a short adjournment
of the debate so he can speak to whomever he wishes and come back to the Chamber to give
a firm commitment, the Opposition will be happy for him to report progress. It is not good
enough to pass an important suggestion off by saying that he will rake it on board and refer it
to someone in another place; it is of no value at all. Earlier the Parliamentary Secretary
argued that if the Western Australian Land Authority were to have Crown immunity and the
privileges that go with it, it would assist private developers who might enter into a joint
venture with WALA. Whether WALA should have Crown immunity for that purpose is not
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the sort of argument to sustain. Crown immunity passes some very special rights and
privileges to any organisation. For instance, WALA will not be subjected to many Acts of
Parliament unless they are specified in this legislation. Other Acts may specifically preclude
WALA from the immunities and privileges outlined in this Bill. Before we go any further,
the Parliamentary Secretary must understand that the question of Crown immunity or
privilege is far more than a special advantage conferred on WALA which can then be passed
on to other organisations.
For the last 30 minutes the Parliamentary Secretary has based his argument on the fact that
the Industrial Lands Development Authority Act provides for Crown immunity and
privileges. However, he has failed to say that the Joondalup Centre Act provides in section
12 that the corporation does not represent, and is not a servant or agent of, the Crown. On
the one hand the Parliamentary Secretary is arguing that because ILDA has Crown privileges
they should be extended to WALA and, on the other hand, I am arguing that because the
IlDA Act does not include these privileges it is an indication that the privileges and
immunity should not be transferred to this Bill.
We are not making any progress because the Parliamentary Secretary is not prepared to
acknowledge the importance and huge advantages which flow from an organisation's having
special Crown immunities and privileges. It is quite proper that the words be deleted in order
that WALA is not placed in any better position than any private sector developer. The
sooner the Parliamentary Secretary concedes that point, the sooner we can move on to the
next clause.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: My immediate inclination is to get stuck into the Leader of the
Opposition, but there is no point in my doing that because it will not circumvent the
Opposition's argument or tactics. I thank the Leader of the Opposition for asking that
question because it has taken some time in these deliberations for a member to raise the issue
of Crown immunity more than I have been discussing up to this point. The answer is, yes.
No-one asked me that question before and I thought members opposite knew the answer.
The obvious truth about this issue is that they know, I know and my colleagues know, that
the answer is yes. We are debating nothing but a smart point raised by the Leader of the
Opposition. I will not respond to the Leader of the Opposition; his tactics will not catch me
out.
The Leader of the Opposition mentioned the Joondalup Centre Act Section 50 of that Act
states that the Joondalup Development Authority does not have Crown immunity, but the
same section states that it has immunity from the payment of rates and taxes.
Hon George Cash: There is a huge difference.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Leader of the Opposition has the ability to say the obvious all
the time. This issue is one of giving commercial advantage to specific parties which the
Government wants to enhance; parties which both political parties have wanted to enhance in
the past and have done so. This debate is about pursuing matters to make one look good in
the eyes of one's benefactors.
Hon W.N. Stretch: I think you had better be very careful about how you say things while
you are representing the Minister.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Bill Stretch has not been in this Chamber throughout this debate
and 1 suggest that he keep quiet until he understands what is going on-
This issue has been explained by me at great length and it is about giving advantage, quite
deliberately, so that down the track advantages can accrue to communities and to sections of
our economy which both political parties have supported in the past. We recently supported
such a move when dealing with the East Perth Redevelopment Bill. We are debating
something which is in the common good and which has been supported in the past, but we
have other interests to protect. I suggest to the Chamber that it not support the amendment.

Division
Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Committee divided.
The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell I give my vote with the Noes.
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Division resulted as follows -

Ayes (12)
Hon J.N. Caldwell Hon Murray Montgomery Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon George Cash Hon H.P. Moore Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)
Hon Peter Foes Hon P.C. Fendal
Hon Barry House Hon R.O. Pike

Noes (13)
Hon .M. Berinson Hon Tom Helm Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Kim Chance Hon WL.. Jones Hon Doug Wcnn
Hon Reg Davies Hon Garry Kelly Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon John Halden Hon Sam Piantadosi (Teller)
Hon Kay Hallahan Hon Tom Stephens

Pairs

Hon D.J. Wordsworth Hon Graham Edwards
Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon TOG. Butler
Hon Derrick Tomlinson Hon Mark Nevill
Hon E.J. Charlton Hon Cheryl Davenport

Amendment thus negatived.
Clause put and passed.
ClauseS5: Board of directors.-
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I move -

Page 5, line 21 - To delete "the Minister." and substitute -

the Governor on the recommendation of the Minister, of whom five shall be
persons each of them having in the opinion of the Minister, knowledge of and
experience in any of the fields of town planning, housing, industry,
commerce, finance, engineering and land development.

The purpose of this anmendnment is to avoid the possibility of any Government stacking the
board with its cronies. It is also aimed at ensuring a spread of interests on the board and
involvement from across industry. Is the Parliamentary Secretary happy that this clause
stands by the recommendations of the substantial report presented to this Parliament in June
1985 titled "The Sixth Report of the Standing Committee on Government Agencies - a
Framework of Accountability for Government Agencies"? Two present members of this
Chamber, Hon Kay Halaihan and Hon Norman Moore, were members of that committee.
The first recommendation of the report was that more attention be paid to the question of
sectional representation on Government agencies, boards and to constitutional arrangements
that should accompany such representations. That substantial report recommended
widespread sectional interests be included on boards of Government agencies set up by the
Parliament. As it stands, this clause does not cater for that wide sectional interest because it
requires the authority to have a board of directors comprising not less than five nor more than
seven persons appointed by the Minister. That definition does not cater for a wide cross-
section of industry. The amendment seeks to reverse that trend by including on the board
people who have a knowledge of and experience in one of the many fields connected with
land developmentL
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Government is opposed to two parts of the proposed amendment
for obvious reasons. First, the requirement for "the Governor on the recommendation of the
Minister' to appoint people from certain groups will not in any way increase the
accountability or functionality of the committee. The member knows that appointments by
the Governor are made, in essence, by the Minister.
Hon Peter Foss: No, by Executive Council.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: Who comprises Executive Council? Ministers and the Governor.
Hon Peter Foss: Itris not just one Minister. It is a well known principle of responsible
Government that things are frequently sent to the Governor to have a Minister's decisions
overvie wed by him.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: As the honourable member says, by the Governor and the Minister.
Hon Barry House: There are no guidelines.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: There are no guidelines under the amendment either, but we could
cop that. An appointment by the Governor on the recommendation of the Minister will not
result in increased accountability.
Hon Barry House: This amendment provides guidelines about who is appointed to the
authority.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am prepared to hear what Hon Barry House has to say about the
recommendations, which he has not spelt out. If he is saying his recommendation is that
these people must come from town planning, housing, industry, commerce, finance,
engineering or land development, that creates the second problem with the amendment; that
is, it precludes others, such as somebody with a legal background, from being on the board.
The proposal contained in the amendment is too narrow. The amendment excludes not only
people from a legal background, but also people from a community development
background, or from any background other than those proposed by him.
Several members interjected.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! We have a supplementary Notice Paper containing a huge
number of amendments which will take a sufficiently long time to get through without
additional by-play from members slowing down the Committee.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The amendment is too narrow. Probably a whole range of
backgrounds are excluded from which people could come to be members of the board. As I
recall, a similar provision was put into the East Perth Redevelopment Bill, yet we cannot find
a chairperson for that authority because the provision is too narrow. The example I have
given is true as the person earmarked for the job was a solicitor. The requirement that the
Governor on the recommendation of the Minister appoint the board of directors does not
increase accountability and is too narrow even if its intention is good. Its narrow intention
does not spike the Government, but merely the people of this State. It was probably moved
with the best of intentions, but because of its narrowness it requires further consideration.
IHon BARRY HOUSE: My amendment allows for up to seven members to be appointed to
the board, not more than five in those various areas. Seven areas are specified, so there is
still plenty of scope for the Government to include a legal representative or a community
representative on the board.
Hon Tom Stephens: To which section of the report are you referring?
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I am saying that up to seven members can be appointed to the board,
and all we are trying to specify is that five of those seven come from an area that represents a
broad cross-section of people who have some direct involvement with the land development
industry. The Government may see a need for a legal or community representative to be
appointed, and the clause would still provide scope for that.
Hon REG DAVIES: Hon Bonry House has certainly convinced me to support this
amendment. What he has said is quite reasonable and he is proposing representation from a
fairly well rounded field. The second reading speech mentioned an agreement with the City
of Wanneroo to have a councillor on the board for 15 years, and I ask the Parliamentary
Secretary whether this clause takes that into account.
Earlier, Hon Barry House asked me to justify my reasons for voting on certain clauses of the
Bill, or perhaps why I voted against one of his amendments. In consideration of my support
or otherwise of the Bill I have had prior discussions with the Parliamentary Secretary
handling the Bill, his adviser, Hon Peter Foss and other members of the Opposition. Often it
is much easier to come to a conclusion on the clauses I will support prior to coming in here,
rather than taking up the time of the Committee. As I will be voting on every clause of this
Bill and other Bills this evening I will decide the merits of each clause by listening to the
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arguments put forward by members, and als by considering the prior discussions I have had,
my own preconceived ideas about each aspect of the Bill, and my own philosophical beliefs
about it. I might add that I am not instructed in any way about how to vote on this or any
other legislation, as are some members here. One can ask sonme members which Bill we are
discussing and they do not even know, but they certainly know how to vote on it. I do not
believe I must justify to Hon Barry House why I support or oppose an amendment to this or
any other Bill. I thought I made a very considered and detailed speech and outlined my
concerns about it during the second reading debate. However, I will support this
anmendmient.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: In answer to Hon Reg Davies' question, it is t intention that one
member of the board will be a nominee of the City of Wanneroo and will be on the board for
15 years. Of course, that further limits the Conmnittee.
I am prepared to accept Hon Barry House's definition of "five members shall be", but we
have the ability to nominate seven. However, even if I accept that, I still believe it is too
limiting. I would find an amendment along the lines "the Minister, knowledge of and
experience drawn from but not limited to any of the fields. . ." quite acceptable.
Hon George Cash: What does that mean?
Hon Barry House: It would give you carte blanche.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The member may be right, and I am quite happy to negotiate this
across the Chamber. My amendment might give the Minister carte blanche, but Hon Barry
House's amendment could inhibit the successful functioning of the Western Australian Land
Authority. I am prepared to say that the majority of board members should be appointed
with those sorts of qualifications - and it does not necessarily have to be five; it might be
four - but there might be compelling reasons not to accept that. Members might want to put
two solicitors on the board - God forbid! However, when it comes to accountability a little
more flexibility is required and I do not know how we can get that except to say something
such as that which I have just proposed. If that is not acceptable to members opposite we
should let the Committee decide.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: What the Parliamentary Secretary has just proposed completely
opens up the ability of the Minister to appoint whoever and whatever he likes. Mickey
Mouse could be appointed to the board of this authority under that proposal. In short, it is
not acceptable to the Opposition because it opens it up to a situation we are trying to avoid.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: Hon Barry House drew on the report of the Standing Committee on
Government Agencies. If he had close regard to the recommendation in that report he could.
draw on it for the words he may better use for his amendment. As the Parliamentary
Secretary handling the Bill has pointed out, the amendment before us presents difficulties for
the best handling of the consideration of the formation of the board of this responsible
agency in the future. The Standing Committee on Government Agencies recommended that
more attention be paid to the question of sectional representation; so the amendment could
read, "the Governor on the recommendation of the Minister have regard to the need for the
knowledge and experience in any of the fields . . .' It could then go on to list the fields
required of the Minister, or of the Governor on the recommendation of the Minister, having
regard to the representatives from those fields but not limiting it to that. That is the point
being made by the Parliamentary Secretary. I am not sure whether he has read the report of
the Standing Committee on Government Agencies but if some regard were shown to that
report and we then drew on the words of the recommendation for the crafting of the
amendment a better result might be achieved.
Hon GEORGE CASH: We are very happy with the words that we have proposed. We have
had regard for the report of the Standing Committee on Government Agencies, and also for
the amendments that were made to the East Perth Redevelopment Bill when it went tough
this place. In section 7 of that Act, as it is now, the membership of the authority is stated in
almost the same words as are used in this amendment. The amendment is not limiting in its
effect. It gives a very broad cross-section of the community that we would want involved in
an -authority such as the Western Australian Land Authority and, as the Parliamentary
Secretary has indicated that he is prepared to accept it, perhaps we can test the vote of the
Committee.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is my intention not to accept the amendment as proposed.
Hon George Cash interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I never said that. It is my intention to have people on this board of
high qualification, standing and experience, If that is not the Opposition's belief, so be it.
Hon PETER EOSS: I am horrified at the concept of having a board of seven people on
which at least five persons would not be experienced in the areas outlined in the amendment.
I cannot envisage how the board could operate or be useful in those circumstances, If that
were the case, I would retrn to my original idea that, instead of an authority, the Minister
should be a body corporate to hold the land as a legal entity. Given that we do not have a
legal entity to hold the property, and given that we appoint people with expertise in the area,
the concept of a beard containing five persons with no experience of town planning, housing,
industry, commerce, finance, engineering and land development is horrifying! The
Government is virtually indicating that it envisages the possibility of not appointing five
people to this board with experience in at least one of those fields; therefore, the majority of
the people on the board will have no knowledge of the very topic with which it deals. That is
an admission of incredible incompetence.
It is not exactly a hard test to pass. The Parliamentary Secretary gave an example of a
solicitor. However, it would be possible to appoint a solicitor to the board because many
solicitors have experience in town planning - I happen to be one such person. I also have
experience in housing, commerce, finance, engineering and land development.
Several members interjected.
Hon PETER FOSS: I will not be looking for a place on the board because that would
probably exclude me from being a member of Parliament. Nevertheless, I would fit the
qualification in six out of seven categories. I am sure many accountants would have
experience in commerce, finance, housing, industry, and perhaps town planning. The
problems that the Government sees with this concept are unrealistic. The concept of a board
which is devoid of people with the outlined experience is quite horrifying. It would be
possible under the current Bill to have two members of the board who are totally ignorant of
these matters, and that is something which we, should reject.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I must respond to Hon Tomn Stephens' comments as he was good
enough to look at the report. We are discussing semantics, but I doubt whether Hon Tom
Stephens' wording would be specific enough to give direction to the Minister on the
appointment of the board. His wording would have left the direction too loose for the
Minister to make appointments well outside the indicated range of experience. As the
previous speaker indicated, the fields of town planning, housing, industry, commerce,
finance, engineering and land development are wide ranging enough within which to find
plenty of qualified people to serve on the board.
Hon MAX EVANS: This Bill reminds me of the comments I made the other day regarding
the ILDA board comprising public servants, apart from Mr Cam Cheyne of the
Confederation of WA Industry. That took away the independence of the board. Can the
Parliamentary Secretary indicate whether the Minister has a mind to appoint public servants
to the board? Such appointments could fit the definition outlined in the Opposition's
amendment, which draws from many fields. I would worry if the board were to comprise
mainly public servants. This was the case at ILDA and the Asset Management Taskforce
took over many of its assets.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I cannot comment on the ILDA board; therefore, I must accept the
member's comments on that. It is the Government's intention to pick a board of the highest
qualification, standing and experience.
Amendment put and passed.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I move -

Page 5. after line 23 - To insert the following new subclause -

(3) The chief executive officer shall not be appointed as a member of the
board.

This amendment would mean that the chief executive officer should not have a deliberative
060042
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vote, and is consistent with the East Perth Redevelopment Authority legislation.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: T'he Government obviously believes that the chief executive officer
of WALA could perform a useful task on the board. 1 have discussed this matter with
members of the Government and the Opposition. The chief executive officer of ILDA, for
example, is a member of ILDA's board, and I cannot understand the Opposition's aversion to
this proposition. However, if that is its intention, it runs against the convention in private
enterprise where chief executive officers often sit on the board.
Hon MAX EVANS: The other day we discussed precluding a chief executive officer from
being a chairman of a board. It was a mistake made in the past to appoint a chief executive
officer as chairman of the board. A board can work just as well if its chief executive officer
is not a member he would be present ex officio.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 6 and 7 put and passed.
Clause 8: Protection of directors and officers -
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 6, line 18 - To delete "or by him or her'.
Page 6, lines 20 and 21 - To delete subclause (2) and substitute the following
subclause -

(2) Subsection (1) does not -

(a) limit the operation of Part B of Schedule 1; or
(b) relieve the Authority of any liability that, but for that

subsection, it might have for the acts or omissions of a director
or of an officer of the Authority.

These amendments are very similar to those moved in debate on the retirement villages
legislation. The idea is to ensure that the board is protected from personal liability for the
acts of the authority, but are not protected from their own personal liability for their acts in
their personal capacity. This applies in particular not to limit the liability that they have to
the authority, and for them to be sued under part B of schedule 1.
In relieving the liability of the individual for the acts of the authority, it does not relieve the
authority from its liability to other people for the acts or omissions of a director of the
authority. If a person in the outside world wants to sue, that person must sue the authority
for the acts of the authority or the acts of an individual, If the directors are involved with an
act or omission which leads to some problem of the authority, they remain liable to the
authority, notwithstanding this clause.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The duties of directors are clearly established within the Bill. I
would have thought they were satisfactory. The current "safety" for officers gives them
confidence and certainty in the duties they are required to perform under the Bill. I cannot
see that this provision which relates to the proposed Retirement Villages Act will add
anything to the Bill because the Government has tried to precisely state the role of the
Western Australian Land Authority. I hope the Committee does not pursue this amendment.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, -put and passed.
Clause 9: Chief executive officer -
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I move -

Page 7, lines 7 and 8 - To delete "may. after consultation with" and substitute "shall
on the recommendation of'.

T'his amendment applies to the notice that the Minister must take in determining
remuneration for the chief executive officer. It has been included to avoid the situation
which developed with the WADC where Mr Horgan, the then chief executive officer, was
paid an exorbitant salary and, finally, an exorbitant payout. The chief executive officer
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should be paid on the recommendation of the Public Service Commissioner.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I can understand Hon Barry House's argument that the Opposition
has concerns about the previous situation. However, if the Government wants to attract the
most suitable, best qualified and most experienced person the reality is that he may have to
be paid more than existing Public Service rates. I think almost everyone has spoken about
the exceptional qualifications required to head up this authority. Bearing in mind the impact
it will have on the State's economy I doubt that in the private sector appropriate salaries
would be paid similar to those under the Public Service Act. With the inclusion of this
amendment the Opposition, with the support of others, can limit the talents and capabilities
of this authority. I also understand the Opposition's concerns about termination payments. I
am sure many people in the community, including myself, thought that payout was, to make
the understatement of the year, a little on the excessive side. However, that can be covered
in termination clauses in the contracts for such people. I am quite sure commitments will be
able to be given along that line. It may well be that a particularly competent person who
does the job well will be head hunted and lost to this State if the remuneration package is
limited by the Public Service award and salary structure, It may well be possible that
excesses similar to those which occurred in the past can be limited. Members must bear in
mind that the chief executive officer of WALA, together with the board and officers of that
department, could have an impact on the State's economic wellbeing. It could be detrimental
to limit the salary range.
Hon MAX EVANS: I understand that senior executive service appointments are still
approved by the Public Service Commissioner. The legislation does not require that his
appointment be bound by the Public Service Act. Surely a senior executive service contract
could be written well outside any award rate.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Bill is linked to the senior executive service recommendations.
If a difference or dispute arises the recommendations of the standard of the senior executive
service will prevail. However, I am saying that, bearing in mind the importance of this role,
those standards may not be in the best interests of the State. Clause I11 on page 8 and
schedule 3 on page 43 cover the link between the senior executive service and the Public
Service Act.
Hon MAX EVANS: I accept all that. The Opposition is recommending only the change of
words in order that consultation will take place with the Public Service Commissioner who is
authorised to pay whatever is required. I cannot see that the changing of the words will make
much difference. The Opposition is concerned that without any overriding authority a
Minister or Premier could make an agreement, as was the case with John Horgan to pay him
$2.5 million for the past three years.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: If we appointed someone from the Senior Executive Service, clause
I11 and point 3 of schedule 3 would apply. However, if we found someone of superior
ability, qualifications and experience, we should not be bound by the conditions of the Senior
Executive Service. That is what we are proposing. We should have flexibility; that is, if
such a person exists, we should not be constrained. The appointment would still have to be
referred to the Public Service Commission for its consultation in relation to the specific
features of the remuneration and/or features of the package that may apply to that person.
However, we are trying to ensure that if there is somebody better to employ than an officer in
the Senior Executive Service, we should employ that person. Under the Opposition's
proposition, the Government will have no flexibility, whereas under this provision it will.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The situation we are trying to avoid is that which occurred when a
Premier went to the authority and said, "Here is your chairman and he will be paid this
enormous salary." That was done completely outside the guidelines of the Public Service
Commission. The Premier at the time may have been able to claim legitimately that he had
consulted the Public Service Commission. He may have rung the commissioner and said, "I
have John Horgan earmarked for the job of CEO of the WADC." Under the wording of this
provision that may be classified as consultation. We are trying to avoid that situation. We
want the Public Service Commissioner to have an input into the appointment rather than his
just being consulted.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand why the member says that. However, if the amendment
were approved, we would usurp the role of the board. I know members opposite will say that
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may have happened in the past, but the board must assess the field and make a
recommendation to the Minister. Therefore, it has an integral role in the selection procedure.
I cannot guarantee the Opposition that, at the end of the day, the predicament will be
overcome. However, I guarantee that its amendment limits the Government's capabilities to
get the best person. I do not think that is the Opposition's intention. I understand it wants
the matter scrutinised further. However, I think the new safeguards on how people are
appointed at this level, the rote of the board and the publicity surrounding past appointments
will not allow appointments of the type that may have occurred in the 1980s.
Hon MAX EVANS: The Opposition is worried that, even though consultation has occurred,
one does not have to wait for the approval. 'Consult" means nothing. I can consult with
somebody and then do my own thing. The Opposition believes there should be an arbitrator
overseeing what is or is not a fair amount of recompense.
Hon JOHN 1-ALDEN: The job would be advertised. The Minister and the Public Service
Commission would get together, presumably to interview and make an appointment.
However, the Public Service Commission officers would be the experts in that process and
more than likely would numerically outnumber the Minister and his or her appointment on
such a board of interview. All the Government is asking for is that, if a business person is
required to be paid more than the standard salary and conditions that can be offered under the
Public Service Act, the Minister have the power to recommend that.
Hon MAX EVANS: The Parliamentary Secretary's earlier argument was that the board
might go head-hunting and pick someone not referred to the Public Service Commissioner.
In other words, the board would head-hunt someone and then only consult with the
commissioner. He has not made up his mind what he is going to do. Initially the
Parliamentary Secretary said that the head-hunting would not be part of the Public Service
deal; now he is saying that it will be only part of the Public Service deal.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We may go head-hunting somebody. However, what I originally
said was that that person may be head-hunted because our salary package was not sufficient
for us to keep that person. That is why we suggest that the Minister should have the
discretion at the time of appointment to set salaries and conditions to make that person stay.
That person may be offered more money in local government in other cities than this State
can offer him. When local government can offer more money than the State Government
because it is not constrained, we have a problem. All we are trying to do is say that we want
to head-hunt. However, we also do not want the chief executive officer to be head-hunted.
Therefore, once that person is chosen for the position, the Minister must be able to comment
on the size of the salary and the remuneration package.
Hon MAX EVANS: We are talkting about head-hunting and higher salaries. If there is one
thing that there is plenty of in this country, it is people with expertise in the subdivision of
land, etc. Because so many people have gone out of business it will not be hard to get a top
man. I do not think we will have to pay fairy tale salaries as we did a few years ago; the
market will be fairly realistic in the future.
Hon John Halden: By this appointment, we could make this person far more attractive to
somebody else in the country.
Hon MAX EVANS: I warn the Government that it will be a bit like when David Hatt got all
of that land for the Urban Land Council at cost. Within 18 months he looked like the
greatest guru of land development ever seen in Western Australia. That is easy to do if the
land is obtained at the right price. ILDA has some land valued at $77 million which it has
held for 20 years. That will make a goad profit. With the added benefit of the Crown
immunity the CEO will appear to be a whiz kid. I hope that the Government will not pay
him a bonus for profits and that no such clause will be inserted in his contract.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: After the exhaustive debate, I think the Opposition will accept the
Parliamentary Secretary's assurance because it is consistent with the wording in the East
Perth Redevelopment Bill. I refer to clause 9 under the heading of "Other staff" which
contains the phrase "but only after consultation with the Public Service Commissioner".
Those words were inserted at the insistence of the Opposition in another place. Assurances
were sought for the other staff who would be employed by the authority. The Opposition
wanted to maintain consistency with the position of the chief executive officer.
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The CHAIRMAN: Do you intend to withdraw the amendment?
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I am considering seeking leave to withdraw the amendment.
However, before doing so I want an assurance fromn the Parliamentary Secretary that the
terms of employment of the chief executive officer Will be made known to this Parliament
and to the people of Western Australia. I am not sure whether the normal procedure is by
publication in the Government Gazette of the remuneration and other conditions of
employment, but we should avoid any future surprises relating to giant payouts for
Government agency employees.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is difficult for me to give the Committee a commitment about the
contract that may be struck. The person appointed by the Public Service Commission may
insist on a contract which includes the provision that the terms and conditions shall not be
released as a public document.
Hon N.F. Moore: How do we avoid the John Horgans of this world?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I cannot give that assurance, but clause 24 provides that for
parliamentary purposes or for the proper conduct of the Minister's public business, the
Minister is entitled to have information in the possession of the authority and to have and
retain copies of documents. That includes the type of documents to which the member
refers. "Parliamentary purposes' are defined in that clause and the effect of that definition is
that any member who wanted to know about a particular matter would need only to ask a
parliamentary question and an answer would be provided.
Hon N.F. Moore: Why not make it public in the beginning?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is the way the Bill has been set out.
Hon N.F. Moore: You will call it commercial confidentiality and say that it is a confidential
agreement between the person and the Minister. You have done it before. If you had not
done these things before, you would not have these problems now. It is a bad example for
the rest of the community.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am trying to accommodate those concerns. This matter is dealt
with in the report of the Burt Commission on Accountability. The report states that people
are entitled to privacy in regard to certain agreed upon decisions but, at the same time,
Parliament is entitled to ask a question about the operations of an authority or the conduct of
a Minister.
Hon N.F. Moore: Ministers do not always answer questions, and they often have masons,
such as commercial confidentiality, for not answering them.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am advised that it would be impossible for the authority not to
supply that information. The information would be available to the Minister because the
authority would not be in a position to withhold that information. On the basis of the
recommendations of the Burt Commission, if the Minister did not supply that information he
would place the whole process of further appointments under this procedure in the gravest
jeopardy. I could not come to this Parliament and plead the case I am presently pleading if a
Minister had walked all over the generosity of members opposite in this matter.
Hon N.F. Moore: It is the generosity of your Minister that we are concerned about.
Hon MARGARET McALEER: How does the Parliamentary Secretary reconcile the two
statements that the person employed is entitled to privacy for his conditions of employment
but, at the same time, should a member ask a parliamentary question on this subject it will be
answered? Everyone knows that when a parliamentary question is answered, privacy is at an
end.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand Hon Margaret McAleer's difficulty. The information
will not be published. The person appointed to, or an applicant applying for, that position
will be aware of clause 24, which provides that the information is not public information but
can be inquired about in the Parliament. The information will not be listed in the
Goverwunent Gazette and it will not be given by the Minister or anybody else to the Press.
However, a person asking a question about the appointment is entitled to receive that
information in the Parliament, and only in the Parliament.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: Is it still possible for the Public Service Commissioner to appoint a
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specific person with a salary package which goes beyond the standard conditions as long as
the information is known to Parliament? If that is the case, I do not understand why we
should not stick with the original wording that the appointment should be made on the
recommendation of the Public Service Commissioner.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: If we return to the member's original proposition, of course we lose
the flexibility. My understanding is that, at present, the Public Service Commissioner cannot
remunerate above the conditions of the Public Service Act without the recommendation of a
Minister and the sanction of an Act. The Minister is the only person who can do that, on
recommendation and with consultation.
Hon MAX EVANS: I have been studying clause 24. On Friday, I had a special briefing
about the Government Employees Superannuation Amendment Bill, and we proposed
changes. to that part of that Bill which contained a similar clause. It seems to me that the
Government has run off a few copies of this clause on a duplicating machine and is seeking
to insert it in every new Bill. Clause 24 defines the powers and rights of the Parliament in
respect of the information to which it can have access. At present, there appears to be no
limitation on the information which the Parliament can ask for under parliamentary privilege.
There was a limitation in respect of the Western Australian Development Corporation, and
also in respect of Exini, because it was a limited liability company under the Companies
Code and therefore had commercial confidentiality. To what information will the Minister
have access in respect of the Western Australian Land Authority, and what does
,.parliamentary purposes" mean?
Hon JOHN HAILDEN: Clause 24(l) is very broad in respect of to what information the
Minister is entitled, so it is not a limiting provision. The words "parliamentary purposes"
mean for the purpose of answering a question asked in a House of Parliament or of
complying with a written law or an order or resolution of' a House of Parliament, that
requires information to be furnished to a House of Parliament. Therefore, in essence the
Minister cannot avoid providing information by saying that the information is commercially
confidential. This clause is broad and gives the Minister the opportunity to seek information,
and the House can seek further information if it is not satisfied,
Hon MAX EVANS: We are considering whether the remuneration of the chief executive
officer should be made public. We are now told that we will be able to find out that
information because of the provisions of clause 24. I am told by the Parliamentary Secretary
that WALA will not have to comply with the Corporations Law. Therefore, it will not have
to indicate the salary bands. That is how we were eventually able to find out the salaries that
were paid by the WADC.
Hon John Halderi: If you wanted to know that, you could find it out by virtue of clause 24.
Hon MAX EVANS: Yes.
Hon PETER FOSS: When we tried to get the Attorney General to agree to relate the salary
of the Director of Public Prosecutions to the salary package of judges and to have the salary
recommended by the tribunal which sets the salary of judges, he resisted that tooth and nail.
We knew at that time that we needed to attract to that position a person who was of such a
calibre that he could earn much more in the open market, and that he would not necessarily
be attracted to that position by the sort of thing that attracts judges; that is, security of tenure
for the rest of their life. The Government now proposes that the Minister may determine the
remuneration of the chief executive officer of WALA. We had an unfortunate precedent
with the Western Australian Development Corporation where millions of dollars were paid
out to John Horgan, and what happened was an absolute disgrace. In the case of WALA,
there is not the same justification for wishing to remunerate beyond the market rate.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: In fairness, we have had a long chat about that.
Hon Peter Foss: Yes, but in this case you are saying it is justified, whereas in the case of the
DPP the Government took a totally different attitude.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am not sure of the circumstances in respect of the remuneration of
the. DPP. In this case, the process of determining remuneration may require confidentiality,
but the Parliament can, if it so requires, acquaint itself with the terms and conditions of the
appointment of the chief executive officer.
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Hon BARRY HOUSE: It has been suggested that the chief executive officer of WALA has
already been lined up by the Government. is that right?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am not in a position to comment about lining up people because I
am the Parliamentary Secretary and not the Minister. However, we need to have the most
suitable, best qualified and most experienced person to fill this position, and the position
should not be - to use the words of some members tonight - a political appointment. It
requires a person of exceptional talent. To the best of my understanding, no person has been
lined up for this job.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: We have received some assurances from the Parliamentary
Secretary, but on balance the Opposition's amendment will give better direction to the Bill
than the current wording of the clause. I urge the Committee to support the amendment.
Amendment put and passed.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I move -

Page 7, lines 14 and 15 - To delete the lines.
A precedent has been set in other legislation that a chief executive officer should not be a
director. The intention of the amendment is to make this legislation consistent.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Chief executive officers, both in private and public sectors, are often
on boards. I cannot understand the Opposition's adherence to this stance. At the end of the
day members opposite will continue to insist and I will continue to oppose.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The board of the authority has a policy making function; the chief
executive officer has an administrative function. Therefore if the CEO is also a board
member he will have a conflict of interest in his duties.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The amendment is also consistent with the amendments passed in
this place recently. As stated by Hon Barry House, we have made it clear that we do not
believe it appropriate for the CEO to be also a director of an organisation. I do not need to
refer to the Burt Commission on Accountability which made statements along those lines.
The amendment is important. I hope that members will understand the reasons behind it.
When the East Perth Redevelopment Bill was passed in this place last year, substantial
debate occurred on whether the CEO should be a director also of that organisation. It was
agreed during that debate that that should not be the case. Again, the amendment is
consistent with earlier debate.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 10 to 13 put and passed.
Clause 14: Compliance with written laws -
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I move -

Page 9, lines 5 to I11 - To delete the lines and substitute the following -

the operation of any State Act.
The Western Australian Land Authority should not operate from a preferred position. It
should be subject to all the other State Acts that constrain any other private developer in this
area - in particular, the environmental protection legislation has been mentioned. I refer
again to the concerns expressed by the Real Estate Institute of Western Australia in its letter
to the Minister for Lands. It stated -

This section exempts the Authority from paying taxes, however it specifies five acts
which the Authority is not immune from, they are, the Local Government Act, the
Metropolitan Region Town Planning Scheme Act, the Town Planning and
Development Act, the Aboriginal Heritage Act, and the Mining Act.
The exemption from paying rates gives the Authority a significant commercial
advantage.
Why should the authority only be limited by the five acts already mentioned. The
Authority is presumably not restricted by the Environmental Protection Authority
regulations. Again this can be a significant commercial advantage.
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The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Doug Wenn): Order! The people in the Gallery must
cease their discussions.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: We hold with the position of the Real Estate Institute of Western
Australia, and that is the meason for the amendment.
Hon J.N. CALDWELL: This is the amendment to which I alluded earlier tonight. I did not
realise the content of the later amendments. The amendment has great merit and it goes hand
in hand with our consideration of earlier clauses. The Western Australian Land Authority
should not have immunity from the five Acts referred to in the letter Hon Barry House read
to the Committee. The National Party supports the amendment.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Members opposite should realise the importance of this amendment
and what it will impose. While the Western Australian Land Authority will be liable to local
government taxes and charges, it will be liable also to State Government taxes and charges.
Therefore, ludicrous though it may be, the State Government will be taxing a State
Government agency - which will have only one effect: It will limit the ability of the agency
to perform the task that we have already agreed it should perform. It will increase the cost
factors associated with the operations of WALA. We have accepted that for ILDA land
alone, the additional cast would be $2 million per year. As I understand it, National Party
members in the other place seized upon the opportunity, realising the impact it would have
on future industrial land development in country regional centres and the fact that one knows
that such development would require subsidisation. However, this could not happen were
the authority liable to taxes and charges. We have just excluded the proposed authority from
Crown immunity from State laws but it will not have immunity from taxes and charges if the
amendment is passed. We all agreed that it was commonsense not to pay the Federal
Government taxes and charges.
Hon Peter Foss: You still won't have to pay them with this amendment.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Now the Opposition is saying we should pay taxes and charges to
local and State Government. Members opposite should consider their position. If they are
serious about the authority's being a provider of community services, be it industrial land
development or regional centres, it is on the basis that the Government should subsidise the
arrangement. Not to do that would limit the development. I say to those ideologists opposite
who consider that private enterprise will provide this function at the same cost the
Government is providing it, they are wrong because they will not enjoy that benefit. It is
important that members remember that the Industrial Lands Development Authority and the
Joondalup Development Corporation already have Crown immunity from the payment of
taxes and charges. We all agree that 11,DA and IDC have done a great job, but Opposition
members want to hamstring WALA in a way that they, when in Government, did not
hamstring the two agencies in question. As I said before, it is important to remember that the
payment of rates and taxes on land held by WALA would increase the cost of the land to first
home buyers. It would diminish funds available to WALA to undertake further land
development, and this is at a time when members opposite suggest that this Bill should also
include Homeswest.
Hon Peter Foss: That is a misrepresentation.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is not. At the same time, members opposite want to limit the
capital available to develop land and the amount of land available. Based on the Liberal
Party's previous experience in Government, it knows full well what is required of this
organisation to act in a constructive and appropriate fashion. It is not to be hamstrung by this
stupid, ideologically bound amendment that is proffered.
Hon PETER FOSS: The Parliamentary Secretary speaks impressively, but what he says
bears little resemblance to the reality of the legislation. Let us start with this "stupid
ideologically bound amendment" that is being embraced; that is, this authority should be
bound by the law of the State. That happens to have been put forward by the High Court of
Australia in the case of Bropho where it said that the idea that an organisation such as this.
should not have to comply with the law was outdated. It dated back to the time when the
sovereign's only job was to ride around an a honse leading people into battle. But it is no
longer appropriate for a Government enterprise that behaves like an ordinary citizen or
corporation to engage in this sort of comnmercial activity. It would be inappropriate to say
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that this is based on Liberal ideology; it happens to be a view of the law that is embraced by
the igh Court, which has said sufficiently strongly that it would look askance at any
legislation that does not comply with the law. The Liberal Party is quite happy for certain
immunities to be given to the authority and that is what was dealt with earlier, as Hon Reg
Davies indicated. The Bill is not adequate, as it relates to the Bropho case, in exempting the
authority, and if the Government believes that particular provisions should not be subject to
taxes and charges it is up to the Government to say what they are. I do not see a problem
with providing for the authority to pay local government rates. One of the big problems local
government authorities have is that organisations like this proposed authority take up large
quantities of land and the local authorities suddenly find themselves unable to recover rates.
They do not have a reduced responsibility to provide services; their obligations are in no way
lessened because they are dealing with a Government authority. I do not see any problem
with taxes being paid to the Crown in the right of the State. If an authority pays rates and
taxes it is competing on equal terms with the private sector and, more importantly, those
rates and taxes do not go out of the hands of the State as in the case of Commonwealth taxes.
If the State Government liked to put the funds back into land, nothing would stop it from
doing so. Local government authorities have a hard enough time with funding, and the
ratepayer burden should not be entirely borne by the neighbours of this Government
authority.
Members opposite should think about what they are proposing. The Government is saying
that it is unreasonable that the authority should pay rates and taxes, but wI be putting
housing next door to people who are probably in a low socioeconomic category and
expecting them to pay rates and to support WALA in its endeavours because it does not pay
rates and taxes. WALA will be a huge landowner funded by the Government and not paying
land rates. It will be using the facilities of local government, driving along its roads and
generally making itself free with the facilities provided within the local government area, but
not expected to pay the rates to that local government authority. That is an outdated notion.
It was very nice that the Crown used to go around exempting itself from these things, but it is
time the Crown took its responsibility in the community in the same way as ordinary
householders.
It is nonsense to say the Opposition would deprive people of the ability to carry out their
work. The Parliamentary Secretary knows perfectly well that if the money goes to the
Government and it thinks it is a reasonable priority it can give that money to local
government authorities, otherwise they are on the same basis as anybody else. To pretend
that this money will disappear into thin air because some must be paid to CRF is totally
different from the situation which pertains with the Commonwealth Government. We know
darned well we will not get it back again in that instance.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have heard nonsense before, but that was the best I have heard for a
while. The member's idea of how Government works is wrong; it is naive to the nth degree.
His bleating story about local government missing out is just unbelievable. I refer members
to the classic example of the Joondalup Development Corporation. The JDC has provided to
the City of Wanneroo quality infrastructure, landscaping, paving and roads all at no cost. No
maintenance whatsoever is charged and the development has attracted to the City of
Wanneroo massive private sector investment, all of which is rateable and most likely would
never have occurred if the Government had waited for the City of Wanneroo, private
enterprise or anyone else to develop that area. It is all to the credit of the previous
conservative Government which established the [DC. It did not establish the XDC on the
basis that it should pay rates and taxes to get those services into that area - what was in
essence the wilderness of the 1960s and 1970s. It took people of great foresight and wisdom
to see the necessity to develop that area. That infrastructure cost that has provided enormous
benefit to the City of Wanneroo, and the people who live in the City of Wan neroo and has
been provided at no cost to the City of Wan newoo. The member is wrong if he thinks that the
City of Wanneroo would be constrained by the non-payment of rates and taxes. He must
think again if he also thinks that the paying up of the Consolidated Revenue Fund will enable
the new Western Australian Land Authority to issue demands from Treasury to pay back
exactly what it pays. The Government's policy will not work like that.
Hon Peter Foss: I didn't say that.
Hon JOHNm HALDEN: The member implied it clearly. He is, obviously misguided. He is
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being naive in the extreme if he thinks that costs will not increase if the cost imposed on a
land developer who provides first home buyer packages increase.
Hon Peter Foss: I didn't say that.
Hon JOH-N HALDEN: The member criticised mue for saying that. In fact, he said ic twice. It
is proposed that the development carried out by the JDC and for first home buyers will be
curtailed. The JDC has had an enormous impact on the City of Wannerco. If the City of
Wannemoo were asked whether it wanted the JDC to pay its full rates, it would say it was
happy with what it got; that is, an enormous infrastructure at no maintenance cost to the City
of Wannero and something which has provided it with a revenue base far in excess of what
it could have tditionally expected. I urge members not to support the amendment.

Division
Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Committee divided.
The CHAIRMAN (Hon Garry Kelly): Before the tellers tell I give my vote with the Noes.

Division resulted as follows -

Ayes (13)
Hon J.N. Caldwell Hon Barry House Hon RUG. Pike
Hon George Cash Hon Murray Montgomery Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon keg Davies Hon N.F. Mooe Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)
Hon Peter Foss Hon P.G. Pendal

Noes (12)
Hon J.M. Berinson Hon B1. Jones Hon Doug Wenn
Hon Kim Chance Hon Carry Kelly Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon Jobs Halden Hon Sam Piantadosi (Teller)
Hon Kay Haltahan Hon Tom Stephens
Hon Tomn Helm Hon Bob Thomas

Pairs
Hon D.J. Wordsworth Hon Graham Edwards
Hon R.H. Leckyct Hon TOG. Butler
Hon Derrick Tomilinson Hon Markc Neviul
Hon EJ. Charlton Hon Cheryl Davenport

Amendment thus passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 15: Functions -

Hon BARRY HOUSE: I move -

Page 9, lines 20 to 22 - To delete the lines and substitute 'and't .

The Opposition believes the Joondalup Development Corporation should not be included
within the Western Australian Land Authority and should be left to complete its dedicated
tasks - tasks it has done well in developing the Joondalup region. It is not to its advantage to
be absorbed into a mega department like the Western Australian Land Authority.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Great problems would result if this amendment were allowed to go
through. The expertise that the JDC has gathered over the years would remain in the hands
of only the JDC and could not be used by a range of other subregional development
authorities throughout the State. The Government has been careful in drafting tis legislation
to ensure that the key features of the JDC's activities and the area defined as Joondalup in the
Joondalup Centre Act are retained. T1herefore, the Government is not looking to dilute the
activities of the JDC but is looking to gain from its experience. The member is playing with
folly if he is suggesting that the Government is searching for a variety of people to do this
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when they already exist in the JDC. We should not need to do that. The mDC's operations
will be winding down in two to three years. I cannot understand the necessity for this
amendment when we could use the intellectual resources in the foreseeable future.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The Parliamentary Secretary has mentioned the resources of mDC,
and it is those resources which provide the answers to the Government's insistence that mDC
come into the new authority, even though it has only a couple of years left of its charter. The
mDc's resources include a hefty cashbox estimated to be $60 million in liquefiable assets and
the Government would love to get its hands on that now. In its grab, the Government is not
content to wait until the JDC has completed its charter. That is the purpose behind the
Government's move to include JDC in WALA.

Division
Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Committee divided.
The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell I give my vote with the Noes.

Division resulted as follows -

Hon J.N. Caldwell
Hon George Cash
Hon Max Evans
Hon Peter Foss
Hon Barry House

Hon J.M. Berinson
Hon Kim Chance
Hon Reg Davies
Hon John Halden
Hon Kay Hallahan

Ayes (12)
Hon Murray Montgomery
Hon NPF. Moore
Hon Muriel Patterson
Hon P.O. Feudal
Hon R.O. Pike

Noes (13)
Hon Tom Helm
Hon E.L. Jones
Hon Carry Kelly
Hon Sam Piantadosi
Hon Tom Stephens

Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon Margaret McAleer
(Teller)

Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Doug Wenn
Hon Fred McKenzie
(Teller)

Par
Hon D.J. Wordsworth
Hon P.H. Lcckyer
Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon E.J. Charlton

Hon Graham Edwards
Hon TG. Butler
Hon Mak Nevill
Hon Cheryl Davenport

Amendment thus negatived.
Progress

Progress reported and leave given to sit again at a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Hon
John Halden (Parliamentary Secretary).
[Continued on p 2974.]

SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE - EXTENDED AFTER 11.00 PM

Tuesday, 2 June
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [10.34 pm]: I move
without notice -

That the House continue to sit beyond 11.00 pm.

I indicate to the House that my intention, after discussion with the Leader of the Opposition
who I understand has conveyed this to other members, is that we should continue to deal
with the Western Australian Land Authority Bill until midnight, or as soon after that as the
clause then under consideration is completed, and that the only other items on the Notice
Paper that we will proceed with then, will be Order of the Day No 5, which I expect will take
very little time, and then Order of the Day No 18. I am hopeful that these two Orders of the
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Day will be completed by 1.00 am and it is my intention to move for the adjournment of the
House at that time or upon their completion, whichever is the earlier. I suppose that will be
subject to some flexibility if Order of the Day No 18 is not quite completed, but only if that
is agreeable to all members, It is also agreed that we will make time for messages in that
period to allow maximum notice for members of the legislation still to be dealt with.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [ 10.36 pm]: This
matter has been discussed by the Leader of the House and me. I want to make it clear that 1
am of the understanding that we will sit not later than 1.00 am, or thereabouts, and in the
meantime we will deal with Order of the Day No 4 until midnight, Orders of the Day Nos 5
and 18 until 1.00 am, and take messages during that period. As the Leader of the House said,
it is flexible: It is flexible one way only; that is, if we fimish debate on these Orders of the
Day before 1.00 am we will go home earlier. The Opposition supports the motion.
Question put and passed.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN LAND AUTHORITY BILL
Committee

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Chairman of Committees (Hon Garry
Kelly) in the Chair; Hon John Halden (Parliamentary Secretary) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 15: Functions -

Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: I move -

Page 10, after line 10 - To insert new subclause (3) as follows -
(3) In the case of residential land, the social and economic needs of the

State shall be limited to -
(a) to the provision of subdivided land for social needs to people

who would otherwise be unable to afford to acquire a home;
(b) to the provision of subdivided land at the lower end of the

market purely to provide a competitive element in that market;
(c) to the holding of potential residential land for disposal in

superlots to ensure that there is a continuous supply of
residential land; and

(d) to the provision of subdivided land in those more remote areas
of the State where in the opinion of the Minister there is no
private developer willing or adequately able to provide that
land,

and in the case of non-residential land, shall be limited to land for
industrial purposes.

The purpose of this amendment is to reflect the Opposition's position that the Western
Australian Land Authority should interest itself only in the provision of land for the social
needs of people who cannot afford to buy a house. In other words, it is central to our
principle that a Land Authority exist to fulfil the functions of land banking and development
for housing for people who could not otherwise afford it.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am not sure that Hon Barry House intends what this amendment
will do. He seems to be proposing an action related to the activities of Homeswest which I
do not think he intends, bearing in mind where that could end up. Even if he does not intend
to do that, the implication of his amendment is that he seeks to curtail the Land Authority to
an extreme. He is saying that medium density accommodation that should be provided at
Connally or in the Joondalup subregion could not be provided under this provision.
Hon Peter Foss: Why?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Because it may not be for the social need of people who would
otherwise be unable to afford a home. The Connolly area has an R20'density or thereabouts
and the land is priced at around $90 000 a block.
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Hon George Cash: You argued earlier that the elements of the amendments are what the
Western Australian Land Authority is all about.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I did not. Quite obviously the WADC and the IDC have developed
land at the middle and top end of the market to cross-subsidise other activities and so that
money can be directed to the issues spoken about at length in this debate and to develop
infrasructure and investments related to a whole range of activities. This amendment would
curtail that happening.
Hon Peter Foss: It is not intended to allow the Government to get into the higher end of the
market.-
Hon JOHN HALDEN: If that is done it will destroy the opportunity to provide subregional
centres and industrial land.
Hon Peter Foss: Rubbish!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Peter Foss may say "rubbish", but I suggest he read the
amendiment and not say that. The provisions related to subdivided land at the lower end of
the market axe purely to provide a competitive end. There are no great profits to be made at
that end of the market. If the Opposition limits the authority to that end of the market it will
also limit the authority's capacity. If that is the intention of the Opposition, so be it.
However, the purpose of this legislation would then be defeated.
Hon PETER FOSS: The point is that the Opposition does not want the Government trying to
make money from selling land at the higher end of the market. We have had Governments
which thought that instead of raising taxes they could make profits for the people of Western
Australia by speculating in all sorts of things. That was Brian Burke's message - that he
would save the people of Western Australia much money in taxes through the Government's
making profits. Where are we now? We are one of the most broke Governments in the
whole of Australia simply because this Government lost money in its efforts to turn a profit.
The fact is that Governments are not good at making profits. If the Government wishes to
address a social need, which it should be doing, that is fine. However, the Government
should not be involved in supplying the middle and top end of the land market. It should not
be seeking to provide land in Peppermint Grove. Why do Governments get involved in these
activities when there are people out there who cannot fend for themselves? They are the
people the Government should be looking after. The Government is justified in being
involved with those people, but not in being involved in the middle and upper end of the
market. Cross-subsidisation is Brian Burke under another name. It is Brian Burke saying,
"We will not have to raise taxes because we will pay for things out of the profits we make."
This is like the profits supposedly made by the Western Australian Development
Corporation, the Government Employees Superannuation Board or the State* Government
Insurance Office. However, $1.5 billion later this State is broke.
That was the sort of endeavour that should have been left to private enterprise. The
Government has shown that it is totally incapable of making a profit in that way. More
importantly, it interfered with proper marketing by private enterprise because it competed on
an unfair basis. The amendment refers to non-residential land being limited to land for
industrial purposes. The definition of "industrial purposes' covers almost every endeavour
one could think of; that is, transport, distribution, storage, display of manufactured goods,
search and service purposes, and commercial and other purposes. Not much is left out of that
definition. This limitation is only on residential land.
If the Government wishes to erect medium density housing, that is a good idea and the sort of
thing it should be supplying for people at the Iower end of the market. If it wishes to put
forward high density housing, what is to stop it doing that? Thbat also is suitable for the
lower end of the market, although I would like the Government to be careful not to repeat
what happened in Balga and Lockridge. The Governmrent can certainly become involved in
that area. That can be the only justification for the Government becoming involved in
residential land.
Many people are fully prepared to provide all the land necessary for the market. The only
reason for the Government's involvement is that in some circumstances people may still be:
unable to afford land even at the price private industry releases it at the lower end of the
market, A social justification exists for providing competition. If the Government goes
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beyond that it is departing from its justification and creating a WADC with another name.
The Government recognises a social need to provide subdivided land at the lower end of the
market purely to provide a competitive element in that market. Again, we recognise a social
need in that area because the private sector is not in a position to do so. Quite rightly, we do
not expect WALA to be a great profit making venture; that is not the idea. It is intended to
be a venture that provides for and meets social needs.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Peter Foss tests one's patience with his comments. He says that
the Government is broke and rambles on in a way that is more suitable to an Address-in-
Reply or Budget speech. .Clearly the State is not broke. I paint to the State's accounts to
prove that. Hon Peter Foss should cease talking down the State's future prospects, which is
the wont of those opposite. If he wishes to see same numbers, he should look at today's The
West Australian and what it has to say about the Liberal Party. Then he might understand,
because of his attitude and that of members opposite, why the Liberal Party, after nearly 10
years in Opposition, cannot do better than it is doing currently, which is to be behind us. I
will not continue down that path, but if the member wants to swap insults across the
Chamber I will entertain him at every opportunity.
Hon George Cash: You will have to improve if you want to win.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We are ahead.
Several members interjected.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: As to the substance of Hon Peter Foss' remarks, of which there was
not a great deal, he said in essence that the Government had not been able to make money in
this field; yet all night everyone has been saying what a wonderful job Joondalup
Development Corporation has been doing.
Hon Peter Foss: In residential land.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes, in residential land the JDC has been doing a spectacular job and
I am sure the Leader of the Opposition would not like Hon Peter Foss to condemn the JDC at
the moment. The member's figures and comments were wrong; they were ideologically
based and nothing else. Government land acquisition, development and sale has been very
successful in that area. We have cited the suburb of Connolly and suburbs in the Joondalup
area which, by virtue of the profits generated, have contributed to the money that has been
vested in the subregional centre. The second reading speech identifies the amount of money
which is proposed to be committed and which has already been committed in that
subregional centre.
Further, the amendment proposes that if the Western Australian Land Authority were to
decide to reinvigorate the City of Perth in the same way it is involved in development of
Connolly and Joondalup for middle income earners, that would not be allowed; so the
proposition to which we have all agreed - namely, that the City of Perth needs to be
reinvigorated - would be stopped by this amendment.
Hon Peter Foss: Nonsense!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It would, because it would not meet Hon Peter Foss' criteria as the
pricing would be out of the reach of those people. Ile other activities of the Land Authority
would be curtailed. Hon Peter Foss says his purpose is to limit the authority only to welfare
housing and to remove its activity from competition except at the bottom end of the market.
The member nods, and when I said before that this is an incremental and important part of
the package being developed that has been successful with the Industrial Lands Development
Authority and Joondalup Development Corporation -

Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It cannot now.
Hon Peter Foss: Yes, it can.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It cannot, because the member's definition is too narrow.

Hon George Cash: Rubbish. Read it.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have read it; it is too narrow and it will not work.
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Hon Peter Foss: It does not affect industrial land, and you know it.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I advise bath the Parliamentary Secretary and Hon Peter Foss to
direct their remarks, when they are on their feet, to the Chair and not to each other in a
private debate.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Peter Foss said that it does not affect industrial land, yet we
have talked about the necessity to cross-subsidise industrial land development. Of course it
affects industrial land. It does not by the letter of the law, but it does by the actions and
policies that are proposed. The member knows that, as does everyone in this Chamber. He
is playing with words and nothing else.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not want to trade insults with the Parliamentary Secretary either,
but his comments were nothing more than drivel. They did not make sense or address the
amendment before the Chair. Now that Joondalup Development Corporation is to remain
part of this legislation I have a particular interest in seeing that the Joondalup Centre. which
is the cornerstone of the development in the Joondalup area, continues to be developed and
this proposed new subclause provides for the continued development of that centre. Hon
Barry House and Hon Peter Foss have made it very clear that we believe the other activities
of the Western Australian Land Authority should be confined to the lower end of the
residential market. That argument was put by the Parliamentary Secretary to have the
Committee endorse earlier clauses in this Bill. It is a bit late in the day for the Parliamentary
Secretary to decide at this stage of the Bill that WALA is intended to do myriad other things.
Nothing in this proposed new subiclause prevents the Industrial Lands Development
Authority ftom developing and creating industrial land, and I read these words to the
Parliamentary Secretary so that he clearly understands that it does not restrict ILDA: 'and in
the case of non-residential land, shall be limited to land for industrial purposes". LILA will
not be restricted at all. I urge members to support this very important amendment.
Hon JOHN 1-ALDEN: If this amendment is passed the ability for the Joondalup Centre to be
completed will be questioned. On advice, that is what I am telling Hon Peter Foss.
Hon Peter Foss: It is a separate clause altogether.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am telling the member what I have been advised. The Leader of
the Opposition quotes the words, "and in the case of non-residential land, shall be limited to
land for industrial purposes", but what about commercial land and the business park?
Hon Peter Foss: Read the definition of industrial purpose. It picks up commercial land.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Peter Foss, who purports to know everything, is wrong on this.
Hon Peter Foss: Read the Bill.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: He needs to understand that Joondalup Development Corporation
will not be able to complete the charter which was established for it some time ago and
which is reprinted here.
Hon George Cash: These ame scare tactics. This is ridiculous.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: If members opposite proceed dawn this path and have the numbers to
pass this amendment, they know very well what will happen.

Division
Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Committee divided.
The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell, I cast my vote with the Noes.
Division resulted as follows -

Ayes (13)
Hon 2LN. Caldwell Hon Barry House Hon R.O. Pike
Hon George Cash Hon Murray Montgomery Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon Reg Davies Hon N.F. Moore Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)
Hon Peter Foss Hon P.G. Pendal
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Noes (12)
Hon J.M. Berinson Hon E.l. Jones Hon Doug Weno
Hon Kim Chance Hon Garry Kelly Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon John Halden Hon Mlark Nevill (Teller)
Hon Kay Haliahan Hon Sam Piantadosi
Hon Tom Helm Hon Bob Thomas

Par
Hon D.J. Wordsworth Hon Grahamn Edwards
Hon P.11. Lockyer Hon T.CI. Butler
Hon Derrick Tomlinson Hon Torn Stephens
Hon E.J. Chnarlton Hon Cheryl Davenport

Amendment thus passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 16: Powers -
The CHAIRMAN: It is unnecessary for the Parliamentary Secretary to move his first
amendment on the Notice Paper as the alteration can be done by the Clerk.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I move -

Page 10, lines 31 to 34 -To delete the lines and substitute the following -

but where the amount to be paid or received by the Authority under a contract
or arrangement exceeds $1 000 000. the Authority may enter into the contract
or arrangement only with the approval of the Minister and subject to any
conditions attached to the approval;

This amendment arose fronm discussions held in another place. It simply gives clarity to the
provisions under which the authority can act. I understand chat in another place the wording
of an amendment was marginally different from this, and that its emphasis was wrong as the
Minister's authority was unclear. By including "exceeds $1 000 000' the matters with which
the Minister needs to become involved are clarified. The amendment is a matter of clarity
and accountability which is, I believe, at the minor end of the scale. It is designed to assist
members with those issues.
Amendment put and passed.
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 11, after line 2 - To add a subparagraph as follows -

(e) hold land upon trust to sell and convert into money, including the
power to postpone such sale where such land is transferred to it by
Homeswest where the land is transferred to it pursuant to section 24A
of the Housing Act 1980.

I must explain this amendment because a great deal of misunderstanding has occurred
regarding the intentions of this and various other amendments. It has been stated that the
Opposition is seeking to transfer Homeswest into the Western Australian Land Authority.
That is incorrect; that is not the intended effect of these amendments. The Opposition seeks
to bring Homeswest into the guidelines of a particular concept; that is, providing housing
land for a particular section of the market. Honieswest should provide land for people who
would otherwise not be able to afford accommodation; it should obtain land, develop it and
provide housing for people at a particular part of the market.
In moving this amendment, the Opposition recognises a number of relevant issues: Firstly,
Commonwealth grants relate to Homeswest; secondly, Homeswest currently has a number of
projects under way; and thirdly. Homeswest has a number of contractual agreements.
However, allowing for the fact that we do not want to interfere with Commonwealth
agreements, or any other agreements, some land belonging to Homeswest is inappropriately
held by that body. This legislation would allow chat land to be transferred to WAtA. The
legal title of the land would be transferred, but it would not be vested without any right of
compensation. The legal right and administration of the land development would be
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transferred to WALA, and the disposal of the land would rest with WALA, but the proceeds
of that sale would be accounted to Homeswest. Therefore, Homeswest would receive the
money but the administration and sale of the land, conducted in accordance with its charter,
would rest with WALA.
Where land is held by Homeswest, and this land is beyond its charter, the land should be
handed over to WALA. For instance, Homeswest could hold superlots or land which could
be used by virtue of the last amendment passed by the Chamber regarding industrial land.
This would include land for commercial activities, such as shopping centres and entire
suburbs. WALA could make use of that land which Homeswest could not use.
It is not sufficient to amend the Housing Act to achieve this aim, as a corresponding
provision is necessary to enable WALA to hold Homeswest land in a miust, for that land to be
convented to money and for the proceeds of the sale to be transferred to Horneswest. The
land is to be transferred pursuant to section 24A of the Housing Act, and we propose to make
a further amendment later. That amendment will give WALA the power to conduct the other
end of transactions for Homeswest.
I emphasise that it is quite incorrect to claim that the Opposition intends to transfer
Homeswest into WALA. Under this amendment, the land belonging to Homeswest would
continue to belong beneficially to Homeswest; however, the land would be transferred across
to WALA because that would be the appropriate Government instrumentality to deal with the
land.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The situation regarding such land is again best summarised by
ideological bent rather than practical necessity.
Hon George Cash: On your part.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: No, on the Opposition's part, my friend!
Hon George Cash: It is always one sided with you.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Homeswest has a considerable number of large holdings, and these
are important assets for Homeswest's operations. Homeswest requires large parcels of land
because it is a significant developer and must plan to develop projects four or five years in
advance. I understand the member is not making a claim on that sort of land with his
amendment.
Hon Barry House: Why is Homeswest operating with longer waiting lists than ever before?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The waiting lists have just been shortened.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I understand the member's point, but I am attempting to paint a
picture regarding Homeswest's operation.
Homeswest uses its land in acquiring matching grants. It receives Federal prants in that
form, although it does not match them dollar for dollar in a real sense. This scheme operates
on the basis that a parcel of land is of a certain value, and this land is committed against a
Federal Government grant, and some of these agreements are 50 year agreements.
Hon Peter Foss: They would not be affected either.
Hon JOHN HAIDEN: Therefore, enormous tracts of land are involved in this process. The
member's proposal would result in the construction of a huge bureaucracy to manage the
transfer of land backwards and forwards, and to determine which land would be required by
Homneswest. How would such a decision be made? How would one know whether
Homneswest's decision to develop a parcel of land Perhaps six years from now would be a
valid decision? What would happen if Homeswest changed its mind? Why would the land
be with the Western Australian Land Authority and not Homneswest? How does one make
those arbitrary decisions? More importantly, is it necessary to make them? I suggest the
answer is no. It is quite appropriate for Homeswest to continue operating the way it has
been. Its charter is very clear, and it has been involved in a range of activities which have
benefited the housing industry in this State. I do not want to say ad infinitumn that the
Housing Industry Association and the Master Builders Association are pleased with
Homeswest's activities in the marketplace in recent years. The amendment serves no great
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purpose. It applies to administrative and bureaucratic infrastructures for moving land
backwards and forwards, and that involves arbitrary decisions. If land were moved to the
authority and Homeswesz required the land, there would be no purpose in moving it to
WALA in the first place. If the land were moved back to Homeswest, would a cost be
associated with that? The Land Authority may decide that it will hold the land at no cost
On the other hand, it may charge for holding the land or it may charge for the land itself. Do
we continue to increase the cost structure of land for basically bottom end housing clients?
That has occurred already tonight. If it is the will of the majority in here it will happen again
tonight. However, at the end of the day if WALA chose to add a cost to that land,
Homeswest would have to absorb that cost The people who would lose would be those at
the bottom end of the market who buy Homeswest accommodation.
Hon keg Davies: I thought the Government was ultimately thinking of transferring the land
functions to WALA.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That may be a consideration. However, I can assure Hon keg
Davies it is not at this moment. It will be necessary to consider the issues which Hon Peter
Foss has not considered, which will impact very significantly on the price of land for low
income earners. Stage 2 of the Western Australian Land Authority could well take that
aspect into consideration. However, it would have to consider that impact when establishing
its criteria.
Hon Reg Davies: Is there a time frame on stage 2?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I do not know what is the time frame. The amendment will reduce
the ability of the Minister for Housing to "control' the supply and cost of housing to people
at the bottom end of the market. If stage 2 is to be considered - it may well be - that should
not be done by the Legislative Council within 36 hours; its consequences need far greater
consideration than that. It will require consultation and consideration.
Hon keg Davies: Is the Government waiting for WAILA to begin operating before it
considers stage 2?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is an obvious and reasonable step to take. However, it will
impact on the cost of housing at the bottom end of the market where small increases have a
significant effect. As I said, I do not think that position has been considered. An ideological
bent is being pursued rather than practical considerations. If, as the member suggests,
surplus land can be acquired and held by the authority with no implications, that should be
considered in the future and not in this Chamber this evening.
Hon PETER FOSS: Hon John Halden is describing a scenario which I do not believe will
occur. The proposed amendment to section 12 of the Housing Act is subject to any
obligations under any agreement with the Commonwealth. Firstly, that will take large
quantities of land out of the purview of it. Secondly, a large amount of land will fit within
section 12(2) of the Housing Act because it will be land allocated for WALA's needs. The
land will move over to WALA only under section 24A, because section 12 will not prevent
the commission from carrying out or completing any project or agreement as at 1 July 1992.
It will affect only a very small part of the land which is not subject to a Commonwealth
agreement - that covers the first objection to the matching grant. It will not affect the land
which Homeswest should be legitimately looking after, such as land which is being
developed for social needs; for example, a large piece of land needed for a "salt and pepper
development". That is the proper way in which it should be done. Lastly, it does not exclude
anything that the Government presently plans for WALA. The Government has a reasonable
opportunity to see which land is affected, and I suspect that it will amount to quite a small
area However, the amendment will immediately stop Homeawest from expanding its
activities and entering into any new project that is important. If a decision of this nature is to
be made at some stage, the process must stop. Homeswest must be set up in a sensible way
so that it does not take new steps to become further involved in activities in which it should
not be involved. It sounds as though Hon John Halden is not ideologically opposed to
transferring H-omeswest land to WALA. At I July 1992 any new purchases for that purpose
would be forbidden. Homeswest should examine its land holdings; that is not a difficult
matter, and the land which does not fit into any of those requirements should be transferred
from Homeswest to WALA. I cannot see that land moving backwards and forwards now any
more than it would if the Government went ahead with stage 2. It is a matter of fairly
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determining what land Homeswest has, and for what purpose. If it is not being held in order
to provide social housing, if a current project is not under way, if no agreement is governing
the land, and if there is a question about what is the land for, it should be handed over to
WALA for disposal. Some of the difficulties Hon John Halden has raised are interesting but
not relevant to the way the amendment will work out. It should affect same of the current
Homeswest land, and I hope it does. Quite plainly it will put a stop to any future activity of
Homneswest in the areas I mentioned. That will take time because of the Commonwealth and
the joint venture agreements. I suspect we will not see the last of chat inappropriate
Homneswest land moved away from Homeswest for possibly 10 to 12 years. because that is
how long a project of this nature will take. If that process is to start, it should start now.
On the question of why not allow Homeswest to continue in the way it has in the past, the
Opposition thinks it is time to make a change because it believes Horneswesc has been
moving by small accretions further and further away from its original idea. I know how that
happens: Something begins with one idea and by a small analogy we move into something
next to it and when we next look back we say that we have achieved certain things, therefore
why not try something else? Each time we look back we can see a slightly broader basis
upon which it has done things. Progressively. Homeswest has got away from the idea for
which it was set up; that is, to provide a particular type of housing. This will slowly bring it
back in to its rightful mould.
I admit that the clause has many loopholes in it, to the extent that Homneswest can justify
what it does by saying it already has an agreement to do it and it is a long term commitment
to social housing. However, eventually over a period with a different purchasing policy and
with being aware of what the Parliament has said it believes should be the aim of
Hameswest, we will eventually see a division in the functions of the two and Homeswest wI
keep much more to that which it started out to be.
Hon REG DAVIES: As I have indicated previously, I have concerns about this area. I
understand that the Government is about ready to review the operations of Homeswest. I
understand also that there could be some difficulties at the moment with amendments to the
Housing Act. I listened closely to Hon John Halden when he referred to concerns about the
added cost to the lower end of the housing market and particularly the Homeswest housing
market. The Government has indicated that it has a time frame for phase two with parts of
Homneswest land going into the Western Australian Land Authority. For that reason I am not
prepared to support the amendment.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The Parliamentary Secretary suggested that our agreeing to this
amendment of having the WA Land Authority perform some of the casks currently
performed by Homeswest would incur charges; that is, WALA would impose a charge on
land transfers back to Homeswest. That is nothing more than speculation on his part.
Further, his comment about an additional burden on Homeswest appears to be inconsistent
with his earlier arguments that one of the reasons for forming WALA was to gain the
economies of scale of such a large bureaucracy and reduce the cost of land. Therefore, the
speculation that Homneswest may impose charges is certainly no more than that; that is,
speculation by the Parliamentary Secretary.
On a number of occasions tonight, the Parliamentary Secretary has used the phrase "cross-
subsidisation". He has at his convenience suggested that cross-subsidisauion in some
circumstances is good and, when it has suited him, that it would disadvantage various
groups. If cross-subsidisation is to exist, clearly an opportunity exists here -

Hon John Halden: You did not support it, anyway. Therefore, I cannot understand why you
now support it. You are doing what you are accusing me of doing.
Hon GEORGE CASH: The reason that we did not support the proposition advanced by Hon
John Halden was probably based on the inconsistencies of his argument. I am suggesting
that, rather than his speculating that an additional burden could be placed on Homeswest
land, his cross-subsidisation could be used to ensure that it did not occur.
The Parliamentary Secretary also argued that this amendment was put forward on the spur of
the moment. That is not so. It has been the subject of quite detailed research by the
Opposition.
Hon John Halden: I made that comment on the previous clause.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: At one stage we were also concerned about the Commonwealth-State
financial agreements and the problems that were alleged would occur if Homeswest were
included in WALA. After long and detailed consideration by the Opposition, that was found
not to be the case, as has been explained by Hon Peter Foss. Accordingly, the amendment
was framed in the manner now shown on the Notice Paper.
The suggestion by Hon John Halden that the Government is considering bringing Homeswest
into WALA and prefers to call it phase two was dreamt up by him when it was brought to his
attention that the Opposition was considering placing Homeswess in the WALA legislation.
I do not believe that the Government is dinkum about its so-called phase two; it is nothing
more than a figment of the Parliamentary Secretary's imagination. If it is no more than that,
perhaps he should state very clearly to the House exactly what the Government intends and
the time frame that it attaches to any changes involving Homeswest.
Hon PETER FOSS: I request Hon Reg Davies to reconsider his attitude to this amendment
because the matter that is moving him is the question of cost.
Hon Reg Davies: I also indicated that Homeswest was due for a review and referred to the
Government's time frame of staging the so-called phase two.
Hon PETER FOSS: However, the matter that motivated Hon Reg Davies was cost.
Hon Reg Davies: It always does.
Hon PETER FOSS: My understanding was that what motivated him was his concern about
the cost and chat he also noted other things that were about to happen. First of all, the cost
has to be real and is has to affect the cost of the land. I was trying to point out that the main
effect of the later amendment will be to put a stop to the future activities of Homeswest.
Hon John Halden: What future activities?
Hon PETER FOSS: To stop Homeswest getting involved in the future in areas in which it
should not be involved. The amendment I will move later specifically deals with projects or
agreements that are in existence as at 1 July 1992.
Hon John Halden: But what areas don't you want Homeswess to be involved in?
Hon PETER FOSS: That is dealt with in section 12(2).
Hon John Halden: Do you mean you want is constrained to the provision of housing where
there is a social need?
Hon PETER FOSS: That section refers to the supply of accommodation to people who
would otherwise be unable to afford accommodation and the provision of land for its own
needs in providing such housing. That is a fairly broad ambiT. How it goes about providing
land for its own needs is to a large extent its own business. For instance, 1 know that it often
takes up a large tract of land and salts and peppers that land. I do not want to see Homeswest
becoming involved in joint ventures dealing with large quantities of land, on which it has no
intention of building Homeswess housing, which are purely developed as part of a
fundraising activity. That would be forbidden under the provisions of section 12(2) of the
Housing Act, and it should be, but it would not affect any current projects or agreements.
Should Homneswest already be involved in activities of that nature, those activities will not be
affected. In the first place, I do not believe much land will be transferred but, even if it were,
I see no reason why it would go back again. That section is so broad that the land must be
transferred only if it cannot be shown that is is held for its own purposes. If it is plainly not
held for its own purposes, I cannot see any basis upon which it could justifiably be
transferred back. By the time this started to bite, the review would have been carried out, the
activities of Homeswest would be more clearly directed and it would be simpler to make a
clean break. If we do not do something now, Homeswest will continue to get involved in
complicated contractual arrangements that will always make it very difficult to change the
system. It will be more expensive to make the change if the process is not started now. This
will start the process and will make it easier and cheaper eventually to rationalise the
activities of Homeswest If something is not done about the matter now, a great tangle of
contractual arrangements will need to be sorted out at some stage in the future.
Alternatively, we shall need to do what I anm pwoposing now; that is, start the process of
division so that we can eventually make a reasonable fist of rationalising the organisation.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: I have perhaps been called a liar in one of the nicest ways possible
by the Leader of the Opposition in this place. The inister in another place said he hoped to
develop one agency that would begin to reduce the importance of DOLA, Homeswest and
other Government agencies which could not readily be absorbed due to their other wider
functions. Quite clearly, whatever the Minister has chosen to do in regard to this matter, he
has not taken me into his confidence in any great detail.
Hon Peter Foss said that his proposed amendment to section 12(2) of the Housing Act is
loose and has potential loopholes. Why propose it? He said that Homeswest could go back
to its function. I suggest that its function is primarily to develop housing and
accommodation for people at the lower end of the market, However, it has wider functions
than that, which are currently provided for in the Act. Why propose this amendment with its
loopholes, when Homneswest could probably claim exemption from all of this? The reality is
that Homeswest may wish to have a dollar for dollar agreement with the Federal
Government, involving land that will not be used for the following 20 years. It would tie up
large parcels of land for considerable periods in advance. The cost of transferring any land
which may be required back to the authority to try to secure Federal Government funding is
also a consideration. If the member thinks that this proposed authority will do that without
charge, he is wrong. It will want to pass on the cost of that procedure, as any other
commercial enterprise would. That will require more staff, and the authority may also wish
to sell the land. That is not something we should ententain. If that were a proposition for
consideration, it should not be done in the Legislative Council in 24 hours. The member said
that his proposed amendment is full of loopholes. I suggest that it is ill-considered and
ideologically based. I do not support the amendment, and I do not think it should be
supported by the Committee, particularly since we are dealing with the establishment of a
Land Authority and we are not rewriting the Housing Act. We should confine ourselves to
the Bill before the House, and only that Bill. The proposed amendment clearly has the
potential to increase costs, and it is also unnecessary.

Division
Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Committee divided.
The CHAIRMAN: Before the tellers tell, I cast my vote with the Noes.
Division resulted as follows -

Ayes (12)
Hon L.N. Caldwell Hon Murry Montgomery Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon George Cask Hon lN.F. Moore Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)
Hon Peter Foss Hon P.O. Pendal
Hon Barry House Hon R.O. Pike

Noes (13)
Hon J.M. Berinson Hon Tom Helm Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Kim Chance Hon B.L. Jones Hon Doug Wenn
Hon Reg Davies Hon Garry Kelly Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon John Halden Hon Mark Nevill (Teller)
Hon Kay Hallahan Hon Sam Piancadosi

Pairs
Hon D.J. Wordsworth Hon Graham Edwards
Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon T.G. Butler
Hon Derrick Tomlinson Hon Torn Stephens
Hon EJ. Charlton Hon Cheryl Davenport

Amendment thus negatived.
Hon BARRY HOUSE: The Real Estate Institute of Western Australia has some concern
about clause 16(2) of the Bill; namely, that there is no defirtigion of "Person" and chat the
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functions that ame outlined are too general and require specification.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: My understanding is that the opinion of Parliamentary Counsel is
that the definition includes an individual, a corporate body or a company partnership.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again, on motion by Hon John H-alden
(Parliamentary Secretary).

ROYAL COMMISSION INTO COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES OF GOVERNMENT
BILL 1991

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 14 November 1991.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Autorney General) (11.42 pm]: The
Government has previously indicated its support for this Bill, and I need do no more than
briefly confirm that position. In the view of the Government, this Bill is not necessary, or at
least it should not be necessary given the existing terms of reference of the Royal
Commission and the advice which the Government had from the outset that those terms of
reference would allow the Royal Commission to report in the way that the Bill specifies. To
that extent, the earlier comment by the Leader of the Opposition that this Bill is to correct
what is regarded as a serious error of omission in those terms of reference is not correct.
Nonetheless, the Government supports the Bill on the basis of the later comment by the
Leader of the Opposition that "it will remove any doubt or possibility of legal or public
challenge to the Royal Commission that may limit its reporting".
What has arisen since the Bill was first contemplated is some indication within the affairs of
the Royal Commission that the question that the Leader of the Opposition has raised could be
subject to challenge or at least discussion. That position having arisen, the Government
agrees with the Leader of the Opposition that the issue should be put beyond doubt and that it
is desirable that the Parliament pass a Bill in these terms to achieve that limited objective.
As I indicated earlier, I do not see this as a Bill requiring any extensive discussion, and I
therefore limit my comments to this confirmation of the Government's support.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [11.45 pm]: I
thank the Government for its support of this Bill. We do not concede that the Bill is not
necessary. However, we are prepared to associate ourselves with a general view that if the
Bill is being supported by the Government very much along the belt and braces approach,
then clearly that support is appreciated. If the Government is supporting the Bill to remove
any doubt that may exist in the Government's mind or, indeed, in the community's mind,
then again we appreciate the support of the Government. This Bill is a serious attempt by the
Opposition to ensure that no obstacle is placed in front of the Royal Commission that would
prevent it from doing its duty, which clearly is to investigate, consider and report on its terms
of reference.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

Commnitree and Report
Bill passed through Committee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the Opposition), and
passed_

TOWN PLANNING (OLD BREWERY) BILL 1991
Assembly's Message

Message from the Assembly received and read notifying that the Bill had been ruled out of
order.
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LOTEERIES COMMISSION AMENDMENT BJLL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon .M. Berinson (Attorney General),
read a first time.

Second Reading
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [11.50 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second rime.
This Bill primarily seeks to implement measures to utilise more effectively unclaimed prize
moneys held by the Lotteries Commission to benefit Western Australia. Currently,
prizewinners have 12 months in which to claim prizes from afl Lotteries Commission games.
Even so, each year some prizes from lotto, instant lotteries and other games are not claimed.
The value and percentage of unclaimed prizes rose after the introduction of on-line lotto in
1986 and peaked at 2.5 per cent of sales in 1988-89. The rate now seems to have steadied at
approximately two per cent of sales which, in 1991-92, will amount to nearly $6 million.
The Lotteries Commission Act of 1990 provides that unclaimed prizes can be used only for
additional, or promotional prizes. The Lotteries Commission believes it is more appropriate
that these funds should be used by the commission as part of its crucial role in benefiting the
community. The Government supports this view. The Bill provides for unclaimed prizes to
be added to the pool of funds available to the commission for distribution to the community
after the statutory 12 months claim period.
The Bill also adds two important arts-related industries to the wide range of activities
supported by the Lotteries Commission. The commercial film industry is one which, until
now, has not been exploited for its potential to inject considerable sums of money into the
local economy. Funding by the Lotteries Commission will provide incentives for local,
national and international film producers to make their product in Western Australia,
Experience from all other States in Australia demonstrates that this will inject considerable
expenditure into hotel nights, transport and catering in all parts of the State - especially areas
outside the metropolitan area. The Australian experience is that a significant pant of film
production expenditure tends to be in remote areas because of the use of unique locations.
This is especially true of Western Australia. It also serves a tourism promotion purpose in
that images of Western Australian urban and rural attractions will be seen by international
audiences- In addition, the initiative will create employment and training opportunities at the
highest level for our film industry workers. A creative approach to this incentive scheme
will incorporate specific advantages to producers for employing local skills and talent.
The Bill gives the commission the responsibility of determining the funding -level. Early
consultations with the industry suggest that funds in the order of $2 million annually may be
appropriate. The Bill enables the commission to support the Festival of Perth. Each year the
Festival of Perth generates several million dollars of expenditure in this State through
audience support and job creation for all levels of the performance industry. It also has great
potential for cultural tourism, to attract tourists, particularly from interstate as well as the
Indian Ocean and South East Asian regions to visit the festival and Western Australia. To
tap this potential the festival needs an assured level of funding at least competitive with other
major Australian international arts festivals. This Bill will enable the Lotteries Commission
to provide funds to the festival and to determine the appropriate level of that funding.
The use of the unclaimed prize moneys for incentives for commercial film production and
the Festival of Perth will not in any way diminish the funds being made available to the
traditional recipients of Lotteries Commission funds. The Bill also clarifies the definition of
organisations eligible to receive funds from the commission. The definition of eligibility in
the Lotteries Commission Act of 1990 has given rise to some concerns about the eligibility
of all charitable bodies incorporated under Western Australian law. Questions have arisen
about the eligibility of the majority of charitable organisations; for example, die Spastic
Welfare Association, the Marriage Guidance Council, Anglicare, and many others - all
worthy and traditional recipients of lotteries grants. To clarify the eligibility of such
organisations, the Bill provides for a new defintition of eligibility. The new definition still
excludes all organisations that could be seen as part of Government in line with the original
intention of Parliament.
This is an important Bill that enhances the valuable role already played by the Lotteries
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Commission in the Western Australian community. [ commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Peter Foss.

MOTION - ABORIGINAL LEGAL SERVICE
Documents Deposited With Clerk

Debate resumed from 28 May.
HON P.C. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [11.55 pm]: Because of the lateness of the
hour, I do not intend to spend a great deal of time on the motion other than to say that I
support it. I draw the attention* of members to that part of the preamble to the motion that
states that for the purpose of ascertaining whether grounds exist to proceed to an inquiry
certain actions should follow.
It is not uncharitable to say that Government members have misrepresented the position
when they made their contributions to debate on the motion. By all accounts, it is a
preliminary, tentative, and responsible move on the part of Hon Eric Charlton to choose this
action. I say it is tentative because it is not a motion that seeks to act recklessly; it is not a
motion that seeks to have documents tabled in the House. It is tentative in suggesting only
that certain papers should be deposited with the Clerk of the House. My understanding of
Mr Charlton's intention is that once the deposit takes place - if one likes, away from the
public glare - it allows members of Parliament to make another assessm-nr regarding
whether we should proceed with an inquiry. One would not have understood that to be the
case had one read the contribution of some Government members so far. I emphasise that
Mr Charlton could easily have chosen, firstly, to go for a full inquiry at the outset and that
any documents tabled would be tabled in the public gaze. Neither of those actions will occur
if the motion is passed. The documents will be deposited with the Clerk and by that method
we will ascertain whether grounds exist to proceed to an inquiry.
That leads me to the second point of the 'debate.
Hon Fred McKenzie: What sort of inquiry do you envisage? A parliamentary inquiry?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I can read Hon Eric Charlton's mind no more than can Hon Fred
McKenzie. However, the preamble to the motion describes its purpose as "ascertaining
whether grounds exist to proceed to an inquiry". That inquiry might mean a parliamentary
inquiry, a judicial inquiry, or, as I suggested in the first instance, some form of magisterial
inquiry in which a retired magistrate might be called upon by the Parliament to make an
assessment of those parts of the complaints brought to my and Hon Eric Charlton's attention.
This leads me to my second point: Some four or five weeks ago I attended a meeting at my
office with Hon Eric Charlton and a number of people directly associated with the provision
of legal aid services to Aboriginal people. For a start, this motion cannot be construed as
being some sont of an attack on Aboriginal people because the people who consulted me on
this issue are those involved in providing legal aid services and advice to Aborigines. They
want that service to continue, but believe that grounds exist for suspicion that not enough of
the scarce resources are reaching the people to whom the service is directed. From some of
the stories related to me, grounds exist to believe these people.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Will you name them, or do you not want to, either?

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I do not want to name the people, although LI could.
Hon George Cash: Hon Eric Charlton might name somebody in a moment.
Hon P.C. PENDAt: It might be prudent to not name people, although I am in a position to
do so. However, I am aware that the principal person who came to se me on this matter is
willing and able to give evidence to a properly constituted inquiry at which these matters
could be tested. That is what should occur.
The concerns - which in turn appalled me - of the people who camne to see me raised
legitimate questions about the way in which taxpayers' funds are being expended within the
Aboriginal Legal Service. However, the debate so far on this motion has seen members take
umbrage about whether an inquiry should be held on incorporated bodies which receive a
large slice of Federal funding. By way of interjection during earlier debate, I pointed out to a
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member that it is irrelevant whether the source of funding is Federal, State or any other form
of public funding; the fact is that it is funding from the public purse. Therefore, it is funding
provided by taxpayers.
I have no evidence to suggest that taxpayers want to see an end to legal aid -services to
Aboriginal people. Most fair minded Australians would agree that Aboriginal people, like
white Australians, are entitled to access to legal aid. However, the people involved in this
issue suggest that it makes sense that if one is to allocate X dollars for legal aid to Aboriginal
people, X dollars should reach the people for whom the service was created in the first place.
That money should not be squandered along the way or spent recklessly, and it certainly
should not be spent dishonestly. Members should gain a good handle on the question of the
percentage of funds which are spent defending clients - which is, after all, the reason for the
existence of the service - as opposed to the percentage spent on administration. In some
respects it would be possible to gain a rough idea of these figures by reading the annual
accounts; however, many of the documents sought by Hon Eric Chariton would better equip
us to know whether an inquiry should be instituted on that ground alone.
This would be an inquiry not just directed at the Aboriginal Legal Service. In the time that I
have been a member of this House I have heard the complaint made on many occasions that
the public funding of public agencies is not getting through to the people for whom the
agencies were created in the first place. For example, if it were found that an excessive
amount of money has been squandered or mnisallocated within the organisation, and
subsequently a lesser amount has been made available for legal aid to those people, that must
be cause for inquiry.
I am also concerned about the suggestion made to me by the responsible people associated
with the ALS that the management committee of the ALS may well be unconstitutional. It
was put to me that the date of the last election means that some members of the management
committee are illegally attending meetings of that management body - to put it bluntly, their
terms have expired.
Hon Peter Foss: That is Western Australian law as well.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Absolutely. Is that not something about which this Parliament should
be concerned, given that the ALS is a body incorporated in this State?
Hon J.M. Berinson: That sort of problem is open to the remedy of the members of the
association; it is the same for all associated incorporated bodies. The member would not
suggest that Parliament become concerned about every single incorporated association which
might have members whose terms have expired.
Hon PGO. PENDAL: The Attorney General had his turn, although it was nor much of a
contribution.
Hon Fred McKenzie: It was an excellent contribution.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I will answer the Attorney's interjected question: Yes, the Parliament
need not concern itself with the constitutionality of every associated corporation in this State;
however, it should be concerned when the body concerned is a major public body spending
public funds. In fact, when the organisation relies totally, or overwhelmingly, on the public
purse, Parliament definitely should be concerned, If that is not a good enough reason for
Parliament to become involved, I do not know of a good reason. If the ALS management
body and irs membership are unconstitutional, this has serious implications for some of the
activities of the ALS. This matter must be cleared up; if the suggestions made are accurate,
this is a most serious matter.
It is also relevant for us to establish, by way of some form of inquiry, the cost of the dozen or
so individual ALS offices throughout the State.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You suggest that in spite of the fact that the Commonwealth is
obviously satisfied with the position and the Commonwealth is the sole funder of the
organisation.
Hon E.J. Char-iton: It is satisfied to spend, without question, $1.3 billion a year.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Hon Eric Charlton has adequately dealt with the Attorney General's
comment!
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Hon J.M. Berinson: To your satisfaction, Mr Pendal; but to nobody else's.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Mr Berinson's level of legal advice has diminished during the day.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I am not talking about legal advice but comnmonsense.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Is the Attorney General seriously saying that in the absence of any
worry on the part of the Federal Government -

Hon J.M. Berinson: In respect of salaries.
Hon P.G. PENDAI: I am talking about a far greater range of issues than just salaries.
Hon J.M. Berinson: But you were just referring to salaries of individual officers.
Hon Tom Helm: He has forgotten that.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I do not think the Attorney General has been paying attention.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I have been paying more attention than your speech deserves.
Hon Peter Foss interjected.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: It sounds like he has given it up, Mr Foss.
The PRESIDENT: Order! The honourable member should nor discuss with other members
his point of view, but should direct his remarks to the Chair, and I will tell other honourable
members to stop their interjecting.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Members of this House and those of the other place may well be
surprised to learn what powers Select Committees have in a federation, even over matters
that are totally within the constitutional province of the Commonwealth. However, in
Western Australia we are dealing with an incorporated body which works closely with the
Stare Government and which also, I suggest, relies enormously on the goodwill of members
of this Parliament for its very existence. If Hon Joe Berinson is seriously suggesting to us
that because the Commonwealth Government has not chosen to become concerned about the
oper-ations of the Aboriginal Legal Service we ame not to be concerned, he has been derelict
in his duty.
Hon J.M. Berinson: All of this is a spurious argument and you know it. You are being
intrusive into an organisation for its own sake.
Hon Tom Helm: Because it is Aboriginal.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: That is a ridiculous remark that Mr Helm has added to an equally
ridiculous remark from the Attorney General when we consider that the people who come to
see me are Aboriginal. Mr Berinson and Mr Helm are the people who are our of touch and
being discriminatory towards Aborigines.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Exactly how many have come to you?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Because of the actions that ame being alleged to me, I believe less
money is getting through to Aborigines in want than should be the case.
Hon J.M. Berinson: How many have come to you, Mr Pendal?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: A good group of people have come to see me.
Hon J.M. Berinson: How many?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Attorney General had his chance to make a speech, one that was
pretty perfunctory to what otherwise is a serious matter. I repeat for the benefit of members
of the other side of the House - of whom few are present - that the people who are making
the complaints are people who have the interests of the ALS at heart and who want to see it
continue, but who are not prepared to see it continue under circumstances where money is
being squandered - at its most charitable - and perhaps, being whisked off - at its most
uncharitable. It is relevant for us to discover the comparative costs involved in running the
ALS offices around the State, of which I understand there are 12 or 14. The reason that is
relevant is that it has been pointed out in this House of recent times that a position had arisen
in Geraldton where the person in charge of the ALS office was supplementing his income by
way of private practice. In one way or another that has caused a fair bit of controversy; but
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also, it has suggested to me that what has been sorted out in Geraldton is what we should be
looking for in other branch offices of the ALS, which might be in the same position.
A major concern put to me is that serious evidence suggests that non-Aboriginal people are
getting legal aid from the Aboriginal Legal Service. I will repeat the allegation that non-
Aboriginals are receiving aid from the ALS. If that were true - and at least six names have
been given to me - we would be moving from one sphere of mismanagement into another
plane entirely.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Is that in Perth or Geraldton?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I arn talking about Western Australia, because the motion does not
confine itself to the ALS operating in Geraldton, but to the whole ALS service in Western
Australia. The evidence is that non-Aboriginal people are getting legal aid-
Hon Tom Helm: Where does it say that in the motion?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am not interested -

Hon Tom Helm: In the motion.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: - in the member who has just interjected because his entire contribution
was spent in a defensive mode on behalf of the Government of this State.
Hon Tom Helm: Where is it in the motion?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I acknowledge, as do many other people, the widespread public
cynicism about who is and who is not an Aboriginal in Australia. I had always understood
that a person who claims to be an Aboriginal and who is accepted by his or her community as
being Aboriginal fitted into that category. Yet I am assured that people have been granted
legal aid when they fit into neither category. I was given one case of a white person who was
arrested while assisting an Aboriginal person who was in a difficult situation. The white
person was arrested and subsequently was called as a witness in the Aboriginal's trial and,
for whatever reason, the white person was subsequently given ALS legal aid. If that is true it
is scandalous and illegal. Are Mr Berinson and Mr Helm saying that we should tolerate that
and sweep it under the carpet as presumably their Commonwealth Government colleagues
would prefer to do?
Hon J.M. Berinson: If you have an allegation of illegality, you don't need a parliamentary
inquiry; you just report it.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Does one? The Labor Government has a fantastic record of that during
the WA Inc years!
Hon T.M. Berinson: What about your record? You say you have evidence of something
illegal. Why don't you repont it? You don't have to come to Parliament for that.
Hon Torn Helm: Richard Court didn't.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am reporting it to the place most appropriate for my occupation.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is not true.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I did not have to bother to go to the Police Force, or to the Attorney
General, or to someone in his Government whom I would not trust anyway.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Even in terms of the motion nothing would happen for three months.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: My responsibility is as a member of Parliament, and there is no better
place to discharge it than in this Chamber doing exactly what I am doing now.
Hon Torn Helm: It sounds like Richard Court, doesn't it?
Hon Mark Nevill: The statement that it is illegal is an assumption on your part.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: If it is not illegal for the Aboriginal Legal Service to be giving legal aid
to a white person, it is time to start to rewrite the charter of the Aboriginal Legal Service so
that it does the job that society believes it should be doing. I am getting a bit fed up with this
provision of legal aid in this State knowing that 2 000 or 3 000 people share the same amount
as that provided to Messrs Burke, Dowding and Parker to appear before the Royal
Commission. Despite the failure of the Attorney General to answer questions in this House
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about the amount, I believe Mr Burke has chewed up $1 million in legal aid, which is a hell
of a lot more than a thousand Aboriginals have received in this State trough the ALS.
Hon J.M. Berinson: How is this motion relevant to that?
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Because members opposite continue to interject. If the Attorney
General wants to stop the irrelevancies I suggest he nip around and stop the interiections.
Hon Mark Nevill: You are backtracking on that earlier statement.
The PRESIDENT: Order! I am telling members to come to order. I have told Hon P.O.
Pendal to stop talking to other members.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: There has been a suggestion that I am backtracking but I repeat that
which I said earlier: Legal aid is being provided to non-Aborigines by the Aboriginal Legal
Service. That is the allegation.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Put up or shut up.
Hon P.C. PENDAL: I am putting up and the member can like it or lump it, particularly
when he was the member who told us the other day that he never asked any questions about
political donations in case he was cold lies. It is significant that people are getting legal aid
from the Aboriginal Legal Service, as it was alleged to me, particularly when on official
documents an applicant must make it clear which race he or she is. I have been told thai
legal aid is being given by the ALS to people who have not filled in that box. It is a
reasonable conclusion, therefore, that the applicant does not want made known his or her
race or ethnic origin.
It has also been alleged to me that a senior officer of the ALS - I know the person's name,
but for the moment do not intend to use it - has paid substantial sums of money by way of out
of pocket expenses to key supporters and that another person whose name I also know is said
to have been paid a substantial sum in 1991. My information is not that a person is receiving
legitimate out of pocket expenses if he or she is away from employment at an ALS
management committee meeting, but that those payments are being made when they have not
been verified and when some doubt has been cast on them. That is also a serious matter that
needs to be considered. I am told also that a large number of Aboriginal defendants are
actually being represented by the Legal Aid Commission in Western Australia because of an
alleged lack of resources at the Aboriginal Legal Service.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Or simply because the Aboriginal applicant has gone to the Legal Aid
Commission as he or she is perfectly entitled to do.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I thank the Attorney General for that because that begs the question as
to whether we need an Aboriginal Legal Service.
Hon J.M. Berinson: But we are not providing an Aboriginal Legal Service!
Hon P.C. PENDAL: Hang on, the taxpayers are. Does the Attorney General dispute that?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Of course I don't dispute that.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Well, the Attorney General should not make silly, inane inteijections.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you questioning then every Aboriginal program? The same logic
would apply to those.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Indeed, it would. I am suggesting that an Aboriginal person is able to
double dip but a white person cannot because that is the implication of the Attorney
General's interjection. Maybe we should put a stop to that. Maybe we should say, in the
words of the Labor Party's Prime Minister, this is "one nation" and therefore anyone who
wants legal aid, whether he is black, white or brindle, should get legal aid.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is the position in our Legal Aid Commission.
Hon Mark Nevill: They don't double dip; they get a choice.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Hon Mark Nevill said that they get a choice and other people do not.
Another allegation made to me was that an ALS board member travels to a certain country
centre where he is connected with the Aboriginal Medical Service. When he travels to the
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ALS board meetings in Perth, he uses an Aboriginal Medical Service car but then claims
travelling expenses for using his personal car. That should be examined. If that is correct, it
is another form of double dipping.
Hon J.M. Berinson: How will that show up in the documents required by this motion?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: If all of this is true, it simply means that fewer dollars are getting
through to Aboriginal people in need. I do not need to be an economist or a political genius
to work that out. Does that not concern members opposite who have done their best to
denigrate Mr Chariton, me and others when we have said that if the Government is going to
allocate a dollar to someone, is it not better to ensure that 900 arrives at its destination rather
than 700, 600 or 500?
Hon J.M. Berinson: We don't have a dollar for that purpose and never have.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: If these allegations given to me by perfectly responsible people within
our community are correct, the current system is penalising Aboriginal people.
Hon Mark Nevili: If they are not true, they are not perfectly responsible people!1
Hon P.O. PENDAL: That does not follow either. Perfectly responsible people are able to
get it wrong. Perfectly responsible people have an entitlement to go a member of Parliament
and say, "We believe something that is not good is going on; we want it checked out by
someone independently."
Hon J.M. Berinson: Seriously, are you aware whether the people who have brought these
complaints to you have lodged them either with their Federal member or the Federal
department that funds the ALS?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: The people who have reported the matters to me have no faith that the
matters will be addressed internally by the ALS. They have therefore turned to a member of
Parliament. In my 12 years in this place 1, unlike some people, have never told a constituent
that his complaint is a local matter and that he should go to his local councillor or that it is a
Federal matter and that he should see his Federal member. I have never turned a person
away, because that is another form of parliamentary bureaucracy.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I haven't suggested you have. I asked you whether you had inquired
whether they had lodged their complaint with their Federal member or wit the Federal
department.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: No, I did not inquire. They may have done that. However, their
presence in my office to me meant that they saw no way of resolving the matter internally in
the ALS.
Hon Tom Helm: Did you go to the ALS?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: [ did not, and I will not go to the Aboriginal Legal Service. Mr
President, what is it that makes members of the Government fearful of disclosures in this
place?
Hon J.M. Berinson: Why didn't you move the motion if you had these allegations? Why did
you wait for Hon Eric Chariton to move it?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: I attended the same meeting as Hon Eric Charlton. I could have moved
the motion the day before he did, but that is not relevant. There was no competition and
there were no Brownie points to be won by being the first to move the motion. I did not
intend going to the AILS, as Hon Tom Helm suggested, and ask officers there whether they
had been putting their hand into the purse.
Hon Tom Helm: Hon Eric Charlton did. Axe you being honourable or dishonourable?
Hon P.O. PENDAt: Only a few minutes ago our friend from Liverpool said that Hon Eric
Charlton was acting without honour. He cannot have it both ways. All these things mean
that something is amiss. At the very least not only should the motion be carried, but also the
Parliament should appoint someone to assess the information that comes out of those
deposits made with the Clerk. I repeat what I said at the outset: I think Hon Eric Charlton
has been fair and responsible in moving this motion. He could quite easily have moved a
motion which demanded that by such and such a date those documents be tabled in this
House. He has taken a tentative - that is the word I used earlier - step by requesting that
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certain documentation be ordered to be deposited with the Clerk. This would enable
members of this House to make their own assessment and it would assist them in answering
that part of the preamble to Hon Eric Charlton's motion which refers to whether grounds
exist to proceed to an inquiry. I am astonished at the Jack of lessons learn: by the current
Government, especially by the Attorney General, from the excesses of the 1980s.
Hon Fred McKenzie: You have come in with a lot of accusations and no substantiated facts.
You have taken them at face value because it suited you.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I have Aborigines involved in the ALS come to see me -

Several members intrjected.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am constantly amazed at the attitude that we should not use the
Parliament for the very thing it is designed to be used for. The only conclusion I can reach -

Hon Tom Helm: It is 12.30 am.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: It is not within my purview from the back bench to decide whether
issues should be brought on at 12.30 am or at 10.30 am, and Hon Tom Helm should keep his
silly comments to himself.
I do not believe that Hon Eric Charlton's motion is anything other than a legitimate and
reasonable attempt on his part - and by me in supporting him - to arrive at the truth of the
allegations which when rested may then be passed over to some other form of detailed
inquiry. For those reasons and for the reasons outlined by Hon Eric Charlton, I support the
motion.
HON E.J. CHARLTON (Agricultural) [12.35 and: I thank members for their contribution
to this debate. The 21 points of my motion were not specific in detail for very good reason;
that is, I cook the view, in the interests of all concerned, particularly the employees of the
Aboriginal Legal Service, that I should not use this forum to make accusations against
certain people. By taking that action I would have instilled in the minds of members that the
people I mentioned were obviously guilty of some activity which was no: in the best interests
of the Aboriginal people or the ALS. If that had been the case the documentation which my
motion requires to be lodged with the Clerk would not have been the principal issue.
Members will see from the 21 points of my motion that the administration, funding, travel
arrangements, management, meeting procedures and a range of associated activities of the
ALS are at the centre of this issue. As a consequence of this documentation being made
available to the Clerk, members would have the opportunity to examine them and be in a
position to determine what action should be taken. Obviously my motion was not specific
because, had it been so, the immediate reaction of the Attorney General would not have been
that the ALS was under severe pressure trying to do a job and by requesting it to present
documentation to the Clerk we were putting it under more pressure. I question his defence of
the ALS on that basis. The AUS receives between $3 million and $4 million from the
Federal Government and that is outlined in its annual report. All the documentation I
requested would be readily available and, in addition, the documentation is not required to be
tabled until 25 August. 1 cannot see how the argument put forward by the Attorney General
can be used in defending the ALS or opposing my motion. The Attorney General made a
number of other statements which amounted to nothing but a whitewash of the ALS and he
did not provide any reasons why the motion should not be agreed to.
Hon Tom Helm made certain revelations in defence of the ALS. I have never heard such a
range of comments which did nothing more than put further doubt on the operations of the
ALS instead of defending it. He took the position that when someone comments on
Aboriginal people he is a racist. He insinuated that one cannot talk about Aboriginal people
because they are beyond reproach, and if one questions anything in relation to them one is
not as broad-minded as is Hon Tom Helm. My motion is not directed at Aboriginal people,
but at non-Aboriginal people who dream up ideas to help Aboriginal people and then live off
them; that is, live off the $1.3 billion which is currently allocated to Aboriginal programs by
the Federal Government and which should be used for the benefit of Aboriginal people. This
is the very reason that I raised the Geraldton issue during the Address-in-Reply debate. I
referred to a white person who is on the payroll of the Aboriginal Legal Service. I have been
accused behind the scenes of running a vendetta against Mr Terence Malone. As I said in my
opening remarks, the motion refers to a range of activities by the AbS and it has nothing
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specifically to do with Mr Malone. It seems that people want to home in on that aspect in
order to denigrate the action I have taken in die form of this motion. It was also suggested by
Hon Tom Helm that the Legal Aid Commission had no place in representing Aboriginal
people.
Hon Torn Helm: When did I say that?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: If Hon Torn Helm reads his speech, if he can bear to do so, he will
find out when he said it. I make the point that Aboriginal people choose to use the Legal Aid
Commission for their own measons. In addition, Hon Tom Helm, the Leader of the House
and the Premier have spoken about not using the forum of Parliament to take advantage of a
situation. They have said that we should not play politics, abuse parliamentary privilege, and
the like. However, every time I make a speech - and this arose also in the speech by Hon
Phillip Pendal - I am asked to name people. A member who names people ins this House is
accused of abusing parliamentary privilege and is challenged to name the person outside the
House. How can any member trying to adopt a responsible approach please this
Government? It seems that no matter what a member does, any attempt to behave in a
disciplined manner is criticised by the Government.
The management committee of the Aboriginal Legal Service is made up of 21 members, plus
four specially appointed representatives. The State is divided into seven regions, each of
which elects two representatives to the committee. That is a proper way of appointing
members to this committee. It has been suggested to me that when these regions in their own
administrations appoint members and secretaries to administer the committee, Mr Riley -
usually accompanied by two other people - travels to those seven regions by air and takes
some days to interview people and to make the appointments. What is the cost of his travel
arrangements? I am giving a few additional measons that this motion should be carried.
Surely the appointment of those representatives to the management committee is the
responsibility of the people living in the regions?
Hon P.G. Pendal: Does he use the Kingair?
Hon E.I. CHARLTON: He probably does not get a chance because it is too busy. It has also
been brought to my attention that when the bicentennial celebrations were held in New South
Wales Mr Riley attended and received special consideration from Mr Hand, who was then
the Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs. The management committee members also
attended those celebrations but Mr Riley did not travel with that group. They queried the
reason for his being these in a different capacity from the rest of them.
Hon Tom Helm: What was the answer?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: They did not receive an answer, they never receive answers to their
questions. In addition to the 14 members of the management committee elected by the seven
regions, there are a further seven representatives from the now defunct Aboriginal advisory
committee. How can this group retain these positions on the management committee of the
Aboriginal Legal Service? [ understand also that the members of that group represent no-one
but themselves, and they certainly do not represent the best interest of the ALS. A further
four representatives were appointed when Mr Bridge was Minister for Aboriginal Affairs
because they represented people in areas with special needs. It should also be noted that Mr
Riley, who runs the ALS, is currently a member of 28 committees. He also travels around
the State, accompanied by two other people, appointing representatives to this committee.
One wonders how he can run the ALS effectively, and make sure that the funds are expended
in a proper and efficient manner.
Hon Tom Helm: Is Arvi Parbo a good director? How many boards is he on?
Hon E.J. CHARLTON: Does Hon Tom Helm want to inquire into his activities? I was
prompted to propose this motion because Mr Ivan Yarran, the Deputy Chairman of the
Aboriginal Legal Service, said that be could not obtain answers to his questions, despite
having tried for a long time. Also, Mr Septu Brahms of Port Hedland -
Hon Tom Helm: He is a mate of mine.
Hon E.'. CHARLTON: I am pleased to hear that. I think Hon Torn Helm should brush up
his contact with him.
Hon Tom Helm: I spoke to him on Monday.
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The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon ESJ. CHARLTON: What did he say?
Hon Tom Helm: He said that some clown in the upper House was trying to deal with his
problems but he had stuffed it up.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon ESJ. CHARLTON: I am interested to hear chat. I wonder who should be believed.
Hon Tom Helm: Why did he ask me the questions chat he wanted you to ask?
The PRESIDENT: Order! I will not warn Hon Tom Helm again. The next time he
interjects I will take some action.
Hon ESJ. CHARLTON: Mr President, you might do him a favour by taking action now
because every time he opens his mouth he puts his foot in it. I have no doubt from my
discussions with Septu that he has been a supporter of the Labor Party all his life and the
very time when he needs answers to questions, its members are of no help to him because
they want to railroad the inquiry. He gave me a great deal of information regarding the
operations and funding arrangements of the ALS that in his opinion are very questionable. It
is refreshing to be able to speak on behalf of a person whom one cannot be accused of
supporting for political reasons just because he wants to criticise the Government. This
person is well known to Hon Tom Helm and other members of the Labor Party who
represent that area, and they know better than I that he is a respectable individual who has
spent his life working to improve the lives of Aboriginal people. He is part of an
organisation he contends is not doing the job it was set up to do. He wants answers to
questions. The very person who should be supporting him wholeheartedly is down here
tryig to discredit him so he does not get answers to which he and a lot of other people are
entitled. Hon Tom Helm reminded the House that I was once chairman of the Select
Committee on State Funding of Aboriginal Programs in 1988. He also reminded me of some
of the recommendations that appeased in that report. I will read a couple of those
recommendations to the House so that members can see how they sit with my consistency on
this matter, which Hon Tom Helm said I did not have in moving this motion. The first
recommendation was -

The Commonwealth Government should restrict its involvement in Aboriginal
Programmes to funding. Delivery of services should be the responsibility of the State
Government acting through local government authorities where appropriate. The
Commonwealth Government should retain the right to audit the expenditure of
Commonwealth funds.

In the situation currently before us the Federal Government allocates funds to Aboriginal
services but not through the State Government. It does so directly and will not answer
questions asked by any member or the people of Western Austrlia about those funds. That
was demonstrated during an issue discussed a few weeks ago. Recommendation (2) states -

An Aboriginal Development Fund should be established in the State Treasury as a
holding fund for all funds, State and Commonwealth, intended to be spent on
Aboriginal programmes within Western Australia. Funds should then be provided
from this Aboriginal Development Fund for specific programmes.

That would provide an opportunity for people to go through Mr Berinson to ask questions
and get answers rather than through this forum. I hope the Attorney General will have
another look at the recommendations of this Select Committee to see if he can get this
intransigent Federal Government to clean up its Act so that it has a bit of credibility about the
funds it makes available. Recommendation (3) states -

There should be co-ordination of Aboriginal programmes provided with the State to
ensure that duplication is minimised and to ensure that there is a proper degree of
accountability in the funding and operation of Aboriginal programmes. The
Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority could be given this co-ordinating function.

Nothing has been done about that. This shows an absolutely consistent approach with what
we are doing now and the criticisms we are making now of current funding programs.
Eleven recommendations were made by the Select Committee. Recommendation (5) states -
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Unless immediate steps are taken to change the way in which Aboriginal programmes
are funded and operated by the Commonwealth Government, the State Government
should initiate a full inquiry into the provision of funds for Aboriginal programmes.

If that is nor consistent, in direct opposition to what Hon Tom Helm has said, I will go he.
What I have done on this occasion, and tried to do on other occasions, is add some credibility
to Aboriginal funding programs put in place in recent years across this nation and sought to
ensure that when those funds are made available Aboriginal people will be better off and the
non-Aboriginal community will respect the program as actually doing something for
Aboriginal people. Most of those things are a total disaster throughout the nation at present.
As I have said on numerous occasions, all that is happening at the moment is breeding
dissension and discrediting all Aboriginal people because they are fighting among
themselves about these matters while the rest of the community says, 'The Aboriginal people
are getting all this money that we cannot get for necessary programs." In the past week or
two in particular, as a result of publicity on this matter coming to the fore, I have been
inundated by Aboriginal people wishing to supply me with information. They are saying to
me, "Please try to get answers to these questions." In addition, they want to see the funding
for other Aboriginal programs cleaned up to ensure that all funding made available will be
used for the benefit of all Aboriginal people so they can take their rightful place in this
nation. I will not repeat some of the terminology I have used to demonstrate the massive
response I have received on this matter. A great number of people across this State from Port
Hedland to the goldfields and the south coast have contacted me about Aboriginal funding
programs. They want answers and say that the sooner these organisations; start acting with
more accountability and the Federal Government starts taking a different view of some of its
funding programs and ensures that money made available is followed up the better.
I return to what I said in 1988, have said since, and will go on saying: It is absolutely useless
trying to administer a program from Canberra when all it does is place $1.3 billion all around
Australia crusting the people involved, some of whom are self appointed, to spend those
funds in a way that is of benefit to the Aboriginal people as a whole. I hope that members
support the motion. I look forward to 25 August, when Parliament resumes for the spring
session, and to the Clerk having a response from the Aboriginal Legal Service in his keeping
for perusal by members who wish to participate in this debate. I will be checking them out in
detail and at the conclusion we can decide whether we wish to do anything further about this
matter. I put the Aboriginal Legal Service and other organtisations handling these funds in
this State on notice that they had better sharpen their accountability pencils if they do not
want members of Parliament, or anybody else, taking action in an attempt to clean up a
messy situation.
I commend the motion to the House.

Division
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (13)
Hon George Cash Hon Barry House Hon R.G. Pike
Hon E.J. Charlton Hon Murray Montgomnery Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon keg Davies Hon N.R. Mooe Hon Margaret McAleer
Hlon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson (Teller)
Hon Peter Foss Hon R.G. Pendal

Noes (12)
Hon J.M. Berinson Hon B1. Jones Bon Doug Wean
Hon Kim Chance Hon Garry Kelly Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon John l~den Hon Mark Nevill (Teller)
Hon Kay Hailahan Hon Sam Pianiadosi
Hon Tom Helm Hon Bob Thomaes
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Pair
Hon D1. Wordsworth Hon Graham Edwards
Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon T.G. Rudler
Hon Derrick Tom linson Hon Tom Stephens
Hon J.N. Caldwell Hon Cheryl Davenport

Question thus passed.
ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY

HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [1.02 am]: I move -

That the House do now adjourn.
I take this opportunity to confirm to members that the House will sit at its normal sitting time
tomorrow; that is, at 2.30 pm. On current indications, we will be sitting latetonmorrow night
and on Thursday. I ask members in particular to ensure their availability for Thursday night.
Whether it will be necessary to sit on Friday will become clear as the next couple of days
pass. On current indications, and with a bit of luck, it should not be necessary to sit on
Friday. However, that will depend upon events between now and then.

Adjournment Debate - Louis St John Johnson Memorial Trust Fund - "Gambling on The
First Race - a comment on Racism and Talk-Back Radio - 6PR, the TAB, and the WA

Government" Report Tabling
HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [1.04 am]: The House should not adjourn until
it has been informed of the publication of a report called "Gambling on The First Race - a
comment an Racism and Talk-Back Radio - 6PR, the TAB, and the WA Government", by
Steve Mickler. That report was commissioned and published by the Louis St John Johnson
Memorial Trust Fund. The House should be aware that that organisation was set up in
memory of Louis St John Johnson, an Aboriginal boy who was killed on his 19th birthday
because he was an Aboriginal. The report explains that the death of that boy in January 1992
was a result of the activities of commentators on a 6PR radio show and of the allegations that
are contained in the report about racist remarks and remarks made to incite people to racial
hatred. Louis St John Johnson was walking home after attending his birthday party and was
caught on the median strip on a moad in Perth, was beaten up by five young white people, and
was then run over at high speed by one of those people, who has since pleaded guilty and is
serving time. This report was commissioned because of the direct sheeting home of the
blame for that incident and because of the way that it was handled by 6PR and Howard
Sattler.
I will make available a number of copies of a summary of the report for members who are
interested. I do not believe that the publication of this report should go unnoticed. It brings
home to all of us the fact that some of the things that we repeat, the power of the Press to
report, and the comments that are made in this place, do not do any of us any good and do
not help to create racial harmony in the matter of juvenile crime and juvenile justice. All of
us in this place, and the people of this State, need to understand that the sorts of things to
which we are exposed and the allegations that are made that cannot be disproved and are
taken as fact can lead to a person's death and to racial disharmony, and they certainly do not
resolve the problems that we have with the racial content of the things that are happening in
this State, which affect juveniles of every race. I seek leave to table this report and to have it
lie on the Table of the House.
Leave granted. [See paper No 158.]
Hon TOM HELM: This report which is quite a weighty tome, reflects only upon on that
radio station and upon that announcer. It does not bring to the attention of the House the
things that we read in the Press, but it does being to the attention of the House and of the
people of this State the way that we can be biased towards our fellow man. I hope that this
report will lead to public comment about the dangers to which we are exposed and will help
to save another life, at the very least, and will also help us to live with more racial harmony
in this State.
Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 1.08 am (Wednesday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

PARLIAMENT HOUSE - FUNCTIONS
Government Payment Other Than From Parliament Appropriations

220. Hon PETER FOSS to the Attorney General representing the Premier:
(1) Have any functions been held in Parliament House in the last 12 months which

have been paid for in whole or part by Government or Government authorities
other than out of the appropriations to the Parliament?

(2) If yes,
(a) how many functions; have been so held;
(b) how many people have attended those functions;
(c) what is the tozal cost paid out by Government, other than from

Parliaments appropriation, for these functions; and
(d) what is the cost of any subsidy on charges met from the appropriation to

the Parliament?
(3) (a) How many of these functions were attended by members of Parliament;,

(b) what were the avenage number of members of Parliament present at each
function;

(c) what were the average number of the following members in attendance -

(i) Government members;
(ii) Opposition members;
(iii) other non-Government members; and

(d) did any functions take place without any -

(i) Government;
(ii) Opposition; or
(iii) other non-Government members being present?

(4) If yes to 3(d), what was the purpose and date of each such function and why
was -
(a) no Government member,
(b) no Opposition member, or
(c) no other non-Government members present, as the case may be?

Hon I.M. BERJNSON replied:
The Premier has provided the following response -

The information sought would require considerable research and I am not
prepared to allocate resources for this purpose. However, if the member has a
specific question about functions, he can direct them to me in writing and I
will be pleased to respond.

MUSICIANS - UNFAIR CONTRACTS
Musicians Union's Copy Tabling - Industrial Relations Act Provision

305. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for The Arts:
(1) Will the Minister table a copy of the contract which the Musicians Union

considers to be harsh or unconscionable?
(2) Is it intended to insert into the Industrial Relations Act an unfair contracts

provision?
(3) If not, why not?
(4) Does her department have a view on providing musicians and employers
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access to the Industrial Commission to remedy breaches of music industry
contracts?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) I understand there is not one standard contract in use.
(2) It is proposed to include in the Industrial Relations Act a provision that wili

enable the Western Australian Industrial Relations Commission to deal with
complaints about the breach of contracts for services for musicians in the
entertainment industry.

(3) Not applicable.
(4) The Department for the Arts supports the proposal of providing musicians and

employers access to appropriate courts to remedy breaches of music industry
contracts.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHIORITY - HOTMIX PLANT, BICKLEY
ROAD, CANNINGTON

Pollution and Noise Levels Monitor
350. Hon P.O. PENDAL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for the

Environment:
(1) Has the Environmental Protection Authority been monitoring, in recent

months, pollution and noise levels emanating from a Hournix plant in Bickley
Road, Cannington?

(2) If so, with what results?
(3) Is it correct that on 17 February this year Environmental Protection Authority

officers assessed the plant to be operating at unacceptable levels?
(4) If such a regulation breach took place, was licence suspension or revocation

considered or carried out?
(5) Is it the case, as understood by the concerned local residents of the area, that

the dust-odour from the plant is considered to be a serious health danger?
(6) Is it correct that the large number of known asthma cases in the locality could

be influenced by the plant emissions?
Hon KAY HALLAH-AN replied:

The Minister for the Environment has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes.
(2) Comprehensive plant upgrade and public participation program.
(3) Yes.
(4) No, the company was required to take rapid, positive action to rectify

the situation.
(5) No.
(6) To the knowledge of the Environmental Protection Authority, only one

person in the locality has claimed to suffer from asthma. Dining
normal operation conditions, the odour intensity would approximate
that experienced when asphalt is being applied to a road surface.

SWAN RIVER - SOUTH PERTH-COMO FORIESHORE
Limestone Walling Installation Purpose

361. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for the
Environment:
(1) What is the purpose of extensive limestone walling being installed along the

South Perth-Como foreshore?
(2) Does the Minister have any information that supports the argument that turning

waterways into "canals" is a well-discredited practice?
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(3) What steps has the Minister taken to prevent the destruction of the natural
banks in favour of canal-type walls?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for the Environment has provided the following reply -

(1) The low limestone walling being installed along the South Perth-
Coma foreshore between the Narrows and Canning Bridge is designed
to stop erosion and improve the amenity of the narrow foreshore. It is
part of a total landscape plan prepared by the Main Roads Department
and South Perth City Council which was advertised for public
comment in early 1990. The walls being built are not the so-called
canal type referred to by the honourable member, but are low retaining
walls on the erosion scarp. In addition rushes will be planted in front
of the walling to soften the profile and further protect against erosion.

(2) In some situations such as Mounts Bay Road and parts of Perth water
walls are necessary to retain areas that have been filled in the past.
However, it is the policy of the Swan River Trust and the Government
to minimise walling around the Swan and Canning Rivers and
rehabilitate natural foreshores.

(3) Many ilometres of riverbanks have already been revegetaced and
protected by fencing to promote regrowth of plants. Lot walls are used
selectively where an extreme erosion problem exists. The Swan River
Trust has surveyed all erosion prone areas and has an ongoing program
to rehabilitate these areas and natural methods are used wherever
possible. The chairman of the maust, Ron Davies, has asked me to
invite the honourable member on a boat tour to see the extensive work
that has been done and the approach the trust is taking.

SCHOOLS - MT PLEASANT PRIMARY
Inadequate Facilities

364. Hon PGO. PENDAL to the Minister for Education:
(1) Is the Minister aware of a May 1992 letter from the Mt Pleasant Primary

School Parents and Citizens' Association, to the Ministry for Education,
expressing dissatisfaction with school facilities?

(2) Are the facilities as the Mt Pleasant Primary School below the standard of'
some other schools in the district which have been recently built or upgraded?

(3) When is it envisaged that the library and resource centre, coveted assembly,
play area and walkcways and administration and service block, requested by the
parents and citizens' association, will be provided to the school?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) The need to upgrade the facilities at Mt Pleasant Primary School is

recognised.
(3) Mt Pleasant Primary School will receive due consideration in relation to the

needs of other schools wheu the derails of the 1992-93 Capital Works
Program are finalised later this year.

"GRBENHOUSE CHALLENGE' - TREE PLANT[NGS
366. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for the

Environment:
(1) Is it correct that the "Greenhouse Challenge", launched by the Dowding

Government in December 1988, stipulated that 200 trees per person per year
would be planted as a strategy to combat gas emissions?

(2) If so, how many of these trees have been planted?
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Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The Minister for the Environment has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

COMMUNITY LUNCHEONS - LESCHENAULT LEISURE CENTRE, AUSTRALINfl
369. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Leader of the House representing the Premier:

(1) How many people attended the community lunch hosted by the Premier last
Friday, 22 May 1992, at the Leschenault Leisure Centre in Austmalind?

(2) What was the total cost of the lunch and who paid for it?
(3) What were the masons for the community lunch?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Premier has provided the following reply-
(1) 150.
(2) (a) Food $2 250

Drinks $206
Hire Hall $130
Total $2 586

(b) Ministry of the Premier and Cabinet.
(3) The Premier was invited to Bunbury for three events -

(a) Open 1992 South West Careers Expo - Bunbury.
(b) Open Australind branch of Genealogical Society's new office.
(c) Commission the upgrade to Bunbury Prison and present

service medals to prison officers.
As the opening of the Genealogical Society's office was held in
Australind from 11.15 am to 12.00 pm, the Minister for South-West
requested the Premier host a community lunch in Australind before
returning to Bunbury for the prison commissioning. Where possible
the Premier will host community lunches on country visits to allow the
local community access to her to raise issues.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY - MALCOLM DOUGLAS
CROCODILE PARK

Crab Creek R elocation - Local Residents' Concern
400. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Education representing the Minister for the

Environment:
I refer to the report and recommendation of the Environmental Protection
Authority in regard to the relocation of the Malcolm Douglas Crocodile Park,
to Crab Creek, near the Broomne township and ask -
(1) Is the Minister aware of the concern of local residents regarding -

(a) possible crocodile escapes, especially following cyclones;
(b) the likelihood of damage to the mangroves and marsh of Crab

Creek; and
(c) future pollution related to the slaughtering and industrial

processing involved in the production of skins and crocodile
meat?

(2) What is the current status of the decision on the relocation
recommendation?
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Hon KAY HALLAI-AN replied:
The Minister for the Environment has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes, however I am satisfied that the proponent has adequately
addressed these matters.

(2) 1 am currently consulting with other involved Ministers over the
conditions which might be set on the project.
PEARL SHELL - EXMOUTH GULF AREA

New Production Licence
407. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Mcviii representing the Minister for Fisheries:

(1) Does the Government intend to issue a new licence for the production of pearl
shell in the Exmouth Gulf area in the near future?

(2) If so, when will the licence be issued?
(3) What process for the allocation of licences will be used?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response-
(1) The Government intends issuing additional pearling licences for zone

1 of the pearl oyster fishery.
(2) I expect a final decision to be reached by the joint authority by the

middle of 1992.
(3) An independent panel has assessed applications lodged with the

Fisheries Department and prepared a report for joint authority
consideration.

PRAWNS - MAIJDURAH
Trawling Licences Issued - Restricted Area

409. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) How many licences have been issued to allow trawlers to trawl for prawns off

Mandurah?
(2) What area are they restricted to?
Hon MARK NBVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) Three.
(2) The waters of the south west trawl limited entry fishery, with an

endorsement to also operate in zone D, the defined area off Mandurah.
FISHING - KIMVBERLEY REGION

Trawling Licences Issued for Fish and Prawns - Restricted Area
410. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:

(1) How many licences have been issued to trawl for fish in the Kimberley region?
(2) How many licences have been issued to trawl for prawns in the same are?
(3) What area are they restricted to?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) None.
(2) No licences. One hundred and seventy two trawlers have the ability

through a licence endorsement to operate in the Kimberley prawn
fishery. The majority of these are trawlers which operate primarily in
other State or Commonwealth prawn fisheries. It should be noted that
the Commonwealth Government is reducing the number of trawlers in
Commonwealth fisheries.
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(3) The Kimberley prawn fishery extends from 1230451 east longitude -
Koolan Island - to 126058' east longitude - Cape Londonderry.

SCALLOPS - TRAWLING LICENCES
Geraldton; Carnan'on; Shark Bay

411. Hon P.RL LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) How many licences to trawl for scallops are in force in -

(a) Geraldion; and
(b) Carnarvon and Shark Bay?

(2) What area are they restricted to?
(3) Are boats licensed to trawl for prawns automatically permitted to trawl for

scallops?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) (a) Seventeen.
(b) Forty-one.

(2) (a) The defined waters of the Abroihos Islands and the mid west
trawl; limited entry fishery.

(b) The defined waters of the Shark Bay prawn limited entry
fishery and the Shark Bay scallop limited entry fishery.

(3) Yes.

SHARK BAY SALT - USELESS LOOP OPERATION ALTERATIONS
Denham Fishermens Association's Concerns

412. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) Is the Government aware of concern being expressed by the Denhamn

Fishermens Association with regard to proposed alterations to the Shark Bay
salt operation at Useless Loop?

(2) If so, what steps are being taken to make sure that the Shark Bay fishery and
fishermen that operate from Denham are protected and their industry is
allowed to continue to operate in a manner similar to the one that operates at
present?

Hon MARK NEVILL replied:
The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) Yes.
(2) The Shark Bay salt proposal has been through -the normal

Environmental Protection Authority assessment process whereby the
company produced a public environmental review. Submissions
received by the EPA included a lengthy response from the Fisheries
Department dealing with the potential effects of the proposal on the
prawn and beach seine fisheries of Shark Bay. As a result of these
submissions and subsequent EPA recommendations, the Minister for
the Environment has set a condition for the proposal to proceed which
obliges the company to make provision for any adverse environmental
impacts on the regional fisheries to the satisfaction of the Minister for
the Environment in agreement with the Ministers for State
Development and Fisheries. Discussions have taken place between the
company and the Departments of State Development and Fisheries.
The Fisheries Department, via the Western Australian Fishing Industry
Council, has kept the fishing industry aware of these discussions.
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FISHING - DENHAM
Operational Licences - Special Clauses

413. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevili representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) How many fishing licences are operational for fishermen operating from

Denh am?
(2) Da these licences have any special clauses?
(3) If so, what are the special arrangements pertaining to the licences?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister far Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) There axe 19 licensed fishing boats based at Denham, 17 of which
have been regularly used in the last year.

(2) Yes. Two licences have special clauses.
(3) One licensed boat in the Shark Bay beach seine fishery is only

permitted to take fish for bait and is restricted to using 300 metres of
net to take mullet and bream and 200 metres of net to take garfish.
One boat with only a Western Australian fishing boat licence is
permitted to transport pink snapper across the so~thern boundary of
the Shark Bay snapper limited entry fishery - at 26 30' south latitude -
and land it in Denham.

CRAYFISH, MARINE - OPERATIONAL LICENCES
Areas and Licence Nwrnbers

414. Hon P.H. LODCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) How many licences to fish for rock lobster in Western Australia are in

operation?
(2) What are the areas and what is the number of licences operating in those areas

(ie. Geraldton, Dongara, etc)?
Hon MARX NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) Western rock lobster - 678 all operating
Southern rock lobster - 71 unknown proportion operating
Tropical rock lobster - 5 unknown proportion operating.

(2) Western rock lobster
Waters between 21044. south latitude and 300 south latitude,
including the Abrollio Islands - 176 licensed boats.
Waters between 21 44' south latitude and 300 south latitude,
excluding the AbroI4os Islands - 166 license boats.
Waters between 30 south latitude and 3424' south latitude - 366
licensed boats.
Southern rock lobster
Seventy-one licensed boats ame perm itted to operate in Weuern
Australian waters south of 34 24' south latitude and east of 115 08'
east longitude - about Cape Leeuwin.
Tropical rock lobster
Eie licences are operated in Western Australian waters north of
21 44' south latitude.

SALMON - NET QUOTA
Review - Fishing Areas

415. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) What is the available quota to net for salmon in Western Australia?
(2) What areas are allowed to be fished?
(3) How often are these quotas reviewed?
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(4) When was the last review?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) For 1992 the quotas are -
south 2 000 tonnes
south west 650 tonnes

(2) There are two limited entry fisheries for salmon, one for the south
coast from Cape Beaufort to Shoal Cape and one for the south west
coast from Busselton jetty to Cape Beaufort.

(3) Annually.
(4) Before the commencement of the 1992 salmon season.

MARICULTURE - LICENCES ISSUED
416. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:

(1) How many licences to operate rnariculture have been issued in Western
Australia?

(2) Where have these licences been issued?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) There are currently 31 licences issued for mariculture developments.
Ile interdepartmental committee for aquiculture, which considers
aquiculture proposals, is currently assessing further applications.

(2) Licences have been issued for the following -
Pearling Act
Thirteen licences under the Pearling Act 1990 for the culture of silver
lipped oysters between the Western Australian/Northern Territory
border.
Fisheries Act
Four licences within the Pilbara for pearl oysters other than the silver
lipped oysters.
One licence for giant clams within Exmouth Gulf.
One licence for a commercial fish and shellfish hatchery at Carnarvon.
Two licences for pearl oyster culture for smaller pearl oyster species
within Shark Bay.
One licence for the culture of fish species at Cervantes.
Six licences issued for the grow-out of native mussels within
Cockburn Sound.
One licence for mussel culture within Geographe Bay at Dunsborough.
One licence issued for the culture of native flat oysters within Oyster
Harbour and Princess Royal Harbour at Albany.

FISHING - WHOLESALERS OF FISH PRODUCTS
Auction Licences

419. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) How many licences are in force for wholesalers of fish products to auction

their product in the metropolitan area?
(2) Where do these operators conduct their operation from?
(3) Who are the holders of these licences?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) Licensing is undertaken through the Court of Petty Sessions. Beyond issuing
a particular category of auction licence under the relevant Act, I believe
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details of products being auctioned are not readily available. However, as far
as I am aware, theme is only one organisation which auctions fish in Western
Ausralia.

(2) Metropolitan Markets at Canning Vale.
(3) A.J. Langford.

PEARLING INDUSTRY - KIMBERLEY AREA LEASES
Licences Issued

420. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) How many licences to operate pearling leases have been issued in the

Kimberley area?
(2) Who holds these licences?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response-
(1) Eleven pearling licensees have access to wild stocks of pearl oysters found in

coastal and continental shelf waters from the Turtle Islands, east of Port
Hedland and the Northern Territory border.

(2) Pearls Pty Ltd. Darella Holdings Pty Ltd, Roebuck Pearl Producers Pry Ltd,
Broome Pearls Pry Ltd, Blue Seas Pearling Company. Clipper Holdings Pry
Ltd, Maxima Pearling Co Pty Ltd, J.D. and S.J. Arrow, and B.R. and L.M.
Brown, collectively hold approximately 55 individual pearl oyster farm leases
within Kimberley waters in areas extending from Roebuck Bay to York
Sounid, some 270 nautical miles by sea, to the north and east of Broome.

LAND TAX - EXEMPTIONS
Reviews of Entitlement Letters - Trustee Companies Cancellations

424. Hon TOM STEPHENS to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer.
(1) What number of letters indicating reviews of entitlement to exemption from

land tax have been issued by the Assistant Commissioner for Land Tax from
and including July 1989 to present date?

(2) On what date were the letters issued?
(3) What number of land tax exemptions for trustee companies have been

cancelled as a result of the review?
(4) Have all such cancellations been backdated to 1989-90?
(5) (a) What is the total value to Consolidated Revenue Fund from these

cancellations; and
(b) does the commissioner anticipate that trustee companies will continue to

be a source of revenue to the State to the same magnitude in future
financial years?

(6) Will the Commissioner for Taxation grant "terms of repayment" to families
who were not aware of this cancellation of entitlement in 1989?

(7) What is the reason for removing land tax exemption from discretionary
companies?

(8) Does the Taxation Department have any statistics which would indicate the
number of discretionary trustee companies that own homes which are not
occupied by persons who would be the beneficiaries of the trust?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:.
The Treasurer has provided the following reply -

(1) Not available.
(2) Not available. Letters have been sent on numerous days.
(3) Approximately 500.
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(4) Yes.
(5) (a) Not available.

(b) Yes, the Acting Commissioner of State Taxation advises that
1992-93 assessments should approximate those in respect of
the previous assessment year. The Governiment has announced
that 1992-93 valuations for land tax purposes will be "frozen"
at the 1991 level unless the Valuer General determines a lower
value, in which case that lower value shall be applied.

(6) The Acting Commissioner advises that all applications for an
extension of time for payment are considered according to the
individual circumstances of the taxpayer.

(7) To redress an anomaly which existed in the Act which, in certain
circumstances, allowed residential exemption for land owned by a
company, being a trustee of a miust, when the beneficiaries of that mrust
themselves were not entitled to exemption.

(8) No.
ABORIGINES - SUPPORT WORKERS STATISTICS, ALBANY AND

SURROUNDING REGION
Health, Housing, Probationar'y Parole, Finance, Education-Law and Order Field Work

429. Hon MURIE PATTERSON to the Minister for Education representing the Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) How many Aboriginal support workers in the health, housing, probationary

parole, finance, and education/law and order field work in the Albany and
surrounding region?

(2) Where does the funding for their wages come from?
(3) How many Aboriginal people do the above named workers represent?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following response -

(1)-(3)
These questions should be addressed to the relevant Ministers. No
such database is maintained by the Aboriginal Mfairs portfolio.

SOUTHERN ABORIGINAL CORPORATION - BUDGET
Total Annual: Distribution Responsibility; Expenditure Guidelines

430. Hon MURIEL PATTERSON to the Minister for Education representing the Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs:
(1) What is the total annual budget for the Southern Aboriginal Corporation?
(2) Who is the accountable officer for the distribution of the funds?
(3) What are the guidelines for expenditure?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs has provided the following response-
(1) The Southern Aboriginal Corporation is an independent incorporated

organisation funded by the Commonwealth. Operational and financial
information should be sought directly from the corporation.

(2)-(3)
Not applicable.

CRAYFISH, MARINE - CATCH REDUCTION CONSIDERATION
Method

431. Hon PMH. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) Is the Government considering a reduction in the number of rock lobster pots
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mn Western Australia or any other method of reducing the rock lobster catch?
(2) If so, what method is being contemplated?
(3) -What discussions have taken place with the industry involved?
Hon MARK NEVELL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) 1 have before me a report by the Rock Lobster Advisory Committee
which is currently under consideration. The report has now been
released to industry and the wider community and I have requested the
Executive Director of Fisheries to forward a copy of the report to the
honourable member.

(2)-(3)
This information is contained within the report.

FISHING - NINGALOO REEF AREA
Recreational Fishing Legislation Intention

432. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) Is it the Government's intention in introduce legislation to alter recreational

fishing arrangements for the Ningaloo Reef area?
(2) If so. when will the legislation be introduced to the Parliament?
(3) Is legislation to alter any recreational fishing arrangement envisaged, and if so,

when will legislation be introduced?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) Yes, by regulation.
(2) 1 am expecting to receive the necessary draft regulations for

submission to the Governor in Executive Council shortly.
(3) Yes, recreational fishing management rules will continually be

reviewed by the Fisheries Department and by the Recreational Fishing
Advisory Committee.

PILCHARDS - SOUTH COAST
Licences Issued

433. Hon P.H. LO)CKYER to Hon Mark Nevill representing the Minister for Fisheries:
(1) How many licences have been issued to fish for pilchards on the south coast?
(2) What areas are these licences restricted to?
Hon MARK NEVILL replied:

The Minister for Fisheries has provided the following response -

(1) (a) Bremer Bay limited entry fishery: nine licensees.
(b) Albany limited entry fishery: 23 licensees.
(c) South coast development fishery: one endorsement.
(d) Esperance development fishery: one endorsement.

(2) (a) Point Charles to Cape Knob for the limited entry fishery and
also in the development fishery between Cape Hamelin to
Point D'Entrecaszeaux and east ftom Cape Knob to the
Western Australian border.

(b) All areas between Cape Hamelin and the Western Australian
border except the area of the Bremer Bay limited entry fishery
outlined in (a) above.
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(c) All areas between Cape Hamnelin and the Western Australian
border except the areas of the limited entry fisheries between
Point D'Entrecasteaux and Cape Knob.

(d) The area east of Cape Knob to the Western Australian border.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

QUEEN'S COUNSEL - APPOINTMENTS CESSATION PROPOSAL
Premier-A norney General Consultations

266. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:
(1) Did the Premier consult with the Attorney General regarding the cessation of

appointments of Queen's Counsel prior to the Premier's making her public
announcement?

(2) If yes, what was the Attorney's advice to the Premier about the position of
QCS?

(3) Does the Attorney support the Premier's position and believe that ending the
appointment of QCs will see a reduction in legal fees in Western Australia?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Leader of the Opposition will be aware that the proposal concerning
future Queen's Counsel appointments was initiated at a conference of
Premiers and it was really from that that the Government's position here has
flowed.

Hon George Cash: Did the Premier not speak to you about the mailer?
Hon 3.M. BERINSON: I am quite happy to indicate that as far as I am aware the

issue was not anticipated by the Premier before the conference, so I was not
consulted before the Premiers' Conference. I was, of course, made aware of
the proposal after that and before the Premier's statement last week. I would
have thought the Leader of the Opposition would know that the position of the
Government is my position. It always is, as it is in this case.

Hon George Cash: It is a bit of a worry sometimes when your position is not the
position of the Government.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: You are assuming Cabinet solidarity.
The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.M. BERINSON: It is fair to say that the Premier has not stressed the matter of

cost so much as the view that the legal profession should not continue to be in
the unique position of having Government imprimaturs given to the
recognition of senior practitioners.

Hon Peter Foss: They are officers of the court, which is unique in itself, and their
costs are governed by an Act.

Hon 3.M. BERINSON: That is true; but so, as I understand it, are all practitioners.
The contrast drawn by the Premiers is between the position of senior legal
practitioners and the senior practitioners in all other professions, where it is
the profession itself that provides recognition rather than the State. Of course,
the contrary view is that the history of the position should not be disturbed,
and that is a position that can be understood. There are arguments for and
against. Recently, when raising what is an older proposal for the
abandonment of wigs and gowns, I found that the response there, again,
comes down in many cases to a question of reluctance to disturb a historical
practice rather than any persuasive view that something positive is being
achieved.
I relation to costs, the position is marginal. T'he profession has put the view -
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which I must say I would be inclined to accept, and which I believe the
Premier accepts - that at the end of the day we will find the operation of
supply and demand functioning and that a group of practitioners, whose
capacity is widely recognised within the profession to be of a significantly
higher standard compared with the general run of the profession, will continue
to be able to command substantial fees, if not in line with current conditions,
certainly substantial when compared with what might be regarded as the
standard rate among other practitioners.

QUEEN'S COUNSEL - APPOINTMENTS CESSATION PROPOSAL
Attorney General's Resignation

267. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:
Given the Attorney General's statement in his answer to the previous question
that his position is the same as the Government's position on the cessation of
appointments of Queen's Counsel, will he, as one of Her Majesty's Queen's
Counsel, be resigning that commission to show good faith in the
Government's intention that appointments of QCs should cease?

Hon Graham Edwards: If the Government decided it would get rid of the upper
House, would Hon George Cash resign?

The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

That is an interesting, one might say novel, proposal and I am prepared to say
that, yes, I will consider it. The trouble with setting good examples is that one
so rarely finds anyone following.

Hon George Cash: This is a matter of principle, isn't it?
Hon P.G. Pendal: You feel strongly about this.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I remember very well when I was a member of the Federal

Parliament, that on at least the first three occasions that the question of
increases in parliamentary salaries arose I fell in with the view, which
unfortunately in retrospect garnered a majority, that the recommended
increases should be rejected on the basis of setting a good example. On all
three occasions the experience was that it was a good example which nobody
followed. In respect of, shall I say, symbolic gestures, one ought to be a bit
careful and reserved. Nonetheless -

Hon George Cash: You will consider the matter.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: - the Leader of the Opposition has raised the matter and I will

certainly consider it. In the interests of making the general position clear, the
Premiers have not suggested, even in the tentative way that this subject is
being approached, that there should be any disturbance of the commissions
previously granted. I should also say that the question is not determined but
will be the subject of further consideration at the forthcoming Premiers'
Conference later this month.

EDUCATION, MINISTRY OF - WARD, RONALD
Crown Law Officer's Advice

268. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Attorney General:
(1) Did the Crown Law Department officer who contacted Mr Ronald Ward, in

relation to the Wright v James Hardie & Co Py Ltd and the Moinistry of
Education case, advise Mr Ward at the commencement of the conversation
that she was from the Crown Law Department?

(2) If not, why not?
(3) Did the officer advise Mr Ward at the commencement of the conversation that

she was seeking evidence with respect to the pending court case?
(4) If not, why not?
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(5) Who authorised the officer to make the telephone call?
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) Yes.
(4) Not applicable.
(5) No specific autlhorisation was required. The officer was one of the solicitors

preparing the case on behalf of the Minister for Education, and Mr Ward was
contacted as part of the information gathering process.
Those answers were provided by the Crown Law Department: however, I
must add to them. I have received a comprehensive report from the Crown
Solicitor, who has thoroughly reviewed all aspects of the matter. He indicates
that he is completely confident that the solicitor concerned acted properly
throughout The Crown Solicitor has also expressed his concern at unfair and
inaccurate reports on the issue, specifically the reports in The West Australian
on 28 and 29 May. He unreservedly accepts the solicitor's account of the
telephone conversation with Mr Ward including, in particular, that, firstly, the
solicitor advised Mr Ward that she was a solicitor from the Crown Law
Department, representing the Minister for Education; secondly, she explained
to Mr Ward that she was tinging in connection with a damages claim by Mr
Wright against the Minister, and did not tell him that she was calling in
relation to a survey on apprenticeship training at TAFE colleges; and, thirdly,
she did not seek Mr Ward's views about whether Mr Wright's employment
could have caused his mesothelioma.
1. in turn, accept the department's assurances in this matter and regard these as
consistent with the integrity and professionalism of the Crown's legal officers
generally. This is not to reflect on Mr Ward, as I understand that the
interview with him led to some anxiety and confusion on his part.

ROADS - BINDOON ROAD ACCIDENTS
Hardsraff, Mrs, Letter - Minister for Police's Examination Advice

269. Hon E.J. CHARLTON to the Minister for Police:
Last week I asked the Minister a question relating to a letter I hadl received
from Mrs Hardstaff of Northampton, in which she stated that her 24 year old
son had been killed at Bindoon in a road accident on a section of road where
four other people had been killed. She claimed that this occurred because of
bad visibility, a lack of appropriate double lines marked on the road, and no
warning signs. The Minister undertook to look at that section of the mad the
next day. Can he advise whether he had the opportunity to do that and what
was his determination?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I thank the member for the question and his interest in this matter. I had the
opportunity to examine that area on Friday as part of a return trip to Perth
after conducting some ministerial business that morning. To the best of my
knowledge I have identified the area of road about which the woman is
concerned. 1, too, have some concerns about the visibility. There is a dip in
the road and if one is at the wrong spot one could have some problems seeing
a vehicle if it were in the dip. I did not have the opportunity to get out and
conduct a thorough examination of the area because there was a lot of trffic
on the road. However, it concerned me enough to draw the matter to the
attention of the Minister for Transport. Her office has assured me that it will
take immediate action. Immediately south of the area, substantial roadworks
are under way. It may be that those roadworks will take in the area to which
the member is referring. I have not ascertained that at this stage. However, I
thank the member for drawing the matter to my attention and I shall follow it
up with the Minister for Transport.
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ROADS - BINDOON ROAD ACCIDENTS
Four Deaths Verification

270. Hon E.J. CHARLTON to the Minister for Police:
Has the Minister had the opportunity to check whether four other people have
lost their lives, or what other serious accidents have occurred, on that section
of road?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I have not checked chat. However. I assume I was at the right spot because
some wreckage was lying around and a small vase of dried flowers was beside
the road. I anm not aware whether it is the exact spot where other people have
lost their lives.

SAWMILL - DARDANUP PINE PROJECT'
271. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Parliamentary Secretary representing the Minister for

State Development:
With reference to the proposed pine sawmill expansion involving a joint
venture between Wesfarmers, Bunnings and the Department of Conservation
and Land Management at Dardanup -

(1) Will a State agreement Act be introduced into the Parliament in the
last week of this autumn session?

(2) Have the findings of two major surveys - the Environmental Protection
Authority's consultative environment review and the Preston Park
industrial study - been considered in relation to the siting of the
expanded sawill?

(3) Is the Minister aware that the 1 000 metre buffer zone recommended
by the company for the expanded mill will impinge on at least 15
existing residences in Paibury Fields and Copplestone, as well as the
rights of broadacre landowners who have been informed by the
Dardanup Shire Council that their applications for subdivision into
smaller two to three hectare holdings is being withheld because the
land overlaps the required buffer zone?

(4) Is the Minister aware that most of the objections would be overcome
by resiting the planned mill to lot 354 immediately north of the
existing sawmill?

(5) Have any proposals for resiting the mill to lot 354 been made or
considered?

(6) Will the Government abide by the resolutions of a well attended public
meeting in Dardanup on 26 May calling for no further action to be
taken on the mill expansion until all studies on the issue are
considered, public submissions are sought and considered, and
alternatives thoroughly explored?

Hon TOM STEPHENS replied:
The Minister has provided the following response -

(1) A Bill to ratify the Dardanup pine log sawmill agreement was introduced in
the Legislative Assembly today.

(2) The two studies referred to are in progress and the results are not yet at hand.
However, the sawmill has been in operation on its current site since 1984 and
has operated successfully under existing environmental laws. The sawmill
will not be expanded, but with the introduction of new state of the art
machinery and upgrading of other machinery, the input log capacity of the
mill will be increased. Under the terms of the agreement, approval to
undertake the proposed expansion of the mill's capacity cannot be granted
without the necessary approvals under the Environmental Protection AcL.
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(3) The agreement provides for an initial buffer of not mome than 600 metres from
the boundary of the sawmill. Neither the Padbury Fields estate nor the
Copplestone estate falls within the buffer. The buffer may be extended over
certain other lands not further than one kilometre from the sawmill site
boundary if the Minister determines an extension of the initial buffer is
necessary. Again, any extension of ibis buffer will not affect the Padbury
Fields or Copplestone estates. It is understood that the Preston Park industrial
study is examining the issue of buffers and may recommend additional buffer
areas. However, this is not part of the Dardanup pine log sawmill agreement.

(4) 1 am aware of a suggestion by the Shime of Dardanup that the existing mill be
relocated to lot 354. It is reasonable to assume that relocation of the mill may
overcome many of the objections from landowners in or adjacent to the
buffer. However, it is not known whether additional objections will arise, for
whatever reason, at the proposed relocation site.

(5) The matter of relocation has been discussed with the companies concerned.
The cost to the companies of relocation is estimated at $10 million. For this
reason the companies have rejected the idea of relocation.
It is important for the member to appreciate that we have an existing saw mill
operation with a log input capacity of 70 000 cubic metres of logs a year and a
licence to increase this to 100 000 cubic metres a year. The expansion of the
log input capacity to 400 000 cubic metres a year will take place over the next
10 years and will involve the introduction of new technology and improved
timber flow patterns within the framework of the existing mill structure.
The buffer being put in place by the agreement will ensure that the areas
within the buffer will not be rezoned to a zoning that will be incompatible
with the operations of the sawmill. Rezoning may occur if the new zoning is
compatible with the operations of the mill. This will ensure that major
investments relating to the expansion of the mill's capacity and ongoing
operations will not be placed at risk by an increased population which may be
affected by noise from the sawmill site.

(6) The passage of the Bill through the House will continue as planned. Any
proposal to implement expansion of the capacity of the sawmill cannot be
effected until the CER process has been completed and ministerial conditions
set. Social implications of the project will be addressed in the CER process.

UNIVERSITIS - LAND TRUSTS ALLOCATION FAILURE
Breakdown in Commwanicaflons Between Minister for Education and Vice-Chancellors

272. Hon P.O. PENDAL to the Minister for Education:
(1) Why has the Government failed to act on its September promise to allocate

land miusts to public universities which, at that time, it said it would do in the
next few months?

(2) Does the Minister endorse the view of Professor Peter Boyce as expressed this
morning on radio that there is not a great deal of traffic - meaning
correspondence between the universities and the Minister for Education -
these days?

(3) Why has there been a breakdown in relations between the Minister and the
vice-chancellors?

Hon KAY HALLAJIAN replied:
(1)-(3)

1 would be interested to read the transcript of the radio interview to ascertain
whether Professor Peter Boyce was saying there has been a breakdown in
communications between the vice-chancellors and the Minister for Education.
I attended the opening day at Murdoch University a month ago and he gave no
indication that there was a breakdown in communications between us. I
imagine that, if he believes that there has been no breakdown, he would not be
impressed with Hon Phillip Pendal's trying to drive a wedge between us. I
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will read the transcript and I will bring the member's question to Professor
Boyce's attention. My understanding is that theme is no breakdown in the
relationships between the vice-chancellors and the Minister for Education.
Members may be aware that not only do the vice-chancellors meet with me
periodically, but also they meet through the auspices of the Office of Higher
Education, which is funded by the State Government, in order to support and
assist in those matters which need to be pursued for higher education in this
State. Through that office additional funds for and places in universities have
been achieved. I would not have thought they would be feeling in any way
unsupported by the State Government or by me.
The matter of the land grant, which I heard being discussed at the beginning
of the interview, and which was referred to by Professor Peter Boyce, is a
matter which is handled by the Minister for State Development; therefore, if
the member wants to ask a question on that matter he should put it on notice.

SCHOOLS - ENVIRONMENTAL KITS
Distribution

273. Hon W.N. STRETCH- to the Minister for Education:
I refer the Minister to the environmental kits distributed by the Federal
Minister for the Environment, Mrs Kelly, and to the comment in today's The
West Australian by the President of the Pastoralists and Graziers Association
that he believed the people in Mrs Kelly's department have a fanatical hatred
for farming, mining and any development and have done enormous damage to
the Australian economy.
(1) Does the Minister have any control over information distributed in

Western Australian schools, including material from Federal
Government departments or authorities?

(2) Have any of those environmental kits endorsed by the Federal Minister
been distributed in Western Australian schools?

(3) If so, has the Minister taken, will she take or can she take steps to
ensure these kits are withdrawn from Western Australian schools
immediately?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(I)-(3)

The practice is that anyone wanting to distribute material to Western
Australian schools is required to submit such material to the Ministry of
Education. An assessment is then made of the material. Only then is a
decision made to distribute, or not to distribute, the material. Sometimes
material is made available to schools if they choose to take advantage of it
once an assessment has been made of the material.
I inquired of the ministry about the distribution of the kits referred to and was
advised that officially they have not been received. Therefore, approval has
not been given for the distribution of the kits to schools in this State

Hon E.J. Charlton: Is the Minister saying that there are none in Western Australian
schools?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN: I understand that the kits have not been submitted to the
Ministry of Education for assessment If they are in schools we need to know
about it. They might have slipped through somehow. Ministry officers have
said they have not officially seen the kits, assessed them or distributed them.
If the kits are in schools, I would like to know about it.

SCHOOLS -FIVE YEAR OLDS
Full Time Schooling -Pant Time Schooling Option

274. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Education:
Where optional full time schooling for five year olds is introduced in 1993,
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will parents continue to have the option of part time schooling for their five
year aids?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
The short answer is yes. I ask members to indicate whether they would like
ine to sit down or elaborate further.

SCH-OOLS - ENVIRONMENTAL KITS
Land Management Distribution - Withdrawal Action

275. Hon E.J. CHARLTON to the Minister for Education:
Further to the question asked by Hon Bill Stretch, I have been given
information that a document, which is part of the kit and titled "Land
Management" and which can be used in relation to subjects such as
geography, commerce, history, the arts and English, is in some Western
Australian schools. What action will the Minister take to ensure that these
kits are removed from Western Australian schools?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
I will immediately draw this matter to the attention of the Chief Executive
Officer of the Ministry of Education. I would appreciate the member
providing me with the names of the schools he knows the material to be in. I
will provide the CEO with that information so that she can follow up the
matter and check again with the staff. Material of this nature would normally
be expected to be forwarded to the ministry prior to its distribution. I assure
the member that the matter will be thoroughly investigated. I did not make
my inquiries on the basis that the kits had been distributed, but as a safeguard.
I will take the matter further on the basis of the member's information. I
would like the names of the schools which have the kits.

Hon E.l. Charlton: T will certainly provide the Minister with all the details.
QUEEN'S COUNSELS - APPOINTMENTS CESSATION PROPOSAL

Attorney General's View Change
276. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Attorney General:

(1) Given that the Attorney General accepted a Queen's Counsel appointment as
recently as 8 December 1987, when was he convented to the view that such an
appointment is outmoded and anachronistic?

(2) What occurred in the last four and a half years that made a Queen's Counsel
appointment acceptable in 1987, but anachronistic in 1992?

Hon Tom Stephens: The passage of time.
Hon I.M. BERINSON replied:
(1)-(2)

The Parliamentary Secretary has presumably said it all.
SCHiOOLS - PREPRIMARY

No Friday Classes
277. Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON to the Minister for Education:

(1) Can the Mlinister confirm that preprimary classes ame not held on Fridays and
that on those days preprimary teachers have half a day for preparation and
management of their centres and half a day for work in their associated
primary schools?

(2) Will this arrangement continue when optional full time schooling for five year
olds is introduced?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
(1)-(2)

The program for preprimary children for a full five days will virtually be an
enrichment of the program that currently operates for four half days a week.
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It will cake into account that a large number of parents will most likely take up
the option of sending their five year old children to school on a full time basis.
AUl the arrangements associated with that decision having been made, they
will be very thoroughly worked through with staff and professional groups.
All mater amt being considered in that process, which will take a little time
as we want it to be an effective and harmonious program which will come into
being at the begixnning of 1993. The matters to which the honourable member
refers will be taken into account during that process, along with associated
matters related to the whole program.


